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New TIME & LIFE BUILDING 

Accents Comfort and Economy with 

JOHNSON PNEUMATIC 
CONTROL 

W estern Elect ric Distributing House 

Arlington, Virginia 

1 The new Time & Lile Building in 
New York's Rockefeller Center contains 
over 11h million square feet of comfortably 
air-conditioned office space. To provide 
an ideal working climate throughout this 
48-story structure, a specially planned 
Johnson Pneumatic Temperature Con
trol System directs the operation of the 
60 central fan air conditioning and ven
tilating systems and the 16 secondary 
water systems serving the perimeter in
duction units. 

On the 20 floors occupied by Time Inc., 
publishing deadlines require many depart
ments to work at night and on weekends, 
while others have a conventional work
week. To meet this unusual schedule with 
large savings in operating costs, special 
control provisions allow air conditioning 
to be on or off at any time on a selective 
basis in each of four zones per floor. These 
floors, of course, also are equipped with a 
high degree of individual room control. 

This system, like every Johnson System, 
was planned and installed to provide an 
unmatched combination of efficiency and 
lifetime economy of operation and upkeep. 
Your nearby Johnson representative will 
gladly explain how these benefits can be 
applied to your clients' buildings, small 
or large. 

Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, 
Wisconsin. 105 Direct Branch Offices. 

JOHN~.~.~ ~ Y..Q.NTROL 
DESIGN • MANUFACTURE • INSTALLATION • SINCE 1885 

Time & Life Build ing, New York. Harrison & Abram · 

ovitz & Harris, architects; Syska & Hennessy, Inc., 

mechanical engineers; George A. Fuller Co. and John 

Lowry, Inc., general contractors; Almira II· Wolff & 

Mun ier, mechan ical contractors; all of New York. 
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79,000 sq . f t. 

of smooth, resilient beauty for 

MICHIGAN STATE 
UNIVERSITY 

The 60,000 sq. ft. Iron bound * Con
tinuous Strip* Hard Maple Floor 
installed in the new Men's Intra
mural Sports Building at Michi
gan State brings MSU's total 
Ironbound floor area to approxi
mately 79,000 sq. ft. This includes 
Ironbound floors in gymnastic 
areas, squash courts, exercise 
rooms and handball courts in the 
new building and the 19,000 sq. 
ft. installed in 1958 in MSU's 
Women's Gym, shown below. 

lronbound floor in MSU 's Women's Gym . Arch: Ral p h R. 
Colder, Detroit; lnstoller : Bouer-Foster Floors, Inc., Detro it 

May we tell you of the many bene
fits Ironbound offers you? For in
formation and name of your nearest 
authorized installer, write Robbins 
Flooring Company, Reed City, 
Michigan, Attn: Dept. PA-960. 

ROBBINS FLOORING COMPANY 
Reed City and Ishpeming , Michigan 

Manufacturers of lronbound• Continuous Strip• Maple Flooring, Permo
Cush iont Resilient Floor Systems and other hardwood flooring 

'T.M. Reg . U.S. Pot. Off. tU .S. Pot . No. 2862255 

Background photo is lro nbound floor in Men's Intramura l 
Sports Building, Michigan State Universi ty, Eo st La nsin g , 
Mich . Arch : Lewis J. Sarvis, Battle Creek, Mich .; Insta ller: 
Bauer-Foster Floors, Inc., Detroit. Flooring Ori-Voe treated. 
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Sensually Structured Parking Garage by Rudolph 

Design Sprang from 
Engineering Requirements 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. A two-block-long 
parking garage which at least one 
observer has compared to a Roman 
wall has been announced for the City 
of New Haven. The garage, designed 
by Paul Rudolph, Chairman of Yale's 
Department of Architecture, will have 
a 1487-automobile capacity, plus 41,-
400 sq ft for shops and stores. 

The structure will be bounded front 
and rear by Church Street and Temple 
Street, and at either end by Crown 
Street and North Frontage Street. 
George Street will penetrate the cen
ter of the building. Entrance and exit 
ramps will occur at either end, and 
on either side of George Street. There 
will be three entrance-exit ramps at 
each typical level. Levels will alter
nate back to front, providing ten 
parking area above ground. Levels 
will measure 10 ft apart from top of 
slab at outside face of column to top 
of slab at the same point. Four ele
vators and three sets of stairs will 
provide for vertical circulation of 
patrons. Two underground parking 
levels will accommodate 378 cars. 
According to Rudolph, these basement 
levels will be connected with a hotel 
which will be built to the north of 
the garage. 

The ground floor will contain spe
cialty shop and a department store, 
the latter to have a 2900 q ft mezza
nine at the second level. Storage space 
for these merchandising facilities will 
be included in the basement. Rudolph's 
plans indicate, but do not include, a 
shopping mall to bridge Crown Street 
at the third or fourth levels. The 
ground floor will be arcaded all along 
the Church Street and Temple Fronts 
in a eries of alternating narrow and 
wide arches. The shops and depart
ment store will open off these arcad~s 
and have glazed show windows facing 

Parking levels will project past columns 
at North Frontage St1·eet end. 

II 

Shops and stores behind arched arcade 
will invite pedestrian trade. 

:JOC 
I 
~ 0 c _)w._____w.----i--~ 

--:JOC 
--:JOC 

George Street will penetrate building at 
midpoint, have garage ramps. 

on to the streets. 
Asked about the structure of the 

garage, Rudolph stated: "The plas
ticity of the structure comes from the 
engineering requirements and form
ing of the concrete rather than the 
mechanical sy terns. In point of fact, 

Entrance, exit ramps will ex tend om; 
from Crown Street end. 

the upper portions of the Garage are 
open, and not mechanically ventilated." 

Structural engineer: Henry A. Pfis
terer; mechanical engineer: Jerome 
F. Mueller; parking consu ltant: Wil
bur Smith & As ociates; design con
sultant: E . A. Barton & Associates. 
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AISC'S FIRST ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS GIVEN 
NEW YORK, N. Y. Thirteen winners of 
the first awards for architectural ex
cellence in use of structural steel have 
been announced by the American In
stitute of Steel Construction, Inc., 
sponsor of the annual awards . 

Award-winning buildings shown 
above are: 1 National Bank of Detroit 
by Albert Kahn Associated Archi
tects & Engineers, Inc.; 2 Church of 
Our Saviour by Cochran, Stephenson 
& Wing, Baltimore; 3 Bartlett Moun
tain Retreat Cabin by David Thorne, 
Berkeley, Calif.; 4 The Southland Cen
ter by Welton Becket & Associates, 
Los Angeles; 5 American Trust Com
pany Bank by Skidmore, Owings & 
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Merrill, San Francisco; 6 Harvest 
House Hotel by Ralph D. Peterson & 
Associates, Denver; 7 Bloomington 
High School Gymnasium by Lundeen 
& Hilfinger with Schaeffer, Wilson & 
Evans, Bloomington, Ill.; 8 National 
Maritime Union Building by Ledner 
& Saputo, New Orleans; 9 Children's 
Hospital of Pittsburgh by Alfred D. 
Reid Associates, Pittsburgh. Not 
sl.own are St. Ann's Catholic Church 
by Martin & Lemmon, Andrews, 
Texas; Dudley High School Physical 
Education Building by Lowenstein
Atkinson, Greensboro, N.C.; and Red 
Bud High School Gymnasium by 
Clarence H. Glass, Decatur, Ga. 

September 1960 

World's Tallest 
Hotel for N. Y. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. The tallest hotel in 
the world with the largest banquet 
and restaurant capacity of any hotel 
in the world has been announced for 
the West Side of New York by Loew's 
Theatres, Inc. Designed by Morris 
Lapidus, Kornblath, Harle & Liebman, 
creator of several of Miami Beach's 
most uninhibited hostelries, the hotel 
wi ll have 50 stories-each of which 
"will be dedicated to one of the states 
of the Union." 

The "Americana West" (an "Ameri
cana East," also by Lapidus, was an
nounced recently) will rise on Seventh 
Avenue between West 52nd and West 
53rd Streets. The 2000-room hotel will 
be faced with honey-colored, glazed 
brick and white Vermont marble, with 
window frames of stainless steel. A 
year-round swimming pool will occur 
at the 25th-floor setback. Public rooms 
at the lobby level will include two 
large restaurants, coffee shop, spe
cialty restaurant, and bar. The upper 
level wi ll contain a supper club. The 
grand ballroom and private dining 
rooms will be approached via their 
own entrance on 52nd Street. A 30,-
000 sq ft exb\b\U()n ball will be ac
cessible from street level. 
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Country Club To Be Center 
Of Informal Community 

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA Across Port 
Phillip Bay from this city, a complete 
new town designed by an American 
firm is scheduled to rise. Clifton 
Springs will be a residential, country
club community within 20-minute 
commuting distance of fast-growing 
Geelong, and an hour and twenty min
utes from downtown Melbourne. 

Victor Gruen Associates have crea
ted a community which will not only 
house hundreds of families, but also 
will provide week-end and vacation 
accommodations for visitors from 
Melbourne and other cities. Parks, 
beache , tennis courts, bowling greens, 
swimming pools, marina, mineral 
springs pavilion and golfing facilities 
will all be at the disposal of the 
tourist as well as the resident. Family 
and social life is expected to center 
around a large, well-appointed country 
club overlooking the fairways on one 
side and the bay on the other. Within 
easy walking distance from the club
house grounds will be a commercial 
center (nbove) designed to serve all 
the needs of Clifton Springs except 
for durable hard goods available in 
Geelong. Included in this center will 
be a supermarket, clothing stores, 
drug store, services such as laundry 
and barber, a large variety store, 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT News 

1 clubhouse, 2 co1111nerce, 3 motels, 4 single residences, 5 nmltiple residences, 6 golf 
course, 7 driving ,·an[Je, 8 marina 

specialty shops, and a garage-service 
station. Motel cottages for visitors 
will be grouped informally along the 
shore, some near the country club and 
a larger group hard by the mineral 
springs whence the town gets its 
name. 

The architecture of the community 
will be relaxed and comfortable, fea
turing low, overhanging, clay tile 
roofs, masonry walls, collonades and 
courts, and natural landscaping. 

Photos: Gordon Sommers 

Aerial perspective shows commercial center at lower right with the country club and golf courses to its left. 
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Grand Prize winning design places information center at hub of plan. 

September 1960 

Relationship and scale of buildings ap
pealed to the Awards Jury. 

Education-Recreation Center Theme of Competition 
Program Second to Explore 
Plan ning for Towns 
VAILS GATE, N. Y. "The annual na
tional architectural competition spon
sored by the Mastic Tile Division of 
The Ruberoid Company is one of those 
too infrequent manifestations of the 
large corporation willing to spend a 
significant sum of money to explore 
and develop the building culture of 
the nation beyond the immediate con
sequence of the sale of the corporate 
product." So spoke Henry L. Kamp
hoefner, Dean of the School of Design 
at North Carolina State College, at 
the termination of his duties as Jury 
Chairman for the second annual 
Mastic Tile architectural competition. 

The competitions are based on archi
tectural design and planning of the 
American community. Last year, en
trants were presented the problem 
of creating a middle-income housing 
development in the Mid-West near a 
large city (SEPTEMBER 1959 PI A, pp. 
102-103) . This year, under the theme 
"Education for Youth and Adult-

And Recreation for All the Family," 
competitors were asked to design an 
educational (j unior high school, high 
school, and college) and recreational 
complex to serve the community. 
Hypothetical site consi ted of 295 
wooded acres adjacent to the housing 
development which was the basis of 
the 1959 program. On the jury in 
addition to Dean Kamphoefner were 
Architects William W. Caud ill, John 
Lyon Reid, and Eberle M. Smith, and 
Dr. Harry J. Carman, Dean Emeritus 
of Columbia College, New York. Ar
chitect A. Gordon Lorimer was Pro
fessional Advisor. 

Grand Prize of $10,000 was won by 
Edward Colbert of McComb, Miss., 
and Alfred J. Petrilli of Detroit, Mich. 
Jury commended the entry on its 
planning, which placed an information 
center serving the community and the 
schools at the heart of the site, and 
attention to scientific aspects (entry 
included an atomic reactor). 

The $5000 second prize went to 
Edwin F. Harris, Jr., of Raleigh, N.C. 
A large space module developed for 
the program and an interesting roof 

Basir site plan showed wooded 295 acres crossed by a stream. 
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system for light and ventilation 
pleased the Jury. 

Marvin Hatami, ew York, received 
the $2500 third prize for having one 
of the best de-centralized plans in 
the competition. Jury felt it was a 
superior architectural statement. 

In the Student Group, the $2000 
first prize was awarded to John Scar
lata of Brooklyn's Pratt Institute. 
The Jury's attention was held by the 
good use of water; the planning of 
the cultural center; and the provision 
of views from all seminar rooms. 

Juror Caudill stated that the com
petition gave a good picture of what 
the trends are in school design. Two 
things are evident, he said: "(1) Dr. 
Trump and his 40-20-40 system of 
educating high school and junior high 
school youngsters intrigues school de
signers. A very substantial number 
of entries were based on the Trump 
Plan. (2) If education or educator 
would not get in their way, a great 
number of designers would go the 
route of complete decentralized plans, 
as evidenced by the number of schools 
based on the decentralized concept. 

Standing: LoTimeT, Kamphoefner, Car
man, Reid; secited: Smith, Caudill. 
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Apparently designers are attempting 
to humanize school plants in the best 
way they know how-by breaking up 
the big piece into little pieces." 
"The emphasis on the community use 
of the educational facilities points to 
a recognition of the urgent problem 
of every community in making maxi
mum use of available facilities for 
the benefit and enjoyment of the com
munity," according to John Lyon Reid. 
Dean Carman said: "We are a prag
matic, materialistic people and as a 
consequence some of us are willing 
to sacrifice that which is esthetica lly 
beautiful as well as practical for the 
sake of cutting costs. This Program 
stressing .. . the quality of excellence 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT 

can .. . contribute to .. . esthetic 
aspects of American life." 

Professional Merit Awards of $500 
each were won by Peter Tarapata and 
Charles MacMahon, Jr., of Bloomfield 
Hills, Mich.; John V. Sheoris of 
Grosse Point, Mich.; Israel Stein and 
Robert F. Lindsey of Houston; Rich
ard Saul Wurman and Alan Levy of 
Philadelphia; J. Byers Hays, Harry 
J. Roberts, Joseph A. Poch, and H. 
David Howe of Cleveland; and John 
V. McPherson, Jack H. Swing, Robert 
L. Amico, and George Albers of 
Homewood, III. Professional Certifi
cates of Achievement went to Ralph 
Lewis Knowles of the Department of 
Architecture at Auburn University; 

Accent of second ]Jrize winner was on planning within large space module. 

• r 

A1·chitecture of third vrize winner earned 

News 

George Colvin and William B. Little 
of Charlotte, N.C.; and George B. 
Hagge, Chih-Chen Jen, Hanford Yang, 
and Heinz Zobel of University City, 
Glendale, St. Loui , and Affton, Mo., 
respectively . Second prize in the Stu
dent Group was won by Richard lVI. 
Foose of Columbia Univer ity; and 
Pratt Institute scored again with 
Richard C. Marcantonio's third prize. 
Student Merit Awards were given to 
Fredric E. Melby of the University 
of Minnesota, Minoru Takeyama and 
Ozdemir Erginsav of Harvard Gradu
ate School of Design, John M. Ellis 
of Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, and James S. Daley of Okla
homa State University. 

Ingenious roof system contains lighting 
and ventilating elements. 

Jury's commendation. Decentralized site vlanning distinguished third prize winner. 

Jury found first prize winner in student group c01nmendable for use of water. 
Double-decking of seminar rooms gcive 
each ct view of water and woods. 
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LIBRARY TO REFLECT CATHEDRAL RUINS 
Project Latest in 
City's Redevelopment 
COVENTRY, ENGLAND One of those al
most unheard-of phenomena, excellent 
architecture by a civic employe, may 
be seen in the projected Central Lib
rary for Coventry by City Architect 
Arthur G. Ling. The library continues 
the generally high level of design and 
planning which have characterized the 
rebuilding of this city-most of it, 
excluding the new cathedral, by the 
city architect's office. 

The library will be an elliptical 
structure projecting into a new square, 
across which readers and librarians 
will be able to view the ruins of the 
old, bombed-out Coventry Cathedral, 
and, through them, the new Cathedral. 
The building will stand on its own 
paved and patterned plaza, connected 
only by a slim link to the new city 
art gallery (which will contain some 
offices and lecture halls for use with 
the library) . The other two sides of 
the square will be closed by a late 
Victorian, nee-Jacobean Council House 

at one end, and a four-story building 
housing city council offices (including 
Mr. Ling's) at the other. Exterior of 
the library will be glass with alumi
num mullions which will project above 
roof level and echo the finials of the 
Cathedral ruins across the square. An 
open well will penetrate the building, 
allowing the visitor to be conscious 
of the entire building on entering 
Basement will include the main book 
stack, a news room, three meeting 
rooms, and a 400-seat lecture room. 
The ground floor will house the quick
reference department, an exhibition 
hall, and a two-level children's reading' 
room. The main lending library will 
be on the second floor. 
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Section shows lib1'.wry services wrranged 
around ramped well in center. 

Libmry will sit in newl11-created square across from cathedral ruins. 
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CHIEF OF DESIGN 
DISCUSSES FAIR 
"We must approach this problem posi
tively and w;ith hope to get the best 
results; you [the press] can help us 
in this direction." "The Fair can 
represent a wonderful opportunity for 
industry to make a major statement, 
an important conrtribution to design 
. . . if they can get together." "If 
we have a no-holds-barred Fair, in 
the design sense, it might attract 
some exciting new designs and per
haps some exciting new designers, 
such as the young Scandinavians." 

Sitting over lunch in New York'<S 
Swiss Pavilion restaurant (itself a 
vestige of the 1939-40 Wor ld's Fair) , 
Wallace K. Harrison, Chairman of the 
Board of Design for the 1964-65 New 
York World's Fair, discussed with 
P / A plans for the event. 

Asked whether the Fair would have 
a "theme" structure such as the Try
lon and Perisphere, Harrison said he 
certainly hopes not. "Those structures 
are usually meaningless. That thing
the Atomium-in Bru·ssels was ter
rible." He said thait the Fair board 
itself does not have money to build 
buildings. "We have just about enough 
to prepare the grounds and create 
some new pools." 

Harrison said that, at this point, 
indications are that the Fair will not 
be unified in the design sense. This 
was proposed by the design board, but 
turned down by the administrative 
and executive branch under Fair Pres
ident Robert Moses. Shortly there
after, Gordon Bunshaft resigned from 
the design board. "I respect Gordon 
for his action, but certainly wish he 
.had stayed w.ith us." 

What has been accomplished at the 
Fair so far? "Right now, our basic 
plan for allotment of land between 
the various types of exhibits has been 
accepted and F'air representatives are 
contacting potential exhibitors in this 
country and abroad." The closest 
thing to a main building probably will 
be the U. S. Federal Building, which 
w.ill be sited on axis with a large, 
circular pool some distance away in 
the industrial exhibit area. This build
ing will have the additional duty of 
screening the permanent New York 
City Building, an eyesore. Surround
ing the U. S. building will be sta.te 
and foreign bui ldings, and a "Tivoli
like area" is planned around the 
amphitheater on Meadow Lake. 

"This can be a terrific propaganda 
vehicle--not only for us, but also for 
all other countri<es that participate" 
Harrison concluded. "I hope we ~n 
have a good Fair, and I am going to 
stick with it in that hope." 
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Detroit Firm Plans Two Michigan School Projects 
Detroit's Civic Center, 
Dearborn Are Sites 
DETROIT, MICH. Designs for a large
scale riverfront development for the 
Detroit Institute of Technology near 
this city's redeveloped civic-convention 
center and a junior college in Dear
born are now on the boards of Eberle 
M. Smith Associates, Inc. 

Prime objective in the design of the 
Detroit Institute of Technology River
front Development (above) was to 
provide a technical campus in mid-city 
which will be as spacious and clois
tered from its surroundings as pos
sible. With this in mind, educational 
and research building's will be screened 
from the neighboring convention 
center and the adjacent expressway by 
commercial and recreational areas. 
Both public and campus housing will 
be provided, each oriented for maxi
mum light and view. A hotel will serve 
visitors to the Institute and the con
vention center. An amphitheater 
planned for the campus will be used 
for summer musical performances. 

-
l \ 

1 Institute, 2 commerce, 3 mail depwrtment, 4 residential, 5 train station 

The entire redevelopment, which will 
complete Detroit's r.iverfront plan, will 
replace unsightly railroad yards. 

The Dearborn project, Henry Ford 
Community College, will be located on 
the late automobile magnate's "Fair
lane" estate adjoining the Dearborn 
Center Campus of the University of 
Michigan. The junior college wi ll have 
a student enrollment of 2600 full-time 

Photos: Lens Art 

and 9300 part-time students. The nine 
major buildings presently planned in
clude liberal arts and library building, 
science building, technical building, 
technical laboratory building, fine arts 
building, music building, administra
tion and student center building, and 
physical education building. All but 
the latter will be grouped around a 
central sunken court. 

faces 

~ 

Student Center, attached to administra
H enry Ford Community College is planned around a cmtral, landscaped courtyard. tive wing, sports jaunty roof. 
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Personalities 

PERSONALITIES 
The architect and 
for 20th-Century 

planner providing 
man "needs the 
ardent passion of 
a lover and the 
humble wi ll ing
ness to collaborate 
with others, for, 
great as he may 
be, he cannot do 
it alone." In this 
quote from Dr. 
Walter Gropius' 

talk at the 1955 P / A Design Awards 
Banquet i contained the philosophy of 
collaboration and mutua l respect for 
his peers which guided him through 
the creation of the Bauhaus, the years 
as head of Harvard's Graduate School 
of Design Department of Architecture, 
and the founding and successful opera
tion of The Architects Collaborative. 
Most recent honors for this much
honored man include last year's long
overdue Gold Medal from AIA, his 
being made Honorary Life Member of 
The International House of Japan in 
Tokyo and a Benjamin Franklin Fel
low of the Royal Society of Arts in 
London, and the German Grand State 
Prize for Architecture. The text of 
the latter award, presented to him by 
Dr. Meyers, Minister President of 
Rhineland Westphalen, at the Academy 
of Arts in Dusseldorf, read, "Walter 
Gropiu s performed at the beginning 
of the century pioneer work basic for 
the new architecture. The comprehen
sive community of the Fine and Ap
plied Arts united by him in the 
Bauhaus has set an example of how 
to renew the integration of all design. 
It has exerted his influence to the 
present day. His architectural work, 
his thoughts, and his teachings have 
been effective and have found accept
ance throughout the world reillumi
nating the German sphere through his 
personal participation, counsel and 
advice." Returning from Germany, 
Gropius stopped in London to advise 
entrepreneur Jack Cotton on two pro
jects: the Piccadilly Circus building 
and a civic center .in Birmingham. 
Cotton heads a British group invest
ing in New York's Grand Central City 
proj ect, for which Gropius is consult
ing architect with Pietro Belluschi. 

EERO SAARINEN will design his first 
skyscraper for Columbia Broadcasting 
System in New York; structure will 
be on Avenue of the Americas be
tween 52nd and 53rd Streets, two 
blocks north of RCA Building, home of 
National Broadcasting Company. 

Architect HARMON H. GOLDSTONE is 
new president of New York's Munici
pal Arts Society; treasurer is EDWARD 
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LARRABEE BARNES, and P / A Managing 
Editor CHARLES MAGRUDER is secre
tary .. . . Same society gave an award 
to Violinist ISAAC STERN for his lead
ership in the successful fight to save 
Carnegie Hall . . . . JOHN LOUIS 
WILSON was re-elected as president of 
Council for the Advancement of the 
Negro in Architecture. 

Effective the 15th of last month, 
J a mes J ohnson Sweeney resigned as 

director of the 
Solomon R. Gug
genheim Museum. 
In a letter to 
Harry F. Guggen
heim, president 
of the museum 
Board, Sweeney 
said, "In view of 
the difference be
tween the ideals 
held by the Board 
of Trustees with 

reference to the aid and use of the 
museum and my own ideals, which I 
feel I have a responsibi lity to follow, 
I herewith submit my resignation." 
Brooklyn-born, Irish-descended Swee
ney (he is a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland; 
named his children, Ann, Sean, Siad
hal, Tadhg, and Ciannait) has stood 
up for h is convictions before. He re
signed as Director of Painting and 
Sculpture of the Museum of Modern 
Art in 1946 when the museum wanted 
him to go along on a curatorial pro
gram with which he did not agree. 
Trouble at the Guggenheim has un
doubted ly been brewing ever since 
Wright's designs for the building were 
first revealed (Sweeney changed a 
number of Wright's plans, notably the 
lighting, mounting of the pictures, 
and interior wall co lor). The im
mense popular success of the museum 
since its reopening in the new bui ld
ing has evidently persuaded the Board 
to consider a program directed at a 
less-informed viewer than heretofore. 
In a release on the acceptance of 
Sweeney's resignation, Guggenheim 
stated that " ... the trustees believe 
the time has come to develop a series 
of activities that wi ll be interesting, 
informative and educational to an 
ever-widening number of art lovers 
and will attract for display at the 
museum notable collections of art 
throughout the world." This is an 
attitude against which Sweeney has 
written in Daedalus, " ... museum 
trustees or perhaps even museum 
directors are ambitious to embrace the 
broadest possible public and, in our 
democratic age, have not the courage 
to face the fact that the highest ex
periences of art are only for the elite 
who 'have earned in order to possess.' " 
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No immediate plans have been an
nounced by Sweeney, but his time will 
undoubtedly be well taken up by hi s 
work on at least 15 art or educational 
boards, lecturing, and writing. His 
successor has not been appointed at 
this writing. 

Dismal note department: "We are pre
pared to bui ld anywhere and every
where. Our only requirements are 
substantial demand, available land 
and the opportunity to make money," 
says Levittown perpetrator WILLIAM 
J. LEVITT. 

Major problem confronting Rockwell 
King DuMoulin this fall is probably 

I
··' .•:· 
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which hat to wear 
next, for, in ad
dition to being a 
practicing archi
tect and a devoted 
teacher, he is also 
Head of the De
partment of Ar
chitecture, acting 
Chairman of the 
Division of Archi
tecture, and act
ing Head of th e 
Department of In
terior Architec
ture at Rhod e 

Island School of Design. Furious ac
tivity seems to be taken with a great 
deal of sang froid by DuMoulin, how
ever- in the twelve years between 
1943 and 1955, he represented the 
United States or the United Nations 
in design and planning capacities in 
about 40 countries in Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and North and South America. 
These assignments included such posts 
as directing the UN program for 
Public Works Rehabilitation in Yugo
slavia, City Planner and UNRRA 
Capital Liaison Officer in China, and 
overseeing the Point 4 Program of 
Technical Aid in Architecture through
out Latin America. Retired to the 
comparative peace of private practice 
and teaching in Rhode Island since 
1955, he says the family summers "in 
one of ·those wonderful 'Cottages' 
built in the Maybeck manner 50 years 
ago, on the side of a hill overlooking 
fields and the ocean. A super-highway 
is heading right for the view from 
the cantilevered wood deck." In win
ter, the lucky DuMoulins live on Provi
dence's College Hill in the servant's 
quarters of the Candice Allen House, 
designed by John Holden Green, c. 
1818. Pretty soon, architecture will 
have a new Du Moulin; "Rocky's" 
younger son is entering Columbia 
Architectural School this semester. 

Ske tC" hes h ' 
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Use of Copper in Roof 
Merits Award 
Architect A. G. Odell, Jr., won special 
citation in competition held by the 
Copper and Brass Research Associa
tion for his "distinctive creative ap
plication of copper in the design 
of Concordia Evangelical Lutheran 
Church" (DECEMBER 1959 PI A, pp. 
128-133). Commenting on design, Mr. 
Odell said, "It was my opinion that 
the only suitable roof covering for 
the sanctuary was copper. The antici
pated blue-green patina was a primary 
consideration, and the batten seams 
were designed to give variety and tex
ture to the large expanse of roof." 
Annual competition honors outstand
ing new use, application, or metal
lurgical development of copper, brass, 
or bronze. 

jj HOME AND SCHOOL" 

THEME OF TRIENNALE 

The 12th Milan Triennale, which 
opened in July and will continue 
through November 4, has not exactly 

aroused the acclaim of the multitudes. 
Departing from previous tri-annual 
expositions, which had as their raison 
d'etre advances in architectural and 
industrial design, this one announced 
a theme: "Home and School." Ad-
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mittedly, several of the most intere·st
ing exhibits were beyond this pale 
(notably the Frank Lloyd Wright 
retrospective mounted by Paul Grotz 
and Walter McQuade, and the exhibit 
in honor of the late Adriano Olivetti). 
But, according to reports, the general 
effect of the whole exhibition .is dif
fuse and unrewarding. Main bui ldings 
are a complete school from Great 
Britain, by Rex Goodwin, and a U. S. 
house done for Alcoa by Designer John 
I. Matthias of California (shown). 
U. S. Government agencies repeated 
their past history of disinterest in 
U. S. participation in this interna
tional design showcase, and it was 
once again the task of Walter Darwin 
Teague to save our face by encourag
ing private and governmental enthusi
asm (in 1957, with desperate last
minute activity, he and Paul McCobb 
managed to get us in with the award
winning Fuller dome display). Thanks 
to Teague, Alcoa, and the Wr,ight ex
hibit, we are represented this year. 
It might not be too soon for the State 
Department to start thinking about 
the 13th Triennale. A direct report on 
the show has just come in from Pro
fessor John C. Grace (on European 
leave from Tulane University); watch 
for it in VIEWS in OCTOBER PI A. 

.. I 

Exhibition to Highlight 
Design from Denmark 
To open its autumn exhibition season, 
New York's Metropolitan Museum of 
Art wi ll have royalty in attendance. 
King Frederick IX and Queen Ingrid 
will preside at the opening of "Arts 
in Denmark," an exhibition of Danish 
architecture, arts, and crafts, on Octo
ber 15. The show, designed by leading 
Danish Architect Finn Juhl will run 
through January 8, 1961. Opening of 
the show wi ll be the climax of a 
series of "Denmark in the U. S. A." 
events planned du1~ing the state visit 
of the King and Queen to this coun
try October 4-17. Shown is an example 
of Architect Juhl's furniture design. 
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Tube-Tower Center of 
Student Exhibit ion 
An interesting structure utilizing 18 
in. diameter cardboard tubeR was de
signed by Rhode Island School of De
sign students as housing for a large 
sculpture (also student-designed) m 
the recent exhibition of student work 
at RISD. The 25-ft-high structure is 
of six double columns forming a hexa
gon. Central ring was built on the 
ground, then hoisted into place 
around a staging tower. Columns were 
bolted together on the ground, then 
raised and bolted into place to support 
the dome. Columns were connected to 

a wooden frame extending four feet 
into the ground for protection against 
high winds. For weather-proofing, the 
tubes were treated with a mixture 
of waterglas and paint. For news of 
RISD's Rockwell K. DuMoulin, see 
page 58. 

Wavy Restaurant Will 
Palpitate over Lake 
Restaurant for Sterling Forest Gar
dens, Tuxedo, N.Y., is described by 
Arthur Wagner Associates, designer, 
as having "highly organic forms" to 
"retain a relationship with the natu
ral and organic forms of flower and 
plant inherent in the garden's site." 
Structure will be in three open pavil-

ions: main dining room, cocktail 
lounge, and kitchen. A central en
trance lobby will give access to the 
three. To provide open plan, most 
duct and electrical work will be in 
the floor. Restaurant will have views 
of a lake and the gardens. 
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Institute for Crippled and 
Disabled Building Proposed 
Sherwood, Mills & Smith, architects 
of the Stamford, Conn., Rehabilita
tion Center for the Institute for the 
Crippled and Disabled, have designed 

a New York building for the Institute 
which will house administrative offi
ces, general workshops, and an audi
torium. In addition to administration, 
the building will be used to instruct 
professionals in the rehabilitation of 
the disabled, and for the treatment 
and training of the handicapped. The 
six-story building will be faced with 
precast concrete on the street front; 
other three sides will be glazed face 
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brick. Ground floor doors will be fully 
automatic and treadle operated for 
convenience of visitors using crutches 
or wheel chairs. Partners-.in-charge 
Thorne Sherwood and Carrell S. Mc
N ulty, Jr., state that the lobby will 
be enhanced by a relief mural or large 
sculpture. Mechanical engineer: Bern
ard F. Greene; structural engineer : 
Werner-Jens en & Korst. 

Contini Designs Prefab 
Parking Structure 
A self-parking istructure which can be 
mass produced in three basic elements 
off the job site and rapidly erected 
in multiple combinations has been an
nounced by Tishman Research Cor
poration. "Tierpark," designed by En
gineer Edgardo Contini, thas as its 
three primary components the typical 
prestressed, precast concrete slab, 
slanting down- and up-slabs, >and 
tapered columns to support both typi
cal slabs and ramp slabs. Secondary 
elements such as railings, lighting, 
and decorative panels may be custom 
designed for specific projects. First 
Tierpark installation i at Hempstead, 

EXPRESSION OF JAPANESE DESIGN FOR CONSULATE 
For the design of the U. S. Consulate 
in Fukuoka, Japan, architects Hervey 
Parke Clarke, John F. Beuttler, and 
George T. Rockrise of San Francisco 
strove for such chamcteristics of 
Japanese design as simplicity, seren
ity, and refined articulation of struc
tural elements "without aping tradi
tional Japanese 1architecture." The re
sult will be a building on a residential 
scale in a garden which will reflect 
the parklike atmosphere of rthe neigh
borhood. Most prominent design ele
ment will be the folded-plate concrete 
roof of the two-story wing. Frame, 
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wall panels, and floor and roof slabs 
of reinforced concrete will have dif
ferent finishes and colors to define 
parts of the building. Indigenous ma
terials 1such as stone, slate, and vari
ous woods will relate the •building to 
its environment. In addition to con
sular affairs, the structure will house 
a portion of ·the U.S. Information 
Agency for Fukuoka and the sur
rounding area. Associate architect: 
Shohei Matsuda; landscape architect: 
Lawrence Halprin; civil engineer: 
William B. Gilbeiit; mechanical en
gineer: Buonaccorsi & Murray. 
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N. Y., branch of Abraham & Straus 
Department Store. Tishman has an
nounced 49 prestres·sed concrete pro
ducers Licensed to fabricate Tierpark 
components. 

HEADY ARCHITECTURE 
Wallace K. Harrison and Oscar Nie
meyer probably will be somewhat 
bemused to see items from the cur
rent collection of hat designer Sally 
V.ictor. One piece of headgear is based 

on Harrison's arches for the Metro
politan Opera House in Lincoln Cen
ter, and the obher chapeau is said to 
be derived from Niemeyer's design 

for the Brasilia cathedral. Onward 
and upward with the arts ... we 
suppose. 
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11 Tested • Accepted • Proven for jobs of prominence: 

Gateway #4 Building, Pittsburgh; Architect: Harrison and Abramovitz; 
General Contractor: George A. Fuller Co. 

Union Carbide Building, New York City; Architect: Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill; 
General Contractor: George A. Fuller Co. 

National Cash Register Building, Chicago; Architect: Naess and Murphy; 
General Contractor: Somner-Sollitt Co. 

Federal Post Office, New Orleans; Architect: Perez and Associates; 
General Contractor: Bellows Construction Co. 

Liberty Mutual Building, Boston; Architect: Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean; 
General Contractor: Turner Construction Co. 

See our catalog in Sweets Architectural File, 12e/CO 

COLUMBIA ACOUSTICS and FIREPROOFING COMPANY 
Stanhope, New Jersey 

Cafco Blaze-Shield: Structural Fireproofing 
Cafco Sound-Shield : Acoustical Treatment 
Cafco Heat-Shield: Thermal Insulation 

For more information, t urn to Reader Service card, circle No. 301 61 
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MUSIC IN GREEK TEMPLE 
FOR LOS ANGELES 
A building planned to combine "mod
ern structure and design with elements 
of classical taste" has been proposed 
for the long-awaited Los Angeles 
Music Center by Welton Becket & 
Associates. The five-story center will 
be enclosed on all four sides by roof
high, fluted columns of steel covered 
with precast white stone. The roof 
overhang will be sculptured into modil
lions on its underside, and wide prom
enades will occur at the first and 
second floor levels. Capacity of the 
auditor.ium will range from 2700 to 
3100; additional amenities wi ll in
clude a 1000-capacity reception hall, 
a 300-seat top -floor restaurant, five 
rehearsal halls, offices for non-profit 
cultural groups, and underground 
parking for 700 cars. Seating will be 
on the orchestra level, dress circle 

level, and two upper tiers. At no per
formance would t he farthest spectator 
be more than 130 ft from the stage. 
Site of the Music Center is Los An
geles's Civic Center. Consultants to 
the Becket firm-acoustics: Dr. Vern 
C. Knudsen, Paul Veneklasen, and 
Dr. Robert Leonard; stage engineer-
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ing: Professor Walter Unruh; stage 
li ghting : Jean Rosenthal; seating: 
Ben Schlanger. 

Apartment Group Will 
Pierce L. A. Skyline 
The Barrington Plaza development in 
Los Angeles will feature three high
rise apar tment buildings oriented to 
provide views of the ocean on the west 
and mountains on the north. Two 17-
story apartment buildings will occupy 
one end of the si te, balanced at the 
other end by a 26-story apartment 
building and a two-story •commercial 
building. Glass and bronze-anodized 
aluminum curtain walls will sheathe 
the buildings. The s loping site wi ll 
be used advantageously in construc
tion of underground garages. The 
park around t he buildings will include 
a swimming pool and recreational 

World 's Fair to Get First Building 

Action for the New York 1964-65 
World's Fair has begun with the cur
rent erection of a temporary admin
istration building to be situated on 
the World's Fair grounds. The archi-
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tects, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 
designed a prefabricated shell "But
ler" type structure including adminis
tration facilities and cafeteria. Com
pletion has been set for late December. 
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area. Completion is expected in early 
1962. Architects are Daniel, Mann, 
Johnson & Mendenhall. 

World's Fair Center 
Paris Prize Theme 
Winner of the 1960 Lloyd Warren 
Fellowship ( 47th Paris Prize in Ar
chitecture) was this design by Lloyd 
G. Walter, Jr., of North Carolina 
State Col lege. Subject of the competi
tion was "a theme center for the 
1964 New York World's Fair." Mr. 
Walter's propo al provides nine level 
for national and .international exhibits 
surrounding an immense circular 
space. Hyperboloid shapes genera:ted 
by traight-line elements of two lat-

tice skins form the main structure. 
In his report for the Jury, Morris 
Lapidus tated, " ... beside an im
aginative de ign, the presentation 
hows a thorough grasp of draftsman

sh ip, which is something rare in stu
dent competition these days." 

Has-Everything Hotel 
Center for New Jersey 
The "Forum," a unique design by 
Davis, Brody & Wisniewski for Lake
wood, New Jersey, will combine three 
distinct elements-hotel, motor inn, 
and convention hall-in one. The three 
units will be situated atop a plateau 
with parking, kitchen faci li ties, serv
ice, and storage below. Structures will 
be reinforced and precast concrete, 
both with exposed aggregate of marble 
and quartz. Business conventions will 
be offered recreation breaks by the 
outdoor and indoor swi mming pools, 
health club, and skating rink wh.ich 
can be converted into tennis courts. 

Continued on page 1;6 
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Onan Electric Plant is 

And we mean every Onan Electric Plant! This rugged 
workout under load means every Onan is ready for 

hard work the day it is shipped! 
Every Onan plant has a nameplate with 
horsepower and output ratings. Every 
single plant is put through a series of 
tough tests to make sure it does what the 
nameplate says it will do before it is crated 
for shipping. 

But this isn't enough. Inspectors from an 
independent laboratory pay our factory 
frequent surprise visits. Their job is to 
check and double-check-our tested plants 

as well as our testing equipment and 
methods. They pull a plant off the line, 
run it, stop it, gun it, stall it, check and 
recheck. The end result is Onan's exclusive 
Performance Certification . .. your clients' 
assurance of getting the power they paid for. 

Onan plants are gasoline powered to 
185KW; diesel to 230KW. You can find 
an Onan distributor in the Yellow Pages 
in every major city, or write direct. 

ONLY ONAN GIVES YOU THIS CERTIFICATION 

PERFORMANCE 

. WecerLif~h~RTJFJED 
this Onan el . when Proper) . 
voltage and fectric planL will de)" y insta lled and o 

d requenc iver Lhe f ll peraLed 
~n published specifi/ategulati~n promised\ power a nd Lhe 

in°~_~:~~~~~;,;n!i~~ and ~~~:in~~~~!:~;a~7s un~:;;0~:~:e!~!~ 
t esting labora• procedures cer• "fi d sL1c load cond1"t• •Ory •I e by a . ions 

. n independent 

D. W : ONAN & SONS 
Minneapolis 14 M · INC. 

• Jnnesota 

World's 
Leading Builder 
of Electric 
Power Plants 

D. W . ONAN & SONS INC., 2906 UNIVERSITY AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINN. 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 303 65 
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New Laboratories for National Bureau of Standards 
Relocation of the National Bureau of 
Standards to a 550-acre site near 
Gaithersburg, Md., wil l begin with the 
construction of three building units 
designed by Voorhees, Walker, Smith, 
Smith & Haines, New York. The first 
phase includes Engineering Mechanics 
Laboratory, Radiation Physics Labora
tory, and Power Plant. Completion of 
first phase is expected in about two 

years. Design work is also in progress 
for numerous other buildings includ
ing Fire Research Laboratory and 
Concreting Materials Building. The 
demand of science and industry for 
new and improved tandards and 
measu rement methods will be met 
with modern laboratory facilities pro
vided in the Bureau's new home. 
First phase set at $23.5 million. 

New Headquarters for American Cyanamid 
An example of American industry 
moving into and reviving a town (in 
this case, practically putting it on the 
map), is seen in plans of American 
Cyanamid Company for its new ex
ecutive and administrative center in 
Wayne Township, New Jersey. The 
company, which had planned to build 
elsewhere, was approached at the in
stigation of "amateur" citizen leaders, 
was convinced, and will now con
tribute to the future, formerly some
what dubious, of this section. 

Design for the headquarters, by 
Vincent G. Kling of Philadelphia, pro
Yides a long, curving, four-story main 
building, following the contours of 
the site. This building will house acl
mini trative office space. Two wings 
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will extend from the east side of the 
main building, one to contain a 600-
seat cafeteria, and the other execu
tive offices topped by a penthouse board 
room and executive dining room. Main 
entrance canopy and two stair towers 
will jut from the west side of the 
building. Structure will be steel frame 
with concrete-filled steel deck. Sculp
tured spandrel facings of cast stone 
with exposed aggregate will highlight 
exteriors of the serpentine building. 
Vertical expression will be given by 
aluminum frames outlining walls of 
glass above and ceramic-enameled 
glass below. Structural engineer: 
Severud-Elstad-Krueger Associates; 
mechanical and electrical consultant: 
Meyer, Strong & Jones. 
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Country Club to Have 
Sophisticated Design 
For River Vale, New Jersey, Architect 
Norval White, New York, has designed 
the Edgewood Country Club in the 
form of a "mised basilica" with side 
aisles and clerestory lighting. Dining 
room, bar, and lounge occupy raised 
hall; locker, service, and kitchen facil
ities are located below existing grade. 
Structure is basically of laminated 
wood with columns paired and in 
clusters of four. Exterior materials 
consist of stained laminated members, 
painted wood frames, natural cypress 
in vertical strips, and glass. Associate 
architect: Gerald A. Paul; engineer: 
Robert E . Levien; mechanical en
gineer: Kalman Kish. 

GOLDEN GATEWAY RACE 
Word from one of the finalists in San 
Francisco's Golden Gateway Competi
tion (APRIL PI A, pp. 77, 79-81 ) is 
that five competitors have gone by the 
wayside, leaving the Welton Becket 
scheme "still in because of its ingeni
ous and attractive financial offer for 
the land (which is 21/z times everyone 
else's offer)," the Wurster, Bernardi 
& Emmons-DeMars & Reay submis
sion, and the entry by John Carl War
necke & Associates, Gardner A. Dailey 
& Associates, and Victor Gruen Asso
ciates. The latter two were the design 
jury's choices, the first on the basis 
of good planning, and the second on 
grounds of fine architecture. 

Central Park Cafe 
Voted by City Board 
OK for the cafe in New York's 
Central Park (MAY PI A, p. 78) was 
given by New York's Board of Esti
mate after a hearing during which the 
Board heard 22 persons speak against 
it and six people speak in favor. 
Board voted to approve Huntington 
Hartford's gift of $862,500 (up 
$362,500 since May), including the 
fee of $112,500 for Architect Edward 
D. Stone, according to The New York 
Times. 
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Concern Voiced Over Decline in Population of Cities 
Census Indicates Move 
Away from Cities' Centers 

Census Bureau 
has started de
tailed studies of a 
phenomenon of 
major concern to 
architects, as well 
as city officials and 
other planners: 
the population de
cline of almost 
every major U. S. 
city over the past 
10 years. 

You have prob
ably read sketchy 
accounts based on 

By E. E. Halmos, Jr. preliminary cen-
sus results. They 

indicate that all U. S. cities, with 
the exception of six, lost population to 
their suburbs, although the total popu
lation of "standard metropolitan 
areas" generally showed increases, or 
at least no loss. 

(The six cities that gained are Los 
Angeles, Houston, Dallas, Milwaukee, 
Seattle, and Atlanta-and some of 
these showed gains as a result of ex
tensions of city limits. ) 

Reasons qu.ickly advanced are many. 
They include such factors (to take a 
local example) as the major urban 
renewal program in Washington's 
Southwest section, which has cleaned 
out acres of housing (even though 
much of it was well below substand
ard), thus forcing residents out of 
the city area; better and less crowded 
schools and family accommodations in 
suburban areas; lack of good city 
transportation; obsolescense of office 
and store buildings ; destruction of 
living areas to make way for high
ways; and the like. 

Nevertheless, the loss is real 
enough, and it is bound to affect the 
thinking that goes into future plan
ning for city construction and reha
bilitation. It lends strength to a long
held argument of many planners: 
perhaps the original need for a city, 
as a concentration of many people, 
services and skills in a comparatively 
small area, is passing-thus planning 
should be concentrated on creating a 
business and shopping center of great
est beauty and utility, to be fed daily 
by people from outlying areas, but be 
virtually unoccupied (except for thea
ter-goers, etc.) at night. 

It also presents the somewhat horri
fying picture of endlessly growing 
square miles of suburban housing and 
shopping centers, r.ising formlessly on 
the outskirts, and creating problems 

1960 CONSTRUCTION 
EXPENDITURES 
REPORTED TO 
SEC IN JULY, 1960 
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BOND ISSUES SOLU 
AND APPROVED 
(INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSN.) 

BOND ELECTION RESULTS MAY 1960 BY USE OF PROCEEDS 

APPROVED DISAPPROVED 
USE OF PROCEEDS 

AMOUNT NO AMOUNT NO 

EDUCATION : 

ELEM. a SEC. $ 126,323,000 108 $ 86,86 1,000 41 

OTHER 1, 640,000 3 145,000 2 

ROADS a SRI DGES 57,420,000 8 275,000 2 

WATER a SEWER 15.684,000 31 18 ,453,000 8 

HEAL TH a WELFARE 1,060,000 4 200,000 I 

RECREATION 1, 731,000 6 3,828,000 4 

PORTS S AIRPORTS 2,060,000 2 225,000 I 

INDUSTRIAL 425,000 2 --- 0 

REFUNDING 49,000 I --- 0 

PUBLIC HOUSING I, 148,000 2 --- 0 

VETERANS AID 235.000 I --- 0 

FLOOD CONTROL 5,080,000 2 --- 0 

ADMIN . a OFFICE BLDG. 485.000 I 1, 520,000 5 

UNCLASSIFIED 3,295,000 10 6,140,000 6 

TOTAL $ 216,635,000 181 $ 117,647,000 70 

BOND ELECTIONS SCHEDULED AS OF JUNE 1,1960 

MONTH AMOUNT USE OF PROCEEDS AMOUNT 

JUNE $ 8 95, 284,000 EDUCATION : 

JULY 42.927,000 ELEM. a SEC. $ 683,734,000 

AUGUST 5,100,000 OTHER 21 5 , 81 5,000 

SEPTEMBER 9,390,000 ROADS a BRIDGES 191,260,000 
OCTOBER 19,855,000 
NOVEMBER 1,129,585,000 

WATER S SEWER 56,008,000 
OTHER UTILITIES 710,262,000 

MARCH 1961 70,000,000 
HEALTH a WELFARE 176,595,000 

RECREATION 37,527,000 

NO DATE SET 744,645,000 PORTS a AIRPORTS 11,686,000 

INDUSTRIAL 3,500,000 
REFUNDING 2,000,000 

FLOOD CONTROL 

PUBLIC HOUSING 

VETERANS AID 602,000,000 

ADM IN . a OFFICE BLDG . 70,075,000 

UNCLASSIFIED I 56, 324,000 

TOTAL $ 2,916, 786,000 TOTAL $ 2,916, 786,000 

in transportation, culture, sanitation, 
etc. greater than those of any single 
city. 

hopes to come up with indications of 
causes and further trends. 

Census, along with government 
agencies concerned with housing, 
health and other aspects of urban life, 
wants to dig deeper into its facts, 

Incidentally, the Census figures are 
sure to give impetus-this next ses
sion of Congress-to bills such as 
were presented (but not acted upon) 

Continued on page 72 
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CLOSED CELL STRUCTURE 
KEEPS ROOFMATE DRY 
That's why the insulating efficiency 

stays high permanently; why Roofmate 

keeps heat, water, moisture out, 

regardless of weather conditions. 

Roofmate* doesn't soak up water. The mil
lions of tiny non-interconnecting air cells in 
Roofmate provide high water resistance. This 
insulation can even act as its own moisture 
vapor barrier, eliminating the need for a sepa
rate vapor barrier. Water and moisture vapor 
won't pass through or build up inside Roof
mate. 

Roofmate has a rigid core of expanded poly
styrene foam (Styrofoam®), enclosed in 
asphalt-laminated Kraft paper. The closed
cell structure of the foam core bars water and 
moisture vapor entry so effectively that foam 
of this type is used as unsinkable flotation 
material for floating docks! This same water 
resistance makes Roofmate a permanently 
effective insulating material. 

Low "C" factor gives Roofmate maximum 
insulating efficiency with minimum thickness. 
This lightweight material is strong and rigid, 
too, spanning fluted steel decks without 
danger of cracking. In addition, the high 
moisture vapor resistance of Roofrnate re
duces the possibility of blistering. 

Roofmate can be bonded to any conventional 
deck-poured concrete, pre-cast panels, 
poured gypsum, wood, steel-and the built-up 

roof can be applied directly over it using any 
of the conventional hot-applied systems. 

The advantages offered by Roofmate add up 
to quick, easy installation for the contractor, 
long, trouble-free service life for the owner, 
and dependable, economical performance 
which the architect can plan on with confi
dence. For more information about Roof
mate, contact the nearest Dow sales office, or 
write THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, 
Michigan, Plastics Sales Dept. 1702EB9. 

*Trademark 

Other Dow Building Products 
STYROFOAM®-Long lasting insulation for 
cavity walls; an effective insulating base for plas
ter and wallboard. Low "K" factor, resistant to 
water and water vapor. 

SCORBORD® (pat. applied for)-Superior mois
ture-resistant insulation for foundation perime
ters, slab floors. Pre-scoring speeds installation. 

SARALOY® 400-Durable, elastic 
flashing material that' cut to size 
right on the job, conforms to irregu
lar shapes, bonds to mo t common 
construction materials. 

POLYFILM®-High-quality poly
ethylene film for use as vapor 
barrier or dust stop. 

See "The Dow Hour of Great Mysteries" on TV 

TH E DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 306 71 



do your 
weatherstri:(fpin 
detailing· 
faster, easJll{, .. 
·more accurately 

with 
Zero's 
new 
catalog 

FULL SIZE design and installation details 
make visualization easier ••• speed 
incorporation directly into your plans with a 
minimum of scaling-minimum chance for error. 
ZERO's new 28-page catalog also contains 
helpful application data and many time-saving 
suggestions for detailing weatherstripping. 
SEND FOR YOUR COPY J.ODA YI 

Weather stripping for: /ffi 
• doors • windows WEATH~R STRIPPlNB 
• saddles • lightproofing / f BY I \ 
• s~u~dproofing ZERO 
• 1l1d1ng doors 
• saddles for floor \ v } 

hinged doors ~ 

ZERO WEATHER STRIPPING CO., IMC. 
453 f.ut 136th St. • New Yerlc 114 
l'hene: Wdlow S-3230 

For more information, circle No. 307 
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Continued from page 69 
to the previous session, calling for 
creation of some sort of a federal de
partment of urban affairs to deal with 
the city-suburb complexes that are 
developing. (See Congressman Lind
say's article on page 164 of this issue.) 

FINANCIAL 
While housing starts held steady to 
near the predicted 1,334,000 units for 
1960 (good, but below the 1,577,000 
for 1959, shown by newly-adjusted 
Census figures), homebuilders pinned 
tiheir hopes on future increases. 

They had some facts and some pre
dictions going for them : Dr. R·einhold 
P. Wolff of the University of Miami 
saw a "record rate" of construction 
due during t he next five years (he 
set it at 1,350,000-nonfarm) ; Domi
nick & Dominick, New York invest
ment bankers and brokers, saw a 1.8 
million level by the mid-1960s. On the 
fact side, the Federal Housing Ad
ministration said that the annual rate 
of FHA applications on new homes 
turned upward in June for the first 
time this year-up 9% from May. 

And there was high ITTope that a new 
source of mortgage funds would aid 
the housing picture after FHA began 
a new plan that will permit individu
a ls-for the first tim~to invest in 
FHA-insured mortgages. Bankers 
think this source will develop slowly, 
while investors learn the ropes. 
On financial matters, generally, the 
U. S. economy continued to show 
strength, particularly for the construc
tion market. 

Probably most encouraging was the 
announcement of a surprisingly large 
U. S. Government budget surplus, 
amounting to about $1 billion. That 
represents an amazing rebound, when 
you consider that last year showed a 
deficit of $12 billions. Actual tax re
cep.its by the government jumped 
nearly $10.1 billions over those for 
Fiscal Year 1959. Economists took it 
as ample evidence of the nation's eco
nomic strength. 

In construction areas (see chart, 
page 69) evidence of continuing de
mand remained surprisingly strong, 
in view of t he fact t hat the half-year 
mark had been passed. 

Public utilities, or instance, an
nounced plans during the month of 
July for more than $260 millions 
worth of work for the remainder of 
the year; private investors also con
tinued their planning for heavy ex
pansions of manufactur.ing plant and 
housing construction. 

Sales of municipal bonds also con
tinued strong-reports for May (lat
est available) showing continuing ac
ceptance by the money markets. In 
t his connection also, average median 
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yields on these bonds, in all categories, 
remained several percentage points 
below t he high figure for the year (in 
March). 

It is interesting also that voters 
continued to be disenchanted with 
proposals for water and sewer con
struction and recreation projects of 
all kinds-they turned down much 
more than half of all proposals in this 
area. But schools and road projects 
continued to be approved in great 
numbers. 

There were, however, a couple of 
specks on the generally good financial 
picture. One of these was in the manu
facture of construction machinery, 
which apparently will drop (at $1.7 
bi llion total shipments) in 1960 to a 
rate of about 60 % of the capacity of 
manufacturing plants. The drop-off
blamed on dumping of government 
surplus and imports-has already 
caused cutbacks in production sched
ules. 

Another was FHA's announcement 
that secondary market prices for 
FHA-insured home mortgages in
creased (by 0.1 % ) during Jun~ 
which indicates a slight tightening of 
the money markets. 

ICBM Construction Changes 
Arohitects who have been working 
--0r hope to work-in the area of 
missile-base construction should study 
carefully the recent changes made by 
the Army's Corps of Engineers in .its 
organization for handling construc
tion. 

T1he changes are at once a major 
overhauling of the Corps' traditional 
organizational ,setup and an answer to 
growing criticism of alleged delays .in 
base construction. Further changes 
may be in the offing in other areas of 
the Corps' work. 

And in any cas~along with some 
parallel reshuffling by the Air Fore~ 
anyone working in missiles now has a 
whole new set of bosses and circum
stances to contend w.ith. 

Briefly, here's the picture : the 
Corps has set up a new "Corps of 
Engineers Balli·stic Missile Construc
tion Office" (already dubbed 
"CEBMCO" in initial-happy Washing
ton), under command of Brig. Gen. 
Alv.in C. Welling, who has just com
pleted a 3-year tour as Engineer-Com
missioner of Washington. 

CEBMCO has a direct line to Wash
ington, reports only to the Chief of 
Engineers, and supersedes all district 
and division offices in connection with 
ICBM work (and experimental con
struction at Vandenberg, Andrews, 
and Patrick bases as well). It will let 
all contracts for architect-engineering 
as well as construction work; field 
officers on the sites will report directly 
to it, not to district or divisions. 
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Efficient Science Room Furniture 1s Flexible 
Circular Units May Be 
Included in Lecture Halls 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. School laboratory 
furniture which combines flexibi lity 
of arriangement and use has been in
troduced here. "Science Circle" furni
ture consists of ~aboratory tables with 
circular tops and a choice of bases, 
including a general cabinet unit with 
racks for equipment, a drawer unit, 
and 1a unit combining a drawer and a 

"Science Circle" science room arranged 

caibinet. Tops are available in green 
or black Searesin but may also be 
specified in alberene and stone or 
monolab. Supporting furniture is of 
white oak in two stains. Connecting 
sink units provide two cold water fau
cets, four gas cocks, four duplex elec
trical receptacles, stainless steel bowls, 
and a lead drum trap to floor line 
for chemicals. Each lab unit accom
modates four students. Science Circle 
manufacturer has published a bro
chure showing a number of arrange-

ments of the furniture, including an 
eight-student combination biology
physics-general science unit and two 
twelve-student combination chemistry
physics units. In addition, arrange
ments are shown featuring the labora
tory tables in combination with an 
instructor's lecture and demonstra
tion desk, curved "Amphi-Lecture" 
student's lecture tables, student seat
ing, and projection equipment. John 
E. Sjostrom Company, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 100 

for 24 students. Composite unit in "V" formation. Three bases are shown. 

ROOF DECK, SHEATHING ARE ECONOMICALLY PRICED 

Roofing Is Printed with 
Walnut Grain Pattern 
SEATTLE, WASH. Two products of for
est industries which will effect con
struction economies and add to the 
value of residential and small com
mercial buildings are announced. 

"Paneldeck" is a wood grain insu
lating roof deck for use in post-and
beam constru-0tion. It is fini,shed with 
a walnut grain pattern printed on 
super-smooth calendered stock. Pat
tern is laminated to the insu lating 
roof deck and covered with 1a coat of 
clear resin. Paneldeck, scored at 8" 

Sheathing is pre-treated for protection 

centers for a p lanked appearance, is 
available in 2'x8' size in thicknesses 
of 11/2 " , 2" and 3", with tongue-and
groove edges. It has a thermal insula
tion value of K-0 .36. 

"Super-Strong Sheathing" is de
signed primarily for use without 
corner biiacing. The sheathing, made 

from long, rough fibers of Douglas 
Fir and Western Hemlock, comes in 
1/2 " thickness, in 4'x8' and 4'x9' sheets. 
Wood and asbestos 1shingles may be 
nai led on directly, using annular ring 
nai ls of specified size. Simpson Log
ging Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 101 

against termites, rot, and mildew. Insulating roof deck may be used in exposed beann construction. 
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New Curta in-Wall System 
"Series 400" curtain-wall system is 
erected in independent mullions and 
one-story units consisting of sash and 
panel frame. System can be com
bined with all generally-accepted 
spandrel materials and fi xed or re
versible windows. Series, made of 
high quality a luminum extrusions, is 
integrally keyed for weather-tight 
seal, s implified erection, and protec
tion against expansion and contrac
tion. System can be erected largely 
from inside the structure, permitting 
all-weather erection. Albro Metal Pro
ducts Corp. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 102 

Custom Fabrics May Be 
Appl ied to Foam Backing 
Almost any fabric may now be backed 
with vinyl foam up to 1/4 " thick, cre
ating sound absorbent wall covering. 

ew laminating process enables a 
wide variety of fabrics to be mounted 
on the foam backing. Material can 
then be applied to walls with standard 
cellulose paste, or tacked or stapled. 
B. F. Ruskin & Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 103 

Luminous Tile for 
Glowing Floors 
"Afterglow," a luminous vinyl floor 
ti le incorporating phosphorous pig
ments, glows in the dark with a bluish 
li ght "bright enough so that objects 
near or on it are clearly distinguish
able." When str ength of light source 
and length of exposure equal eigh t 
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ft-candles of light, tile will emit 
steady glow for as long as 12 hours . 
Decorative possibilities include lobbies, 
r estaurants, and cocktail lounges; 
practical applications include hospi 
tals, institutions, photographic and 
X-ray darkrooms. B. F . Goodrich 
Company, Flooring Products Division. 

On Free Data Carel, Circle 104 

New Ceramic Facing 
In Large Sheets 
"CV Durathin," a new ceramic facing 
material only :x" thick is available in 
s izes up to 18"x24" and in a virtua l
ly unrestricted choice of colors. Both 
initial costs and insta llation costs are 
substantially r educed because of its 
thinness, light weight, and large uni t 
sizes. In addi t ion, it a sures the 
durabi li ty and low maintenance of 
ceramic veneer . Face-to-wall dimen
sion is 1" (%" of CV Durathin and 
'}8 " of mortar ). Federal Seaboard 
Terra Cotta Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 105 

Prefab Plumbing Poss ible 
With High-Temp Vinyl 
A new vinyl plastic that can with
stand temperatures 60 degrees higher 
than conventiona l vinyls, indicating 
use in household hot-water plumbing 

and industrial hot-acid p1pmg, has 
been developed. The new material, a 
polyvinyl dichloride called "Hi-temp 
Geon," retains all the qualities of 
strength, light weight, impact resist
ance, non-flammability, and corrosion 
resistance t hat have made vinyl the 
second largest selling plastic in the 
world. Claiming to be the only self
extinguishing thermoplastic pipe ma
terial capable of handlin g hot-water 
systems, and at costs competitive with 
existing pipe products, Hi-temp Geon 
represents the first sign ificant break
through in this industry since the de
velopment of rigid vinyl 12 years ago. 
Its light weight, ease of installation, 
and new heat resi stance make possible 
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prefabricated kitchen and bathroom 
piping facilities that are, for the first 
time, economic and easi ly transported. 
System has recently been demonstrated 
in a research house built by the 
NAHB in Lansing, Mich. B. F. Good
rich Chemical Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 106 

Wall Heater / Vent ilator 
On Separate Operation 
The first wall heater/ventilator com
bination that may be operated s imul
taneously or separately has just been 
introduced. New "Heat-A-Vent" has 
two radiant-heating elements to pro-

vide instant, draft-free warmth. One 
element operated singly will give a 
constant and economical heat level. 
Where required by codes, ventilator 
operation may be controlled by light 
switch . Unit is encased in anodized 
a luminum for durability. Ideal for 
bathrooms and other areas requiring 
extra heat plus moisture removal an<l 
ventilation. NuTone, Inc. 

On Free Data Carel, Circle 107 

Compact Heating-Cool ing 
Unit for Area Cond it ioning 
Complete, ducted, all-season heating 
and cooling conditioning can be pro
vided for apartments and small com
mercial areas with a unit which will 
fit into a 36" x 36" closet. The air 
handling surface of the condensing 
unit extend through the outside wall ; 
the part of thi s uni t remaining in
side serves as the ba e for the fur
nace. The cooling coi l is mounted in 
top of the furnace. Unit assembled 
requires only 89" headroom. Unit pro
vides nominal two tons of cooling 
and 51,000 Btu input of heating. Con
densing uni t handles intake and ex
haust air on same side. By switching 
face -plates, exha\lst can be from 

Conti'rmed on page 88 



Solve inore application 
probleins "W"ith extra-strong 
Insulite Roof Insulation 

Tapered Edge Strip and Cant Strip 

assure better, trouble-free roofs 

Today, more than ever before, a sound, trouble-free 
roof requires insulation with high transverse and 
compressive strengths. These strength properties are 
needed to resist cracking, crushing and flexing due to 
on-the-job handling and roof traffic loads. Insulite 
Roof Insulation is vastly different from soft- or 
brittle- materials. It is made of all-wood fibers-slow
growing Northern wood, for strength and rigidity. 

Insulite® Roof Insulation is available in two types: 
Ins-Lite® made of natural wood fibers; Graylite®, of the 
same basic material, but integrally impregnated with 

asphalt for greater strength and moisture resistance. 
To meet certain troublesome roofing problems, In

sulite offers a Tapered Edge Strip and a Cant Strip 
(illustrated and described below); both are made of 
the same basic wood fibers as Insulite Roof Insula
tion to eliminate any hazards caused by introducing 
another material with different properties. 

Insulite provides a uniform, durable and highly 
efficient insulation that takes rough on-the-job han
dling without breakage or crushing. It lays fast and 
uniformly, is easy to apply. 

For complete specifications on Insulite Roof In
sulation, Tapered Edge Strip and Cant Strip, just 
call your nearby Insulite representative; or send the 
coupon to Insulite. 

Solve these special roofing problems with Insulite Tapered Edge and Cant Strip 

Where roof meets wall or other 
vertical surface, Insulite Cant 
Strip eliminates 90° break in roof
ing felts. Makes a well designed 
joint. 

At outer edges of flat roofs, Insulite 
Tapered Edge Strip elim inates sharp 
anf;les, carries felt smoothly _over 
nailing member. Can be used single 
thickness or built up as shown. 

p •• 0 , ., ' o. • . ' o. 

' : a: : 'o • •, • • 0 0 . 0 • ' . 

SPECIFY 

IRSUl/TE 
~ 
~ 

INSULITE, made of hardy Northern wood fibers 

lnsulite Division of Minnesota and Ontario 

Paper Company. Minneapolis 2, Minnesota 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 314 

To channel drainage at any point 
on a fla t roof, Insulite Tapered 
Edge Strips are la id against 
raised nailing base. 

To build up height, Insulite Tap
ered Edge Strips may be laid a. 
shown above. Strips taper from 
1%' to ,W. 

.......................................... 
INSULITE DIVISION 
MINNESOTA AND ONTARIO PAPER COMPANY 
MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINNESOTA 
Send specifications and samples of Insulite Roof Insula
tion to: 

CITY~~~~~~_,,·ONE~STATE.~~~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Continued frorn page 84 
either right or left side. New re
frigerant circuiting method increases 
the amount of refrigerant sub-cooling, 
improving Btu per watt performance 
because liquid r efrigerant reaches 
evaporator coil up to 20 F cooler than 
the condensing temperature. Lennox 
Industries, Inc. 

On Free Datci Card, Circle 108 

Two New Fire Ratings 
For Acoustical Fire Guard 
"Acoustical Fire Guard," introduced 
a year and a half ago, has received 
from Underwriters' Laboratories new 
ratings as fire retardants. A four
hour rating was given an Acoustical 
Fire Guard ceiling when combined 
with a cellular steel deck and a 2%" 
concrete floor assembly. Thi s system 
also passed the four-hour test with 
"penetrations" ( recessed lighting fix
tures, air conditioning ducts, etc.) . 
A one-hour rating was granted the 
tile in tests with a floor a nd ceiling 
assembly consisting of wood joists 
and a wood floor. Armstrong Cork 
Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 109 

Attic Fan with Automatic 
Shutter Announced 
A 30" electric, direct drive attic fan 
is available which can be equipped 
with ceiling shutters that open and 
close with the operation of the fan, 
and have a "flutter"-proof design of 
overlapping aluminum louvers mounted 
in a formed steel frame. Fan is said 
to be quieter than most kitchen ex
haust fans; operates smoothly at 835 
rpm. The Emerson Electric Manufac
turing Company. 

On F1·ee Data Card, Circle 110 

Four Drywall Systems 
Announced 
Four new drywall partition systems 
have been announced by U. S. Gyp
sum, making such systems announced 
this year an even half dozen. The new 
systems are: two-inch solid partition 
system; double-solid partition system; 
metal stud partition system; and cei l
ing and wall furring systems. Two 
previously released were movable 
Vaughan walls and semi-solid parti
tion system for residential use. The 
2" solid partion is designed to divide 
space within a living unit. It has a 
core of 1" monolithic gypsum core
board, 24" wide, with long edge 
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tongue-and-grooved, and available in 
8', 9', 10', and 12' lengths. Floor and 
ceiling runners may be wood or steel. 
The double-solid partition is for party 
and corridor walls or to enclose me
chanical services. It has L or U .shaped 
runners to which the coreboard is 
scr ew-attached. The metal-stud parti
tion system consists of a lightweight 
channel stud set in steel runner tracks 
at floor and cei ling, and faced on each 
side with "Sheetrock" gypsum wall
board. It is su itable for practically all 
types of new construction, plus re
modeling and alterations. In the dry
wall cei ling system, gypsum wallboard 
or backing board is fastened to a 
lightweight metal furring channel of 
special design. Complete ceilin g may 
be decorated or left exposed to receive 
acoustical ti le. Drywall wall furring 
system has same parts and materials 
as ceiling system, and may be installed 
over any surface. United States Gyp
s um Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 111 

Sheet-Mounted Wall Tile 
Installs Economically 
Sheets of twelve 4%" x 4%" ceramic 
wall tiles can be installed with greatly 
increased speed and reduced cost. Tile 
is mounted on strong paper mesh t hat 
is twisted and bonded to t he ti le by a 

special cement. Sheets do not buckle 
in handl ing, yet mesh can be easily 
trowel-cut . Mortar, mastic, or mortar 
mix are sui table for installation, com
ing in contact w ith 70 percent of the 
tile surface . Soaking is not necessary. 
Stylon Corporation . 

On Free Data Card, Circle 112 

Ceiling Tile Is Cheaper, 
More Lightweight 
Expanded plastic ceiling ti le is said 
to be priced at least 50 percent lower 
than other standard cei lin g tile ma
terials. Rigid material is white, and 
has a striated surface. Light weight 
makes possible use of ligh ter than 
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usual supporting grids. Tile has 
superior insulating qualities. It is 
classified by American Society of 
Testing Materials as a self-extinguish
ing plastic. Material, l " thick, comes 
in 2'x2' and 2'x4'. General Foam 
Plastics Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 113 

Recovery-Room Unit 
Lowers from Ceiling 
A new intensive-care nursing and 
service unit for hospital recovery 
rooms telescopes downward to nursing 
level when needed, and upward above 
head when not in use. The cei ling-

mounted emergency station makes it 
possible to bring all supply lines
oxygen, vacuum, and electricity-di
rectly to bedside without crossing 
floor. Beds can be located in center 
of room for improved circulation. 
Unit provides complete facilities for 
two patients. National Cylinder Ga~ 
Division, Chemetron Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 114 

Acoustical Board 
In 4'x4' Size 
A new, large 4'x4' size in glass-fib er 
acoustical-ce iling boards for suspend
ed ceilings has been introduced. The 
new "Ultracoustic" board features low 
initial cost, fast installation, mini
mum of handling and fitting, and re
duction of suspension members re
quired . The surface is a travertine 
fissured design, and can be used with 
2'x4' boards of the same design for 
varying effects. Gustin-Bacon Man
ufacturing Company. 

On Frne Data Card, Circle 115 

Wood-to-Concrete 
Adhesive Material 
Newly-developed adhes ive material 
rapidly secures wooden-block flooring 

Continued on page 90 
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Specify Floor Maintenance to 
Insure I CONTINUING I 
Beauty of your Interiors 

After you have specified flooring, its final clean-up and initial t reatment, go one step 
further: Specify proper continuing care. 

Approved by the 
Maple Flooring 

Manufacturers Assn. 
Listed by 

~ 
classified as to 
slip resistance. 

After building acceptance, proper maintenance will display 
your floors effectively, help set off ~nd complement your in
terior design-through years of wear. 
For the beautiful floor below, there was no "or equal". 
Let us prepare for you a manual on the care of the floors 
you specify. Your client will appreciate this added architect 
specifi~d maintenance service and you'll like the way floor 
ing complaints will be eliminated. 
• Over 160 Hillyard trained floor treat ment experts are 
located throughout the United States. 
• There's one near you who will, at your request, survey your 
finished floors, determine traffic and soil loads for the vari-
ous floors and recommend proper maintenance ·;-~;;; - ----;:-:;-... ---.,:-;_-.:-"-.... -en..,..,• 

procedures. A complete manual for floor care "' 
will be individually compiled for every floor you 
specify. 
• Write for the name of your nearest Hillyard 
"Maintaineer" who can provide this free service. 
District offices listed in Sweet's Architectural File. 

WHETHER TERRAZZO, WOOD, CONCRETE. CERAMIC TILE or RESILIENT FLOORS 

µ:;:;;'SWEET'~ 
lAR C HITE CTU R~~ 
i~ 

H LLY AR D 
PUStic H.J. ST. JOSEPH, MO. San Jost, Cal~. 

Dept. A·4 
Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 315 

You'll Finish Ahead 
with 
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CUSTOM 
EFFECTS 

in 

ORNAMENTAL 
GR.ILLES 

at low costl 

IRVICO'S mass production of "ALUMINUM GRIDSTEEL" 
now enables the designer to achieve the "custom look" 
in grillework economically. 

" ALUMINUM GRIDSTEEL" is a honeycomb mesh that allows 
great flexibility in scale and texture, and diversity of 
application. Its third-dimension affords varying degrees 
of opacity depending on angle of view. 

"ALUMINUM GRIDSTEEL" is 
available in rigid or flexible 
panels of various sizes ..• 
anodized, painted or 
mill finish. 

• 
Write for 
colored brochure 

IMAGINEERING 
in ALUMINUM 

"GRIDSTEEL" ® 

IRVICO IRVING SUBWAY 
GRATING CO., Inc. 

ORIGINATORS OF THE GRATING INDUSTRY 

Offices and Plants at 
5041 27th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. 
1841 10th ST., OAKLAND 10, CALIFORNIA 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. ~16 
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Continued from page 88 
and wooden screeds to concrete slab 
floors and foundations. The new pro
duct, "Bondite Asphalt .kdhesive," 
enables wooden blocks to be laid and 
walked on at once; flooring may be 
nailed to screeds 30 minutes after 
application. The material dries to a 
flex1ble form thait allows expansion 
and contraction during temperature 
changes, yet holds wood firmly in 
place without disbonding. Lion Oil 
Company Division, Monsanto Chemi
cal Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 116 

New Foamed Insulation 
Cuts I nsta I lation Ti me 
A new liquid spray foam insulation, 
promising installation in half the 
time of conventional insulations, has 
been developed. The foamed-in-place 
urethane, expanding to 30 times its 
original volume within seconds of ap
plication, is permanently bonded in 
place, will not shrink, is not subject 
to damage by mildew or age, and is 

odorless. Spraying is done with a 
high-speed gun that mixes the chemi
cals, atomizes them, and forces them 
out of the gun. The insulation has a 
K factor of 0.15 at 75 F, and a 2" 
layer is equal to or better than 3" of 
the best conventional insulations. Ad
ditional advantages: a permanent 
monolithic seal devoid of seams; ex
cellent soundproofing characteristics; 
and high moisture-vapor imperme
ability almost equal to plastic film. 
Dayton Industrial Products Company 
Division, Dayco Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 117 

Electronic Air Cleaner 
Reduced in Size 
New panel-type electronic air cleaner 
is only 2" thick in direction of air 
flow, occupies less than 1/ 60 the space 
needed for similar equipment 10 years 

Continued on page 92 



Exclusive with 

Labor Costs 
.IO.r Bal.last 

Replacements 

UNIVERSAL ''Service Guaranteed'' 
For years, UNIVERSAL has been paying the bill for the 
replacement of in-warranty inoperative fluorescent ballasts. 
These payments are a direct part of the exclusive and compre
hensive UNIVERSAL Two Year Warranty Service Program 
with ! Architects, engineers, contractors, distributors, 
fixture manufacturers and maintenance personnel are all re
lieved of the burden of service. 

Should you be confronted with a lighting failure which ap
pears to be abnormal, regardless of the number of ballasts 
involved, you are requested to telephone UNIVERSAL -
COLLECT - and ask for@@ '!' Within 24 hours of your 
phone call, one of our field engineers will visit your installation. 
Assuming that our technical people determine that the light
ing failure stems from ballasts which are being used in proper 
application, UNIVERSAL will arrange for the replacement 
of those ballasts and pay all charges in connection with the 
replacements, including labor. This is made possible by the 
high quality performance of UNIVERSAL "Service Guaran
teed" BALLASTS in millions of fluorescent fixtures every
where. A fine product can afford a fine guarantee. 

You owe it to your own peace of mind to get the full details 
on this program. MAIL THIS COUPON FOR DESCRIP
TIVE BROCHURE. •Technical Engineering Service 

UNIVERSAL 
MAN UFACTURING CORPORATION 
Executive Offices and Plant: 29·51 East Sixth Street, Paterson 4, N. J. 
Branch Off. l Warehouse : 4402 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Cal. 

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURER OF FLUORESCENT 

BALLASTS 
The only complete 

• • service program in 
the ballast industry! 

UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION Dept . PA 
~51 East Sixth Street, Paterson 4, New Jersey 

Please send me your brochure describiac UNIYERSAL's EXCLUSIVE 
( E'J (Tech1lcal Encineerinc Sel"fice) PROGRAM. 

NAME ................................................................................................................................... . 

FIRM .......................................................................... _ ............. .. ...................................... .. 

STREET .................... ...................................... ............................................ - ...................... . 

CITY l STATE .................................................................................................................. .. 

O Architect O Distributor 

D Engineer D Fixture Mfr. 

O Contractor D Equipment Mfr. 

D Maintenance Man 

D Builder 

D Other ............................. . 

TRANSFORMERS IN THE UNITED STATES For more informalion, turn l o Reader Service card, circle No. 317 



key problem SOLVED 
-specifications included 

TELKEE 
the only 
complete 
system of 
key control 

The new Time & 
Life Building, 
Rockefeller Center, 
New York. Harrison, 
Abramovitz & 
Harris, Architects . 
George A. fuller 
Company-
John Lowry, Inc., 
General 
Contractors . 
Charles Kurzon, 
Inc .. Hardware 
Contractor. 

At Rockefeller Center's new 48 story Time & life 
Building, TELKEE solves KEY problems before 
they occur. 

During Construction-All keys delivered in 
TELKEE Key Gathering Envelopes, each identified 
and indexed. TELKEE solved usual problems of 
lost, damaged, and unidentified keys. 

At Completion-Using data on TELKEE envelopes, 
owner transferred keys to 4 TELKEE Units in· 
stalled by Hardware Contractor. Entire Jock sys· 
tern was immediately under owner's control. 
TELKEE insured maximum convenience and 
security. 

After Occupancy-TELKEE controls the keys to 
every lock, including those on owner-i nstalled 
equipment. TELKEE keeps keys in authorized 
hands; maintains master key system security; 
virtually eliminates eventual relocking expense. 

From 21 to 2240 key capacities in 8 popular 
models, TELKEE is completely flexible to fit every 
application, every budget. Send for complete 
TELKEE specification data file. 

The MOORE 
KEY CONTROL® 

System 
------------------------, 
P.O. MOORE, INC., Glen Riddle 45, Pa. 

Send descriptive and specification data on TELKCE 
NAME ____________ _ 

FIRM'-------------
ADDRESS ___________ _ 

CITY _____ .ZON [ __ STATE __ _ 

L-----------------------J 
For more informalion, circle No. 318 
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Continued on pnge 90 
ago. Capacity ranges (with size) 
from 640 to 1000 cfm per panel. Re
moves particles as small as 1/ 2,500,000 
of an inch from the air. A gage shows 
when dirt-collecting pad should be 
changed. Power requirement is only 
that of a 25 watt light bulb. Trion, 
Inc. 

On Free Dnta Card, Circle 118 

Light-Weight, Load-Bearing 
Panel Wall System 

"Stran-Wall," a new load-bearing 
panel wall system for one- and two
story buildings, includes three major 
elements in one package from one 
source: light-weight, load-bearing 
steel framing; porcelain enameled 
curtain wall panels that are slipped 
into grooves in the steel structure; 
and aluminum mullions, jambs, sills, 
and headers which are snap-fit or 
attached by concealed screws. Other 
features are positive water seal and 
ventilation to reduce condensation, 
thin -line mullions, and a choice of 
hopper, fixed , and projected windows. 
Stran-Steel Corporation, Division of 
National Steel Corporation. 

On Free Dnta Ca1·d, Circle 119 

Dutch-Made Table/ Desk 
Of Unusual Versatility 

A remarkedly versatile drawing table/ 
desk has been recently introduced by 
a Dutch firm. Adjustable from a low 
horizontal position of 30" to a high 
of 46", the "Reply" can be adjusted 
to any inclination from completely 

horizontal to completely vertical. A 
device on one leg of the molded-steel 
frame permits adaptation to any floor 
condition, keeping the unit constantly 
level. Unit is equipped with a '%,"
thick drafting board in sizes up to 
30" x 40" and a detachable tray for 
drawing equipment. Table has r e
ceived an award for design and quality 
from an international jury in Brus
sels. Nether lands Trade Commission. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 120 
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are you spending 

$1200 
for a one cent job? 

If you're duplicating drawing details, you're 
squandering precious hours of costly drafting 
lime. STANPAT, the unique tri-acelate that is 
pre-printed with your standard ond repetitive 
blueprint items, cuts time involved from 3 
hours lo 15 seconds! Figured at current pay 
rates, this means a $12 job at less than one 
cent • • • the STANPAT way. Easily transferred 
lo your !racings by an adhesive back or 
front, STANPAT relieves your engineer of 
lime-consuming and tedious details, freeing 
him la concentrate on more creative work. 

here's how simple the 
STANPAT method is! 

the STANPAT into 
position on the 

tracing . 

PEEL 
the STANPAT 
from its backing. 

info position •• • 
will not wrinkle 
or come off. 

STANPAT Is available In two types of 
adhesive backs: 

• Rubber base for standard drafting and 
tracing papers 

• Resin base to prevent leaching for papers 
that contain oils 

But whatever the application may be, there 's 
a STANPAT product for your specific needs. 
STANPAT has a guaranteed shelf life of one 
year from date appearing on tab e nd . For 
further information and technical assistance, 
complete the coupon below and moil. 

STANPAT (Q. Whitestone 57,N. Y., U. S. A. 
Phone: Flushing 9-1693- 1611 

D Please quote on enclosed samples. 
O Kindly send me STANPAT literature and 

samples. DEPT. 22 

Tltl•--------------
Company ____________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

L--------------------------For more information, circle No. 319 
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AIR/TEMPERATURE 

Research -Study School 
Presented in Report 

Environrnent for Learning is a 20-
page report on a re earch tudy in 
secondary-school design. The school 
that emerged from the study is de· 
cribed in detail, with plans and ren

derings, and compared with the con
ventional school on which it educa
tional specifications were based. The 

research school clearly demonstrates 
the value of fresh concepts and new 
approaches to school p lanning; in par
ticular, cost comparisons point up 
many advantages of the flexible, com
pact "EFL" school. Study was con
ducted by Goleman & Rolfe, AIA, ar
chitects and engineers of Hou ton, 
Texa . Carrier Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Cfrcle 200 

Radiant Panel Heaters 
Of Shatterproof Design 
Data sheet, 2 pages, describes "Tex
sun" radiant electric panel heaters, 
the only shatterproof glass units on 
the market. Panel heaters may be in · 
stalled in wall or ceiling, are safe to 
the touch, clean, and economical. 
Unit are of simple and handsome de · 
sign, suitable for installation in a 
variety of interiors. Information i 
supplied for 5 model . Electric Heat
ing Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 201 

CONSTRUCTION 

Use of Computers 
In Civil Engineering 
A new, 11-page index of G-15 com
puter programs in civi l engineering is 
available. The index contain an ex
tensive listing of applications pre
pared by G-15 digital computer users, 
and submitted to the Bendix Users' 
Exchange Library. Programs in the 
following categorie are represented: 
traffic, surveying, earthwork, culverts 
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and ewers, soils, interchange, bridges 
and piers, beam , columns, section 
properties, miscellaneous analy is, and 
hydraulics. Companion literature, Or
ganizational Problems Encountered fo 
Setting Up a Computer, is a 20-pagc 
article presented at the Structural 
Engineering Conference at the Uni
ver ity of Illinois in 1958. It is based 
on experiences of civil-engineering 
consultants with electronic computer . 
The Bendix Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 202 

Landscaping Ideas 
In Redwood 

Garden Redwood Ideas fro1n Calif or
nia, 16 page , is a potpourri of imagi
native designs for outdoor living. Pho-

tographs and lengthy captions present 
a variety of outstanding decks, 
benches, creens, overhead shelters, 
planters, bridges, walks, and fences 
by noted designer s. Notes on the last 
two pages define the grade of garden 
redwood, and de cribe fastening and 
post-setting methods. California Red
wood Association. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 203 

Compilation of Brochures 
On Structu ra I Components 
Spiral-bound book, 106 pages, com
piles all current building-product lit
erature of company. Complete data is 
given on insulated metal curtain walls, 
metal-clad fire walls, rolling steel 
doors, electr.ified floors, long-span 
decks, steel roof decks, acoustical and 
troffer forms, acoustical ceilings, 
structural steel, and steel-plate com
ponents. Specification , construction 
details, and appropriate technical data 
are included for each type of product. 
The R. C. Mahon Company. 

On F1·ee Data Card, Circle 204 

111 anuf acturers' Data 

Manuals Discuss Wood for 
Residential Construction 
Two comprehensive, well-de igned 
manuals on wood have been published 
-Wood Frame Construction for R esi
dential Buildings, 48 pages, and Post 
and Bemn Construction for R esidential 
Buildings, 32 pages. Each is a read
able and thorough di cussion of its 
subject. Many i ometric drawings and 
considerable text give full details on 
framing; complete beam tables are 
also included. Canadian Wood Devel
opment Council. 

On Free Dcita Card, Circle 205 

Modular System 
For Steel Buildings 
AmBridge Modular Schools de cribe 
a system of modular steel component 
utilized in a number of school build
ings. Booklet, 20 pages, enumerates 
design and construction advantages, 
among them the peed of erection : 17 
weeks from foundation to completion. 
Structural components shown in sec
tion include open-web joists, trusses, 
square tubular columns, and corru
gated roof deck; sample color for ex
terior and interior panels are also 
shown. Modular system has recently 
been u ed in U.S. Post Office at New 
Hyde Park, N.Y., representing first 
use in non-school construction. Ameri
can Bridge Division, United State 
Steel Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 206 

Comprehensive Manual 
On Perforated Metals 
Architectural Handbook of Perforated 
Materials provides complete design 
and technica l information on full line 
of products. While handbook concen
trates primarily on the heavier-gage 

~\~\\\~ lff ff!/t1/!f §/ff9 )~\'\I 111p;!ff!jffi::··· 
~~'\\\ 1f/lf"fl.; •. 

____ .. ,, :\ 

grills, it a lso presents a variety of 
decorative designs in lighter-gage ma
terials. Each grill is displayed in over
all pattern, and is accompanied by 
technical information, detail dra\\"ings, 
and tables in a eparate section of the 
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64-page book. The Harrington & King 
Perforating Company, Inc. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 207 

Lead Pads Used for 
Vibration-Free Buildings 
An illustrated 4-page brochure shows 
several examples of the use of lead
asbestos pads to reduce or e1iminate 
vibration in buildings adjacent to rail
ways, subways, or other heavy traffic 
areas. Among the examples described 
is the new 54-story Union Carbide 
Building in New York, N. Y. Step-by
step photos show the operations of 
placing, positioning, and grouting one 
of <the 115 pads used. Typical engi
neering drawings and specifications 
for this building, other American 
buildings, and several Canadi,an proj
ects are also included. Lead Industr,ies 
Association. 

On F1·ee Data Carel, Circle 208 

New Al uminum Soffit 
Available in Rolls 
A new simple-to-install ventilated
aluminum soffit system, developed 
through extensive research and job
site itests, has been announced. Pre
finished with a new, more durable 
baked-on enamel, the new soffit system 
eliminates peeling and warping of vul
nerable eave overhangs, and elimi
nates the need for frequent repaint
ing. The system is installed by cutting 
the soffit material (in 50' rolls) to re
quired length and slipping it into place 
through aluminum supporting chan
nels that are nailed to the building. A 
flexible plastic rod is then pressed into 
place to hold edges of the soffit sheet. 
Application of product is fully ex
plained in 8-page booklet. Soffit ma
terial, crimped and stucco-embossed, is 
available in perforated and non-per
forated form, in widths up to 48". 
Reynolds Metals Company. 

On Free Data Ccird, Circle 209 

DOORS / WINDOWS 

General Information 
On Weatherstripping 
What You Shoul,d Know About In
terior and Exterior Weatherstripping 
is the title of an informative new 14-
page booklet. Published in the interests 
of improving building methods, it is 
not a sales booklet for specific prod
ucts. Description of general types and 
materials is followed by recomrnenda-

98 
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tions for weatherstripping against 
dust, noise, drafts, leaks, and light . 
Pemko Manufacturing Company. 

On Free Data C111rd, Circle 210 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Suggested Methods for 
Residential Lighting 
Forty ways to use lighting in the 
home are shown in The Light Side of 
Decorating, a new ,booklet published 
by the manufacturers of "Luxtrol" 
light controls. Included are at least 
four lighting schemes for every room 
type, all designed by C. Eugene Ste
phenson, FAID, internationally-known 
designer and authority on residential 
lighting. The 36-page booklet contains 
fu ll-color sketches of its well-lighted 
rooms, each keyed to wiring diagrams 
and installation sketches. A directory 
shows how to build and install such 
features as valances, brackets, coves, 
etc. Write (enclosing $.25) to: 
Superior Electric Company, Bristol, 
Conn. 

Comprehensive Book 
On Signaling Systems 
A new 88-page manual describes air 
and electric signal systems and lists 
specifications of horns, bells, buzzers, 
chimes, and sirens. Included in the 
new publication are sections on grav
ity-drop and lamp-type annunciators, 
and accessory equipment such as door 
openers and clocks. Selection of the 
proper type of signal for various back
ground noise levels and work areas is 
illustrated by charts and diagrams. 
Sperti Faraday, Inc. 

On Free Data C111rd, Cfrcle 211 

New Lighting Fixtures 
Described in Folders 
Three new 4-page brochures-entitled 
Exit and Aisle Lights, Opal Lumin
aires, and Opal Drum Lights-are now 
available. UL-approved exit lights de
scribed in first brochure can be either 
incandescent or fluorescent and are 
furnished with unbreakable glass-fiber 
lens panels. The opal luminaires are 
produced in both pendant and spin-up 
fixtures, in satellite, spheroid and 
sphere shapes. Opal sphere post lights, 
designed for outdoor use, have a spe
cial weatherproof gasket and are base
tapped for 1" pipe mounting. The 
third brochure describes round and 
square opal drum lights having hand-

September 1960 

blown "Thermopal" glass hinged to 
a "Dielux" diecast aluminum pan. 
Technical information on dimensions, 
construction, and performance accom
panies illustrations . Prescolite Manu
facturing Corporation. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 212 

Data on Lighting Levels 
A new edition of the booklet Footcan
dle Levels and Interior Lighting De
sign is now available. The 6'0-page, 
pocket-size manual contains valuable 
information on modern lighting prac
tices for various types of luminaires 
and light sources. A table indicates 
the recommended lighting level for an 
extensive list of room types. Write 
(enclosing $.10) to: Westinghouse 
Lamp Division, P.O. Box 388, Bloom
field, N. J. 

Fl NI SHERS I PROTECTORS 

Directions for 
Urethane Wood Fin ishes 
Urethane Coatings for Wood, 3 pages, 
describes two clear-resin systems for 
producing highly-durable finishes that 
protect and enhance the natural grain 
of wood. Bulletin, unillustrated, gives 
data on preparation of surface, appli
cation, and coverage. B. B. Chemical 
Company. 

On Free Data C111rd, Circle 213 

INSULATION 

Installation Systems 
For Acoustical Tile 
Mechanical Attachments for Erecting 
Acoustical Tile, 12 pages, presents 10 
"Securitee" systems, each depicted 
with full-page isometric and sectional 
drawings. Systems included are 1%" 
channel, H-section clip, line exposed, 
line concealed, strip panel, T & G. 
Short-form specifications are provided. 
W. J. Haertel & Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 214 

Sound Data for 
Partitions and Floors 
For the first time in MLMA technical 
bulletins, information on sound-trans
mission loss is available on a resilient
clip system used in conjunction with 

Continiied on page 101 
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Continued from page 98 

a prefabricated-metal-stud assembly. 
Sound Insulating Partitions and 
Floors, 4 pages, advises that the de
gree of sound resistance desired is 
influenced by factors other than those 
involved in the selection of a con
struction assembly. Location is im
portant, according to the text, be
cause an area adjacent to a busy 
street, for instance, has higher noise
making levels than a room in isolated 
areas. Illustrated tables give figures on 
sound-transmission reduction for solid 
and hollow partitions and for floors 
of various construction. Metal Lath 
Manufacturers Association. 

On Free Datci Card, Circle 215 

Guide to Effective Use 
Of Therma I Insulation 
Re-thinking Thermal Insulation, new 
16-page booklet, is a guide to the best 
use of thermal insulating materials. 
It emphasizes the "economic thick
ness" approach to specification, which 
enables management and engineers to 
determine the point at which an in
sulation gives the greatest financial 
return for its cost. Characteristics of 
different types and purposes of in ula
tion are given in detail, and the ques
tion of surface temperature deter
mining insulation thickness is re
viewed. A worksheet for calculating 
economic thickness is included. Na
tional Insulat ion Manufacturers Asso
ciation . 

On Free Data Card, Circle 216 

SANITATION /PLUMBING 

Plastic Drain Fittings 
Presented in Folder 

Literature on pJa tic drain and sewer 
fittings, 6 pages, shows available sizes 
and types of fittings in large-scale 
photographs, and presents the five 
easy steps of installation. Advantages 
of the material are its light weight
one-tenth that of cast iron-and its 
ease of handling-joints do not need 
threading but are simply joined with 
solvent. Sloane Manufacturing Com
pany. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 217 

Complete Data on 
Underground Sprinklers 
Keeping Lawns B eautiful gives es
ential operating data, specifications, 
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and suggestions for use of 16 qifferent 
underground sprinkler heads. The 
various patterns and sizes-including 
squares, rectangles, and circles-are 
described, with coverage, discharge, 
and pressure data. Catalog, 24 pages, 
enumerates all accessories needed for 
complete installations. Rain Jet Cor
poration. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 218 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
Plastic Models Aid 
In Studying Shapes 
New 40-page catalog, Mathematical 
Models for Teaching, illustrates hun
dreds of three-dimensional, clear-plas
tic models in Guenter Herrman line 

,\ 
\ 

now being distributed in U.S. Models 
are grouped topically under the sub
jects of: plane, solid, and analytical 
geometry; curve-drawing appliances; 
projections, elevations, traces, and in
tersections; interpenetration of solids. 
Transparency of the models enables 
one to see not only the external shape, 
but also concealed edges, enclosed in
tersecting 'planes, and internal dimen
sions. Arthur S. LaPine & Company. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 219 

Compilation of Articles 
On Furniture Woods 
Fine Furniture Woods, a 24-page re
print of this association's articles 
that were published in a consumer 
magazine, is a handsomely-presented 

Manufacturers' Data 

collection of interesting facts on wal
nut, cherry, maple, birch, oak, and the 
more exotic woods. In readable fashion 
booklet discusses the use of the parti
cu lar wood in early days, the properties 
that suit it for its special uses, and the 

range of possible finishes. Full-page 
sketches show the shape of the mature 
trees; smaller photographs show di -
tinctive pieces of wood furniture. Fine 
Hardwoods Association. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 220 

Stylized Faces 
For Institutional Clocks 
After a comprehensive survey of archi
tects suggested high styling in clock 
systems, 15 new clock faces have been 
designed for "ClockMaster" system. 

The unusual designs, shown in 8-page 
booklet, are a collaboration between 
the Howard Miller Clock Company and 
Minneapolis Honeywell, and are de
signed by George Nelson. ClockMaster 
system is used in hospitals, schools, 
banks, and offices. Minneapolis Honey
well. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 221 

Street Zoos Offered 
With Play Sculpture 
Street zoos are the latest items of 
playground equipment featured in 32-

Continued on page 102 
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Arch itect : James , Meadows and H oward, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Modern Fleetlite Sliding Windows 
Chosen for Tower Dormitory 

on the University of Buffalo Campus 
Rising eleven floors above the Uni
versity of Buffalo campus is the new 
Tower Dormitory ... a masterpiece 
in concrete, brick and colorful terra 
cotta with row upon row of Fleet
lite Aluminum Double Windows. 

In planning this campus home for 
over 400 student residents, Univer
sity authorities selected Fleetlite 
double windows for reasons of both 
comfort and economy. By a simple 
adjustment of the interior and 
exterior sliding sash, students may 
enjoy indirect ventilation regardless 
of the weather. No stuffy rooms, no 
drafts, no possibility that rain or 
snow will damage furnishings. 

Fleetlite double windows also mean 
double economy. A " blanket of 
air" insulation between the sash 
Territories open for q,ua\ifi.ed Sa\es R epre
sentatives. D irect r epresentation in Ca n ada. 
r-----------------1 
I FLEET OF AMERICA, INC. I 
I Dept. PA-90, 2015 Weldon Avenue 
I Buffalo 25, New York 

I Please send complece Fleetlite 
I window information. 

results in more efficient heating and 
subseq uent fuel savings. At the 
same time, there is economy in 
maintenance. Durable aluminum 
requires no painting; vinyl plastic 
replaces putty; and, since all sash 
may be removed from the inside for 
cleaning, costly and dangerous out
side window washing is eliminated. 

1~~ I 
I Address I Aluminum Windows L City late I Slldlng Glass Doors 
-----------------...J Jalousie Windows and Doors 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 325 
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page catalog. Units are galvanized 
tubular steel, with a glass-fiber tear
drop shape that holds a 30"-diameter 
animal cage or a plastic display unit. 
Catalog also includes photos of stand
ard items- such delightful pieces as 
turtle tents, tunnel bridges, fantasy 
villages, and play fa<;ades. Prices, 
weights, and installation information 
are noted. Creative Playthings, Inc. 

On F ree Data Card, Circle 222 

Recent Installations 
Of Thonet Furniture 
Handsome spiral-bound brochure, 24 
pages, shows some of the recent de
signs of this 130-year-old firm. Color 
photographs of prominent public in
stallations are contrasted with free 
sketches of the most famous of 
Thonet's masterpi eces, in an ex
cellently-designed promotional booklet. 
The booklet is not a catalog of the 
complete line, but will be a source of 
pleasure to anyone who enjoys fin e 
design in both product and li terature. 
Thonet Indus tri es I nc. 

On Free Data Cm·d, Circle 223 

Expanded Line of 
Solar-Screen Grills 
Expanded line of "Ceramic Veneer" 
grills, used for solar screens, is shown 
in new 8-page brochure. The augment
ed line now includes 12 standard units, 

Continued on page 106 
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No. 3065 1 

No. 3060 

Koh -I-Noor offers draftsmen 
an important new dimension 
in a comprehensive line of 
instruments and accessories 
meticulously matched to provide 
new high levels of professional 
performance, efficiency and 
convenience. 

NOW ... TWO KOH-I-NOOR 

RAPIDOGRAPH 
TECHNICAL FOUNTAIN PENS 

In 7 "color-coded" precision 
line widths: 00, 0, 1, 2, 2Yz, 3, 
4. Uses India (or regular) ink 
for ruling, lettering, tracing 
or writing with equal facility. 

MODEL NO. 3065: A new model 
with 7 interchangeable drawing 
point sections, each color-coded 
to indicate a different line 
width . Best buy for the 
professional who requires 
frequent change of line widths. 
Each drawing point section 
complete with airtight refillable 
ink cartridge. Interchange is 
accomplished quickly, cleanly. 
Comes in handy desk top 
container. 

MODEL ND. 3060: The regular 
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph 
"Technical" Fountain Pen with 
self-contained automatic 
filling system, and pocket clip 
is a standard drafting room tool. 

Two Koh-I-Noor products designed to work 
together ... for greater efficiency! 

KOH-I-NOOR 
ADAPTD -CLUTCH LEAD HOLDER 
Non-slip, turn -proof 
clutch takes full 
range of Koh-l-
Noor lead. 

~ 

KOH-I-NOOR 
EJECTDMATIC LEAD DISPENSER 

Automatically feeds lead to holder 
without need to touch lead. Transparent 

cp container permits constant inventory 
check on lead supply. In 17 degrees. Widest 

choice of containers with 2, 6 and 12 leads 

Write for cataloy; 

KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL CO., Inc. 
BLOOMSBURY 2, NEW JERSEY 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 329 

Who put the Queen's 
crest on the carpet? It all 

started when a Long Island ca
terer, Queen's Terrace, wrote us 
for carpet designs for one room. 

There, on their letterhead was a 
lovely little crest . Result? Com 
mercial Carpet so regal, Queen's 
Terrace ordered hundreds more 
yards for more rooms and 
branches! No extra charge, of 
course, for Magee's Commer
cial Carpet Design Service. 

To get it, wire or write, 

m~g~p~ 
THE MAGEE CARPET COMPANY, 295 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. 16, N. Y.J 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 330 
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Continued from page 102 

in unlimited choice of ceramic colors, 
and gives wide variety of design pos
sibilities wherever a perforated fac;ade 
is desired for sun control, ventilation, 
privacy, or appearance. Booklet shows 
each design, in isometric view of 
single unit, and in elevation view of 
over-all pattern; several designs are 
shown in completed buildings. Federal 
Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation. 

On Free Data CMd, Circle 224 

Closed-Circuit TV 
Without Cameras 
A specially-designed, closed-circuit 
television transmitter produces a 
sharp, intense image without using 
camera or lighting equipment. By eli
minating the camera and substituting 
a unique method of detecting and 
transmitting image-brightness differ
ences, "Scan-A-Graph" reduces the 
focusing and distortion problems of 
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conventional systems. Scan-A-Graph 
insures instant and accurate visual 
communication with as many as 500 
locations simultaneously. Operating 
procedures are simple, and no special
ly-trained personnel are required. 
Brochure, 4 pages, describes features 
and operation of system. Television 
Utilities Corporation Division, Nord. 

On Free Data CM'd, Circle 225 

SURFACING 

Specifications for 
Installing Vinyl Tile 
A revised set of Installation Specifi
cations for Vinyl Asbestos Tile and 
Asphalt Tile Flooring gives a wide 
variety of information on the proper 
types of concrete and wood sub-floors. 
Folder, 4 pages, includes a special note 
of caution regarding the use of con
crete-curing compounds, and indicates 
plywood types and sizes for sub-floors, 
various underlayments used to correct 
rough or uneven sub-floors, and simple 
maintenance instructions for newly
completed installations. Asphalt and 
Vinyl Asbestos Tile Institute. 

On Free Data Card, Circle 226 

Glazed Brick 
In Vivid Colors 

September 1960 

The 10 vivid colors of a new line of 
glazed brick, called "Glazed Provin
cial," are illustrated in 4-page folder. 
Rugged, unmatched character of the 
brick provides a warm effect that is 
distinct from mechanically-perfect 
surfacing. Many possibilities are sug
gested for their use-as color emphasis 
in spandrels, as single mass of color 
in large wall areas, as small groupings 
throughout a wall, as a colorful mural. 
Single data sheets are also available 
on unique unglazed brick, one (called 
"Frosty Wirecut") a frosty-surfaced 
soft red with a gently-aged character. 
Des Moines Clay Company Division. 
Goodwin Companies. 

On Free Data Cal'd, Circle 227 
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H&K H&K 
Solve Your EXPANSION JO INT 
Problems with ~-o·flash 

with the NEOPRENE BELLOWS 
PERFORATED 

METAL 

GRILLES 
(Send for Grille Catalog) 

Perforated 
Decorative 

MATERIALS 
(Send for Catalog 7S) 

II 
Illustrations shown 
in reduced size 

Harrington & King has been serving arch
itects for 75 years with a wide selection of 
classic and modern designs in grilles and 
decorative materials. 

H & K grilles are furnished in accord
ance with your specifications ... in prac
tically any type and gauge of metal . .. 
and in the finish desired. Perforations 
are clean and burr-free, margins are in 
alignment, and each grille is leveled and 
inspected before shipment. 

H & K decorative patterns, from a vast 
selection of existing dies, are serving 
architects in many new and unusual 
ways. If your plans call for perforated 
materials, depend on H & Kl 

See Sweet's File- 31 f/Ha 
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H& K AGENT 
~ ·~ 

'Yellow Pages' 
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"Grilles" 

Chicago Office and Warehouse 

5675 Fillmore St., Chicogo 44 

New York Office and Warehouse 
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Expand·o·flash is made of weather
proof flexible neoprene, bonded mechani
cally and adhesively to metal edging and 
is installed with totally relaxed neoprene 
bellows to allow both sides of the joint 
to move freely in any direction. Stresses 
and metal fatigue are eliminated. 

Expand·o·flash provides a continuous 
watertight seal all around the building 

,both above and below grade. 

Curb roof 
expansion joint. 

Low profile 
expansion joint. 

Expand-o-flash ~· 
in vertical 0 ~ 

walls. ' 

Shop fabricated corners and crossovers eliminate errors in the field 
and reduce the cost • No training needed for installation • Litera
ture, engineering data and sample on request • See us in Sweet's. 

/i:i}\ LAMONT & RILEY CO. 
~ 300 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF, WORCESTER 7, MASS. 

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 332 
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BY RICHARD P. DOBER 
In an article on the work of Sasaki, Walker & Associates 
("Design of Exterior Spaces" by Jan C. Rowan- JULY 1960 
Pl A) it was mentioned that "because universities and colleges 
are beginning their greatest expansion programs, much of 
the firm's work is in this area of design" and that the subject 
would be discussed in a future issue of P /A. 

Therefore, in this month's introductory article, one of the 
firm's planners explains design problems affecting the plan
ning of campuses and describes the concepts of several recent 
campus plans by his and other offices. 
Any discussion about planning and design for colleges and 
universities must first recognize the peculiar nature of these 
institutions. They are long-lived, non-profit social organiza
tions, dedicated to both continuity and change, and, in gen
eral, they have limited resources and little oportunity to 
accumulate surplus capital for expansion. With few excep
tions, private institutions today are dependent on a philan
thropy which, on a relative scale, has dwindled in each decade 
since 1900. Public colleges and universities compete with 
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other government responsibilities, such as medical care, e1e
mentary education, housing, highway construction, and other 
public works projects. While they may plan for the future, 
they can meet only the most pressing and immediate of phy
sical plant development needs. 

Behind all this is the specter of increasing numbers, the 
so called "population explosion." Population experts predict 
that 1965 will be the zenith of this decade's enrollment trend. 
It will mark the final stage of a cycle of marriages and birth 
that began after World War II. In stitutiona] construction 
seems to follow the pattern of population maturation. First 
the boom in elementary school building, then the peak years 
for junior and senior high schools, and now the colleges' 
turn. In New England alone there will be, by 1970, double 
the 1958 college enrollments, and, by 1975, double the 
amount of facilities now in use. The disproportion between 
students to be educated and space available may be managed 
by scheduling larger classes and lengthening the school term. 

It is against this background of penury on one hand and 
social obligation on the other that the significant problems 
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of d ign for the e institutions should be con idered. These 
problem can be group d and described a the que tion of 
appropriate style and the earch for campu form. tated 
in it imple t term , the former is a concern for the charac
teri tic expres ion of architecture, the latter the manner in 
which building relate to the ite and to each other. 

AJiecljng both j a ubtle interplay between educational 
policy, program, and planning requirements. The e are of 
two kind : tho e relating to the functional a peel of the 
ite and tho e relating to the concept and purpo e of the 

in titution. The former are di cernible influences. They lend 
themselves to mea urabl urveys o[ space, climate, geology 
and oil, utilitie , acce ibility, direction of expan ion, and 
peripheral phy ical influence . While the control of these 
may not alway be in the in titution's hands, the que tions 
they rai e can be po ed in finite term ; resource can be 
allocated and alternative plan made. 

nraveling o[ the in titution' philosophic goals, o that 
effective de ign programs and plan can be articulated, i a 
more difficult ta , k. Thee o-oals are eldom explicitly stated; 
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FORM AND STYLE 
IN CAMPUS DESIGN 
thus it is often fru trating for a con nltant designer, who h.'ls 
not worked intimately with an institution, to understand or 
appreciate the way and means by which decisions affecting 
hi de ign are made. 

Among the function and activities which deserve attentive 
regard in planning and programming are: the kinds of func
tions and activitie to be ponsored and supported; the bal
ance between male and female and upper and lower divisions 
enrollment ; academic requirements; the ensitivity of the 
in titution Lo the legi lature in the ca e of a public college, 
or to the trustees in the ca e of a private chool. The resolu
tion of such concern rarely lie in the hands of the con
sultant, no matter what hi mandate might be, though he is 
often a catalytic force which brings about a consensus. Even 
in a trongly centralized admini tration it is inherently part 
of the academic convention Lo support the autonomy of indi
vidual , departments. and college . Thu in titutional more , 
not necessarily the on ultant' best judgment, will occa
sionally dominate an a e ment of a design proposal. 

With the need for information, direction, and action so 
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pressing in the rapid expansion which 
institutions are experiencing-while still 
wanting to preserve their traditional sys
tem of checks and balances-many col
leges and universities are turning to the 
planning process as a device for effec
tively reaching all members of the aca
demic community and bringing their 
dreams, ideas, thoughts, ambitions-even 
complaints-to bear on the problems of 
design. The technique involves a con
tinuous review of any course of action in 
the light of long-range goals as modified 
by changing means and ends. As a start, 
an over-all prognostication of potential 
growth and development is made and 
problem areas of the existing plant are 
pin-pointed. Present and future needs are 
then weighed and evaluated, and re
sources are allocated in priority of im
plementation. 

Homogeneous Style 

No one should seriously question whether 
the institution's educational policy af
fects the concepts of campus design, 
both in the larger sense and in detail. 
An excellent example is the planning 
and programming of the Air Force 
Academy 2. The ephemeral and fanciful 
were eliminated from the beginning. 
Changes in level, connections between 
academic, residential, and student serv
ice areas, the relationship of the site to 
its environs-elements which could have 
been treated in a more gentle manner
have been strikingly and directly formed 
and shaped by Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill into a monumental pattern that 
superbly reflects the militaristic charac
ter of the institution. 

The Air Force Academy falls into a 

1 Monotony through repetition: old (left) and new (right) buildings in the same style 
and materials at the University of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado. 

The conditions and restrictions of de
sign permeate all this thinking. Plans 
are made not only in terms of budget 
and administrative directive, but also in 
designation of land uses, building zones, 
circulation systems, and landscape de
velopment policy. Positions on architec
tural design and siting are often taken. 
Flexibility-in opposition to rigidity
is sought. 

The plans and policies are continually 
used as frames of reference against 
which day-to-day decisions, events un
known at the time of the plan, can be 
appraised. To work well, planning must 
be a full-time responsibility of some 
member of the administration. By adding 
outside specialists and consultants to 
solve specific design problems, univer
sities and colleges can begin to avoid 
the expen e of the hit-and-run technique 
that has left so many splendidly con
ceived architectural plans of the past 
decade completely out of phase with the 
demands of the times. 
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category of style that can be called 
homogeneous. It is a mannerism con
ceived as an entity, with aluminum, 
steel, and glass meticulously joined to
gether into a geometric pattern reflecting 
the highest standards of technology. 

Similarly homogeneous is Foothills 
Junior College 3, though the mannerism 
is of another kind. The architects Ernest 
J. Kump and Masten & Hurd, and our 
office as landscape architects, hope that 
here wood and stone, a consistent scale, 
the integration of landscaped open 
spaces and the hilltop, the subtle balanc
ing of aerated water, sun, and shadow 
combine to form a unity. 

Heterogeneous Style 

The above examples were given a shape 
and form in a moment in time. They are 
in distinct contrast with two other re
cent campus designs, Mexico National 
University 4, planned under the general 
direction of Carlos Lazo, and Brandeis 
University 5, under Max Abramovitz, 

which also were designed within a rela
tively short period of time, but which 
are heterogeneous in style. They too are 
cited by many critics as being reflections 
of the best modern architecture avail
able. Individual buildings are distinct 
entities. If the focus of attention is on 
style alone, one has to mention that the 
richness of texture, color, and form lacks 
a background context to set off so many 
jewels. 

The Historic Question 
Should the style be homogeneous or het
rogeneous? This problem becomes more 
acute when the historic question is 
posed: how to meld old and new styles 
on existing campuses. Because the physi
cal form of the institution is a vehicle 
for transmitting continuity and change, 
and is recognized as one of the mirrors 
of culture, the question of style (i.e. 
characteristic expression) cannot be 
brushed away in the hope that function 
alone will determine form. In attempt· 
ing to find a rationale for dealing with 
the issue of style, the university or col
lege administrator is faced with the stale 
praise of the public relations sycophant. 
He is told that this man's work or that 
firm's approach is "timeless architec
ture"-an expression the profession 
should exscind from its vocabulary since 
it contradicts cultural and intellectual 
history. As observers have noted, the 
verities of the situation seem to be: 
1 Modern architecture has not yet cre
ated a universal symbolism with the di
rectness of communication that has been 
ascribed to the Gothic, Neo-Classic, and 
Georgian forms. 
2 There appears to be little consistency 
in the creation of style in institutional 
architecture today. The "skin" fac;ade 
that followed World War II is quickly 
being supplanted by a more plastic art. 
Textures, color, and an involvement with 
non-rectilinear shapes are creeping back 
into the design vocabulary. The esthetics 
of the "action" school of painting may 
be an influence; in any case it seems 
that this month's vital image is next 
year's stereotype. While many a gem is 
created, the backlog of dependable, if 
pedestrian, architecture that is needed 
in any campus is sadly absent in the 
contemporary tradition. 
3 There is little chance for a return to 
the historic styles even if the institution 
wanted to turn its back on the new 
plastic arts. The reasons are simple: the 
cost of construction is not competitive 
with contemporary architecture; main
tenance costs on such older forms are 
prohibitive; the craftsmanship is no 
longer available. 
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2 Elimination of the fan
ciful: aerial view of US 
Air Force Academy in Col
orado Springs, Colorado. 

3 Consistency of design: 
model of proposed Foothill 
College at Los Altos, Cali
fornia. 

4 Heterogeneous entities: 
aerial view of National 
University at Mexico City, 
Mexico. 

5 Lack of background 
context: existing and pro
posed buildings at Bran
deis University in Wal
t ham, Massachusetts. 
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6 Disparate styles side by side in harmony 
and consonance: view towards Harkness 
Tower at Yale University (left); University 
I/all (above left) and ever Hall (abov.i 
right) which /ace each other across the Yard 
(right) at Harvard University. 

In homogeneous campu es that have 
retained a consistency of traditional style 
over a period of time, there are the 
added problems of diluted architectural 
concept a newer buildings are added to 
the old , and the increa ing disfavor with 
non-flexible building , particularly for 
engineering and science facilities. 

The Univer ity of Colorado 1 adminis
tration has stated: ''. . . architectural 
style that were excellent solutions for 
maller campu es may become monoto

nous when repeated over and over for 
a campus many time the size of the 
original conception." 

There is no imple solution to the 
hi toric problem, nor i there a single 
answer to questions of choice of homo
geneou or heterogeneous styles. How
ever, in ights, perhap even the keys to 
transmutation, may be di cerned in an 
examination of institutions which are 
centurie old. Among these are Harvard 
and Yale 6, collections of buildings 
which carry the full hi tory of architec
tural tyle in America. Di parate styles 
have existed ide by ide in harmony and 
consonance on these campu es because : 
1 There ha been a respect for scale, 
e pecially in element uch as roof lines, 
massing, corner-to-corner building rela
tionships, fenestration and doorway treat
ments. 
2 There is a general consistency in the 

selection of materials, creating a series 
of design recalls and themes. 
3 In the siting of building , full respect 
has been given to the neighboring build
ing and environs. There is no shadow
ing or crowding out. 
4 Of its kind, each building is a first
cla s example of the craftsmanship of 
the period it repre ents. 
5 Spaces around buildings are well ar
ranged and ordered so that unity and 
commodity go hand in hand with the 
e thetic en ing of the space. 
6 Elements of land cape are judiciously 
placed to complement the architecture, 
control the flow of traffic, and strengthen 
the spatial sequence. 

Do the e clues a to how to handle 
Lyle have univer al application? Will 

they be applicable in the decades to 
come when today's bright modernity is 
to be replaced with the unknown? 

I believe . o, for even the genius de-
igner, inventing new forms and solu

tions, would probably ground his ideas 
in the above principle . Moreover, an 
extreme styli tic solution may work well 
only where the institution's goals and 
mean for achieving its ends are rigid . 
This an exceptional instance and, 
fortunately for tho e colleges and uni
ver ities which cannot afford to risk their 
re ources on a building or plan which 
is experimental, a less radical approach 
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7 Urban character in campus forms: the new Master Plan (below) for MIT at Cambri.dge, Massachusetts. Existing buildings are 
shown solid black, proposed buildings are cross-hatched. Student residences surround the play fields at the west end of the campus. 

to style need not be a compromise of 
artistic integrity, as illustrated by the 
buildings presented in another section of 
this issue of P /A. 

Clo ely related to style is the question 
of form. Although some estheticians 
can't intellectually separate one from the 
other, it should be noted that the dis
cussion of form in this article relates 
to the perceptual quality or collective 
identity of the campus. This can be 
readily grasped if one thinks of campus 
form in terms of a series of abstracted 
opposites such as: vertical versus hori
zontal; unified versus decentralized; in
tegrated versus insulated. The permuta
tions of such variables are endless, and 
few campuses are purely one or the 
other. The descriptions that follow are 
but a few examples of the kinds of situa
tions designers and planners are facing 
in their search for form. 

Reaching for the Sky 

A move towards verticality is seen in 
the concentrated institutional develop
ment along the Charles River in Metro
politan Boston. Harvard, MIT, and Bos
ton University face similar expansion 
problems. Applications for enrollment 
are the highest ever and the present 
physical plants are at capacity. Duplica
tion of facilities in the shape of satellite 
campuses has been rejected as a plan
ning alternative. Adjacent land is either 
not available in the quantities needed for 
a horizontal expansion of the projected 
building programs, or the cost of land 
acquisition is unreasonable. Thus, se
verely limited by lack of land, the cam
puses are changing their earlier scale 
and reaching for the sky. 

Sert, Jackson & Gourley's preliminary 
scheme for Boston University 8, for ex
ample, calls for a series of towers to be 

placed on key development tracts, sited 
and composed in relation to the Univer
sity skyline and to the view from adja
cent Charles River amenities. 

Across the river, MIT's planners and 
designers (the Long-range Planning 
Committee and our office) were faced 
with a imilarly narrow site, sandwiched 
between the Charles River and the 
B. & A. Railroad 7. Existing play fields 
had to be preserved, and planning policy 
directed that most on-campus functions 
were to remain where now located. 

The solution presented to the adminis
tration and used for their Second Cen
tury Fund drive divided the campus into 
three parts: the academic precinct on 
the East Campus, the residential area 
on the We t Campus, and the auditorium, 
chapel, student union, and physical edu
rat ion facilities located between the two. 
Residential and academic expansion is to 
be contained in a series of towers and 
slabs as shown on the model. Residential 
buildings have been advantageously sited 
between the play fields space and the 
Charles River. 

On the East Campus, long-range aca
demic expansion will take place in tall 
structures; some of these will replace 
lower-density facilities when these uses 
can be housed elsewhere during the tran
sition phase. 

Though capitalizing on the potential 
of slabs and towers, the planners did not 
forget the symbolic domes of MIT, and 
the new arrangement of buildings will 
give these architectural features a hand
some setting. pecial attention was given 
to the treatment of the ground plane. 
Linked courts and pedestrian ways, em
bellished with landscape elements appro
priately recognizing the urban character 
of the campus form, will soften the im
pact of the vertical scale. 

8 Series of towers: model of a preliminary scheme for the expansion of Boston University campus in Boston, Massachusetts. 



Unity of Form through Land 
and Program Planning 

A common design problem is the tying 
together of parts of the campus into a 
de ign unity. We are planning consult
ants for the University of Rhode Island 
9 , where a two-phase development pro· 
gram was u ed to bring order and co
herence to a campus form that had lost 
much of its earlier design structure as 
new facilities were built at a rate not 
previously experienced in the Univer
sity's history. 

Fortunately the intrinsic campus de
sign had been recognized by Charles 
Eliot a hall century ago when he sug
gested that the academic buildings be 
sited on a north-south plain, with resi
dential facilities on the westward slope, 
and agricultural and athletic plots at 
the base of the incline. The advice was 
held to, but the plan remained uncom
pleted. 

The problem of finding sites for 
double the existing amount of building 
space, plus finishing the fifty-year-old 
scheme, was compounded by the neces
sity of designing a circulation system 
that would adequately service the first 
development phase and al o be manage
able when the University's front door 
would be reversed 180 degrees north
ward on completion of a major highway 
north of the campus six or more years 
from now. 

As shown in the illu tration, the cen
tral campus will be filled in with new 
academic buildings in phase one. For 
the same construction period a new 
core was designed as the nexus of the 
academic and residential sectors. The 
core will include a new library and addi
tions to the student union-the latter on 
the south end of a landscaped mall, the 
former on the north end. Key student 
administration buildings will he located 
along this pedestrian way. A loop road 
is planned to service the existing and 
proposed buildings. 

During phase two, buildings will be 
added to the engineering and agricul
tural precincts, which have already been 
started north of the old quadrangle. 
When service and parking demands rise, 
additions will be made to the phase one 
loop, including another major mall 
which becomes the University's automo
bile front door. Through traffic will be 
kept out of the academic precinct, and 
no automobiles will cross the core. As 
at MIT, pedestrian movement will be 
channeled through a sequence of land
scaped open spaces, each distinctive, yet 
connected to each other to form a whole. 
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9 Tying of parts into a design unity: Master Plan for the University of Rhode Island 
at Kingston, R.l. Existing buildings are shown in outline, phase one in solid black, 
and phase two cross-hatched. The plan proposes additions to the academic core 
A, and additional buildings for engineering B, agriculture C, residential use D, and 
athletics E. A new library is located at F, additions to the student union at G, a 
pedestrian mall at H, and an automobile entrance mall at J. 
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10 Two use areas tied together by a plaza (circled in photo); model of 
proposed development for the University Circle area in Cleveland, Ohio. 

11 Capitalizing on existing urban elements: Temple 
University and the adjoining area in Philadelphia. 

By 1975 the Univer ity of Rhode Island 
campu will no longer be a mosaic of 
mixed u es. The central core will be the 
heart of the campus, erving re idents a 
well as commuters. In order of intensity 
of use, academic, hou ing, and field 
space will be arranged in bands away 
from the core. By carefully using each 
program increment in conformance with 
the master plan, the central campus 
form will seem complete to the pedes
trian after the fir t five year program, 
and the rest of the campu after con· 
slruction that follows. 

Unity through the Use of an 
Architectonic Element 

University Circle 10 in Cleveland i one 
of the world's large t institutional clus
ters. Colleges, universities, museums, and 
hospitals are inter persed among hous
ing and commercial tructures. The con
sultant (Adam , Howard & Greeley and 
Anderson, Beckwith & Haible) organized 
the major use into two group : an aca
demic-medical zone and a public leisure
cultural center. Planning criteria dic
tated an urban- cale, integrated campus 
form, with town and gown harmoniously 
joined together. Even with planning con
trols of use areas, ground coverage ra
tios, the location of open paces, and 
the articulation of circulation systems, 
the size of the area weakened the feeling 
of integration. Therefore, as a symbolic 
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and functional link, the con ultants de-
igned a plaza tying both u e areas. Thi 

will allow an uninterrupted pede trian 
movement aero heavily traveled Euclid 
Avenue and also provide convenience fa. 
cilitie uch a book tore , re taurant , 
and meeting rooms. 

Insulated Campus Form 

The economic neces ities and historical 
land use patterns that were fu ed to
gether in Univer ity Circle were con-
idered incompatible force in our devel

opment of the Goucher College Master 
Plan 12. One of our goals-the plan 
included a full analysi of the ite's 
development potential, inc1uding pecific 
recommendation for future building 
ite -was an insulated campus form. 
In the late 'Thirtie Goucher had de

liberately moved from Baltimore to the 
quiet open lands of Towson. After World 
War II, the expanding urbanization of 
the Baltimore metro1 olitan region gave 
Tow on a dramatic hare of new con
struction. Goucher found it elf again sur
rounded by developed land. As can be 
seen in the diagrams and maps, the 
in titution's amenitie gradually crum
bled under the encroachment of highway 
con truction and other u e . Having 
identified thi problem, we advised 
that a buffer be planted to complete the 
perimeter and to insulate the campus 
from the environs. In addition, we ug-

gested a campus form that concentrated 
building along the high points of the 
land, with play fi eld space and dedicated 
wood (memorial groves are particularly 
re i tan t to cap ric10u destruction for 
building ite ) lying between the buffer 
and the various a ademic and re idential 
ector , creating a green ring around 

the central campus. 

Other Kinds of Form Making 

The plans cited above have been skimmed 
to illustrate a few contemporary trends 
and influences in campus de ign. Other 
ignificant effort that de erve recogni

tion are the urban development tech
nique u ed by the Philadelphia Plan
ning Commission in its studies for the 
Temple niver ity neighborhood, and 
William John on' exploratory studies of 
campu forms being conducted for the 
Univer ity of Michigan (Ann rbor). 

The Temple Univer ity 11 approach 
capitalizes on ignificant exi ting urban 
design elements in the neighborhood and 
the ampu articulates the patial 
rhythm of adjoining urban area . 

Johnson' technique involves the iden
tification of large-scale planning and 
ite elements which will hape and mod

ulate the campus in the years to come. 
He include highway improvements, the 
pattern of con truction adjacent to the 
campu , the nature of the topography 
and the ite, and the problem of accessi
bility between parts of the campu . uh-
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In 1938 Goucher was in the open on the 
outskirts of Towson. 

12 Insulated campus form: Master Plan 
for Goucher College at Towson, Maryland. 

By 1958 built·up areas completely sur
rounded the campus. 

Present conditions indicate dangerous en
croachments. 

Proposed Master Plan showing a planted buffer to insulate the campus from the environs. 
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sectors will be demarcated and a kind 
of three-dimensional chessboard will be 
set up so that any program or planning 
moves that are articulated by the admin
i tration can be accommodated within 
the many variable site situations he has 
e tablished. Most importantly, the con
sequences of any such move can be 
readily evaluated in terms of what such 
an action does to the rest of the campus. 

Landscape and Campus Form 

As one of the most economic means of 
establishing a campus design form, land
scape development plans are gaining 
much favor among institutions. They 
hold together various architectural styles 
and esthetically enrich the environment 
for learning. Our landscape plan for 
Drake University 13 is a case in point. 
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In this co-ordinating development 
scheme we have suggested a number of 
design features which will complement 
the architectural form of the campus as 
established by the architects, Harry 
Weese & Associates. A major recom
mendation is an outer screen of pyrami
dal street trees to pull together the peri
pheries of the campus and to contain the 
space within. Thi screen is punctured 
at certain point and land cape elements 
arc composed to form a series of gate
wa)'IS. They vary from place to place, 
falling into three categories depending 
on their use: 
Functional gateways Where traffic has 
to enter utility spaces such as parking 
lots and service courts, the line of trees 
has been interrupted to clearly mark the 
entrance. No special design effect was 

stre ed, but safety, ease of circulation, 
and the need for minimum maintenance 
was basic to the selection and placement 
of plant materials. 
Transition zones Wherever major pedes
trian traffic movements cross, design rec
ognition of these point was achieved by 
changing ground plane textures or 
through the use of plant materials. At 
treet intersections cross-overs were pro

vided. 
Symbolic gateways Builidngs used by 
the public were given prominence by 
changing the character of the outer 
creen and by manipu lating the vistas 

and landscape materials. 

Functions and Spaces 
The Drake master landscape plan points 
out another aspect of campus form that 
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13 A variety of spaces: 
Landscape Development Plan 
for Drake University in Des 
Moines, Iowa. The designers' 
concept {left) had to be mod
ified to conform with the 
client's interpretation of local 
traditions (right). 

is a univer al design problem. As an 
academy of learning, the institution must 
accommodate and provide for a variety 
of facilitie that are usually compart
mentalized and separated in other life 
situations. Rarely today do people eat, 
sleep, and work in a single environment. 

To afford opportunities of physical 
and psychical relief from a demanding 
and occasionally restricting communal 
life, a campus plan should be designed 
to include a variety of spaces related 
to predictable academic and other acti
vities. A plan should include large, 
friendly, and inviting open spaces around 
the student unions and dining halls. 
Quiet spaces should alternate with active 
spaces in the residential sectors. Some 
spaces should be suitable for small 
groups, but not for crowds; some should 
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be in the shade, some in the sun; some 
grassed, and some terraced. 

A special open space should be 
planned and designed as a focal point 
in the campus form. It should function
ally and symbolically hold the campus 
together. It has been called in the past 
the "Yard," the "Green," or, affection· 
ately, "Old Quad." 

Should it be a new element in an old 
campus, the design of this space is best 
grounded in the roots of the institution's 
traditions. How it may differ physically 
and yet functionally be the same can 
be seen in the evolution of the Drake 
landscape plan. 

The preliminary scheme envisaged a 
disciplined design treatment. Spaces 
were tightly knitted and held together 
by a geometric pattern. After some dis-

cussion, the University's administration 
decided to direct the constultants' aim 
towards a more relaxed landscape, and 
the major space was finally designed as 
a meadow-an echo from the earlier 
days of Drake and Iowa. Here again the 
peculiar nature of institutional design 
comes to the surface. As a nexus the 
formal space would have served the 
campus form well. The softer form will 
be built, for the tradition it represents 
was not imposed by the consultant, but 
rather developed from the institution's 
own symbolic needs. 

Thus, as implied in all the generaliza
tions made in this article, adaption not 
adoption, resourcefulness not retrogres
sion, integrity not imitation, will in the 
end meld together style and form into 
a reasonably viable campus design. 
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THE 
EIGHTH 
HOUSE 

"An Architectural Revolution was cer
tainly necessary to break the convention
al. stalemate of the 20's and 30's, but 
when success was achieved most of the 
profession, instead of consolidating their 
gains and weighing and evaluating the 
various revolutionary philosophies, and 
distilling out of them what was perman
ent, and rejecting what was trash, con
tinued their preoccupatiori with inventive 
originality. 

"Really great architecture cannot be 
achieved by revolution but must in the 
end be the result of a process of evolu
tion where the excellence and quality of 
each step can be compared with the 
step before and from there back to the 
great things of the past. Excellence is not 
spectacular or novel or fashionable but 
it remains, and there is no substitute 
for it. 

"In working for an institution with a 
distinguished historical background and 
buildings representative of different 
styles and times, the architect has a spe
cial. professional responsibility. He can
not go all out experimenting with novel 
forms and fads, but must discriminate 
thoughtfully between the different phil-
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osophies and phases of contemporary 
architecture to be sure he uses only 
those that will stand the test of time. 
Furthermore it is not proper to subject 
these institutions to the high obsolescence 
factor of experimental structures or those 
that cater to passing fashion. Much of 
this type of modern has aged poorly and 
is soon outmoded. 

"If we figuratively lift our eyes and 
try to imagine our building f ourth-dimen· 
tionally, see it in its relation to past and 
future as well as present, we may find 
we shall break one of our cherished rules 
of technocratic or esthetic morality, and, 
as artists, liberate it from being too grim 
an example of the Strong Statement or 
the Pure Solution. After all, our 
cherished rules are not static, but are 
always changing as our architecture de
velops, and if we tie ourselves to a for
mula we very soon find we are left 
behind and on the defensive in the onrush 
of new concepts that are flooding in on 
us from all sides." 

Excerpt! from a Uatemenl to 11 prospective cHent 
by Henry R. Shepley, designer of Harvard'• eighth 
House, the Quincy House. 
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QUINCY HOUSE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS • SHEPLEY, 

BULFINCH, RICHARDSON & ABBOTT, ARCHI· 

TECTS • SASAKI, WALKER & ASSOCIATES, 

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

At the presentation of the 1958 "Gold 

t -~ 
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Medal A ward for Architecture" of the 
American Academy and the National In
stitute of Arts and Letters, Lewis Mum
ford said: "In Cambridge, it was the 
imagination of Henry Shepley that, dur
ing the dullest years of imitative eclec
ticism, boldly identified the new under-

I 

graduate houses of Harvard by means of 
white towers, capped by vivid red and 
azure-blue cupolas, to create from the 
Charles River the gayest and loveliest 
urban profile any American city can 
show." 

A few months ago, another under-
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PRIVATE 
-DININ G 

SECOND FLOOR 

TUTOR 

R OOF 

4 · BEDROOM UNITS 

READING 
ROOM 

Because Mather Hall consists of 
many single and double suites, 
the new building has mostly 
four-man suites (three-man 
suites are considered an "un
fortunate social set-up")_ All 
corridors and living rooms are 
on the third and sixth fioors. 
The duplex disposition of this 
skip-stop scheme allows for 
speedy elevator service, through· 
ventilation, and the confinement 

• M EZZANINE 
ABOVE 

.•.. 

of major noise sources. Locating 
bathrooms at the bedroom levels 
achieves privacy within a suite, 
and allows one student to enter
tain while his roommates are 
sleeping, dressing, or studying. 
Fire doors from bath to bath, 
specially keyed and sealed, pro
vide a second means of egress 
and a general circulation avail
able for cleaning and mainte
nance crews. 
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The approach to the design of the site was similar to the 
architectural approach: integration of new buildings and the 
current methods of construction into the existing Harvard 
scene, yet allowing the buildings and the site to retain their 
own distinct character. The landscaping problem, therefore, 
was one of transition from the old to the new through the use 
of indigenous plant material and of construction materials 
used in the new buildings a well as those used in the past. 

graduate house designed by Henry Shep
ley, has been added to the Harvard 
scene. 

A typical Harvard "House" consists of 
dormitory facilities for 350 to 450 
student , a large dining hall, a library 
for approximately 12,000 volumes, junior 
common rooms for student , senior com
mon rooms for the faculty, administrative 
and tutorial offices, seminar rooms, game 
rooms, apartments for the Master and 
resident tutors, and accommodations for 
guests. The first buildings of this type 
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came into existence in the 'Thirties when 
the munificence of the Harkness gift en
abled President Lowell to carry out his 
dream of "gentlemen around the break
fast table" House System of education. 

The old freshman dormitories facing 
the Charles were remodeled into Win
throp and Leverett Houses, the "Gold 
Coast" dormitories were absorbed into 
Adams House, and four new Houses 
were built: Lowell, Dunster, Eliot, and 
Kirkland. This elaborate program was 
carried out in the Georgian style by 

Coolidge, Shepley, Bulfinch & Abbott. 
Post-war development plans called for 

additional Houses. As a 5tart, Mather 
Hall (then part of Leverett House) and 
a newly acquired, adjoining block were 
assigned to the future eighth House, to 

be called Quincy House. Thus the new 
House inherited a building in the Geor
gian manner which had to be incor
porated into the design. The architects 
were also faced with other problems: the 
site was smaller and the per-student 
budget only about one-third of the budget 
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for the other even house . Within these 
difficult condition , they had to arrive at 
a design which would compare favorably 
in ite layout, accommodations provided, 
quality of material , and over-all attrac
tivene with an impre ive and homo
geneou group of exi ting buildings. 

"We were convinced," they wrote, "that 
open space, material , and cale were 
the factor on which to capitalize to 
achieve a Hou e in keeping with its pre
dece or , yet truly modern in all other 
aspects. 
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" A series of closed-court schemes were 
first tried as offering the maximum quiet 
and privacy conducive to scholarly re
search. Problems of junction with the 
U-shaped Mather Hall and general 
crowding of the land soon proved this 
approach undesirable. 

"A complex of low and tower struc
tures was then attempted with the towers 
taking too much ground space to be 
really efficient. 

"Single slabs for living quarters and 
separate structures for common facilities 
were the next solution envisaged. To be 
satisfactory, the capacity would have had 
to be greatly reduced. The next step was 
to concentrate all dormitory space into 
one long elevator slab, commons and 
library remaining low, while the Master 
was housed in a penthouse. This became 
the adopted solution. 

"The library at first was located at 
half-point of the main slab, then moved 
to the final location on axis with Mather 
Hall, thus creating an undulating, flow
ing space rather than two distinct courts, 
somewhat a departure from the typical 
Harvard quadrangle. The small north 
court is 100 feet wide, as is the smallest 
court of adjoining Lowell House, this 
being considered-from the start-as 
minimum desirable open space. 

"An 8-story slab, 345 feet long, pre
sented an arduous challenge. The student 
block, six stories high, was expressed 
as a separate entity from the Master's 
penthouse and the guests' and tutors' 
residences on the ground. A system of 
depressed courts was devised to offer 
privacy to tutors' families with children, 
away from the students' courts. To mini-
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Interiors of all public spaces 
have a high quaJ.ity of crafts· 
manship and a restrained char
acter, conducive to study and 
producing an atmosphere of 
"gentlemanly comfort" (left). 

The focus of academic and 
social life of the House is the 
Commons Building, where all 
public rooms with the exception 
of the library are located. 

The nerve center is the two
story entrance hall (acrosspage). 
The monumental stairway, which 
doubles as a waiting line, leads 
to the dining hall (above and 
right) and private dining rooms. 
The serving counter disappears 
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behind a moving panel when 
the dining room is used for so
cial functions such as dances, 
concerts, or theatre productions. 
The private dining rooms are 
then used as cloak rooms. The 
head table is on a raised plat 
form which doubles as a stage 
for amateur theatricals. 

Two works by Costantino 
Nivala add interest to the dining 
room and the main hall. The 
graffito mural was executed by 
using an old technique akin to 
Renaissance frescoes. The sand 
sculpture, a medium popularized 
by Nivala, is lighted from above 
to emphasize the grainy texture. 
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mize weight, red brick was confined to 
this center portion of the project, the 
ground floor and penthouse being gen
erally light in value (stucco or lime
stone). White sash, red brick, and lime
stone were used throughout as the tradi
tional Harvard colors with an emphasis 
on pattern, thus avoiding large unbroken 
surfaces of red brick. 

"The size and proportion of the open
ings as well as their rhythmical arrange
ment keyed to the traditional 'student
window' became the most important ele
ment in achieving richness, variety, and 
scale, while retaining essentially a resi
dential character. This is probably the 
most successful achievement of the whole 
design. 

"Special attention was given to the 
rich plasticity of the roof lines, when low 
and located near Georgian counterparts. 
This is the main purpose of the folded 
slab topping the commons building (in 
addition to providing clerestory light to 
the large dining room) . 

"For the same general purpose, folded 
roofs were tried on the dormitory slab 
and abandoned as attracting too much 
attention, thus increasing visually the 
bulk of this structure, already large 
enough. 

"A conscious effort was made to coun
terbalance the rich detailing of carved 
pediments, incised cornices, and other 
Georgian paraphenalia by special light
ing effects. Students being in residence 
mostly during winter months of short 
daylight, it was thought that a carefully 
work-out pattern of lighting, designed 
by Richard Kelly, would fulfill this pur
pose best." 
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CLIMBS COLLEGE HILL 

STUDE T LIVI C CENTER, RHODE I LA D CHOOL OF DE IC , PROVIDENCE, RHODE 

I LAND • ROBI SO , GREEN & BERETTA, ARCHITECT • PIETRO BELLU CHI, CO LT! C 

ARCHITECT • ASAKI , WALKER & A3~0C:IATE . . LA DSCAPE AHCHITF.CT 

College Hill i a neighborhood unique in America for it exten ive collection of 
historical architecture, ranging from Early Georgian to Late ictorian. It was on 
the we tern slope of this hill that Roger William founded his colony in 1636. 
The establi hrnent of Rhode I land College, now Brown niver ity, in 1770 gave 
the hill its name. The steep contour of the hill were inhospitable to the com
mercial and political community of Providence, which grew up in Lead on the 
reclaimed tidal Aat to the we t. College Hill remained a edate area of churche , 
schools, and fine hou e . 

In recent decade urban decay has affected some parts of the hill; private 
mansions have been razed l)r "converted,.; ex pres ways have threatened. ow a 
far-sighted renewal program promi es to re tore and enhance the neighborhood 
(OCTOBER 1959 P / A, page 272). 

The Rhode Island chool of De ign (RI D) wa e tab Ii hed in 1877 at the foot 
of College Hill. It has been a four-year college ince 1947, and now offers degrees 
in architecture, interior de ign, land cape architecture, fine art , indu trial design, 
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apparel and textile design, and art edu
cation. It maintains the foremost art 
museum in the state. 

With its full-time enrollment exceeding 
800, the majority from out of state, 
RI D's need for a residential center was 
evident. The congested downtown area 
to the west forced RISD to grow in the 
direction of the hill. The only available 
site was a city block fronting on three 
major streets, with a difference in grade 
of 80 feet from west to east. 

The program called for living accom
modations for 470 men and women and a 
dining hall to serve the entire school. 
Designer Warren A. Peterson helped in 
preparing early studies, which ranged 
from high-rise schemes to units of domes
tic scale; in the final design buildings 
are of a maximum height of four stories. 
"It was deemed most important," say 
the architects, "that the buildings should 
blend with the quiet spirit of their sur
roundings and not be of an assertive 
nature." 

Red brick walls and slate roofs relate 
the buildings to local tradition. The walls 
of the dormitory units are relieved by 
recessed balconies overlooking the ter
races. The detail of these balconies, exe
cuted in aluminum and white-painted 
wood, recalls the scale and color of 
traditional white woodwork. 

A sequence of courts and terraces in 
the middle of the site affords variety in 
space and outlook as one ascends or de
scends through the project. The massing 
of the buildings allows a maximum of 
sunlight in the open spaces. There is 
variety in the paving and planting of 
the terraces; two reflecting pools add 
interest to the upper courtyard. Stairs 
between levels offer frequent changes of 
pace and direction, making an interesting 
experience of an otherwise tiresome 
climb. 

The two dormitory units and lounge 
building which will enclose the quad
rangle at the top of the site have not yet 
been constructed. The completed units 
now accommodate 260 women; eventually 
the three units around the upper quad
rangle will house women only, and men 
will occupy the lower two units. 

The special needs and interests of the 
students were considered in planning the 
dormitories. The rooms are larger than 
usual, with movable furniture, for in
dividuality in arrangement and space for 
easels and drafting boards. Corridors 
have been brightly painted and unevenly 
lighted to avoid monotony, but room 
walls have been left white, with special 
provisions for hanging art work. Common 
facilities in the dormitories include 
lounges, snack rooms, laundries, sewing 
rooms, and large, well-lighted work 
rooms. 



The site is planned to provide a variety of 
spaces and views as one moves up or down 
the hill. Stairs between levels have been de· 
signed to enhance this spatial sequence 
(photos acrosspage). 

ODD 

FUTURE OORMnORIES 

UPPER PART OF 
OINlNGPOOM 

SITE PLAN 

DINING ROOM LEVEL EL. 101 SS 
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The dining hall serves as a cafeteria /or 
the entire school and provides a setting for 
social events. The main entrance is through 
a gallery wing at the east side (above) . The 
gate shown here will eventually be the en
trance to the women's quadrangle. 

A balcony extends across the east end of 
the hall at the entrance level (below). The 
serving line is under the balcony, separated 
from the hall itself by a fire wall. The fire· 
place, with its copper hood, dominates this 
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end of the room. The chimney also accom
modates exhaust ducts from the kitchen. 

The fireproof steel frame of the dining hall 
encloses a space 50 feet wide and 40 feet 
high at the peak. The expanse of glass on 
the west wall offers an exciting panorama 
of the city, but presents a serious sun con
trol problem. This was solved by the use of 
deep vertical louvers which eliminate direct 
sun penetration for most of the year without 
obliterating the view. 

R.l .. D. 1-17 
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THE 
SETTING 

PRESERVED 
FOSS HILL DORMITORIES, WESLEYAN UNI· 

VER ITY, MIDDLETOW , CO ECTICUT • 

CHARLES H. WAR ER, JR. AND BROWN, 

LAWFORD & FORBES, ASSOCIATED ARCHI· 

TECTS • CLARKE & RAPUANO, LANDSCAPE 

ARCHITECTS 

A en e of the natural landscape with its 
large meandering open spaces-a distino
tive characteri tic and advantage of many 
rural college campuses-has been cap
tured by the architect in siting the Foss 
Hill dormitories. The random irregularity 
of nature is echoed in the variety of 
building heights and levels and the choice 
of materials as well as in the shaping of 
outdoor paces. 

Wesleyan's President has written of 
Fo Hill, "It is hard to conceive of an 
arrangement of room , lounges, and land
scape that better contribute to an atmo
sphere of study and appreciation." In 
addition to Fo s Hill, pre ented here, 
the architects are planning a second 
group of dormitories for the college. Now 
in the design tage, the future project 
will continue the spirit of Fos Hill. 

The new dormitories are on high, roll
ing, wooded land at the western edge of 
the Wesleyan campu . The college's ear
lier academic buildings and residence 
halls were built primarily of brown tone 
with a few in the red-brick, white-trim 
idiom. 

In planning the project, the architect 
wanted to preserve the contours of the 
land and the site's handsome pecimen 
tree . Equally important wa the goal 
of a relaxed, informal environment to be 
achieved by a dome tic scale in the build
ings. The olution, they felt, was in low 
rambling forms. 

ix dormitory buildings and three one
story lounge buildings are placed on 
various levels and threaded between the 
trees. Glass-walled links connecting the 
dormitories and lounges were designed 
to bridge over the changes in levels. The 
units-dormitories alternating with 
lounges-are grouped in two main clus
ter ( ite plan over page). From the en
trance to the project, under dormitory 
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Unit 2 which is raised on columns 
(below), the larger group of buildings 
is seen. An office for the director of resi
dential halls is adjacent to this covered 
area which opens directly to the terrace 
on the campus side. 

Except for Units 5 and 6, the dormi
tories are two stories high with a base
ment level which is used for storage and, 
in Unit 3, a recreation room and snack 
bar. Units 5 and 6 house 96 students in 
rooms on three levels; first and third 
floor rooms, however, are only a single 
flight of stairs from the entrance which 
is at second floor level. 

There are 211 rooms for 211 students. 
The rooms are arranged, for the most 
part, in sleeping/study suites shared by 
two students, though there are also single 
rooms and suites which may be converted 
to single rooms. Rooms are on double
loaded corridors; all rooms above the 
ground floor, and many on the ground 
floor, have balconies. To harmonize with 
the campus's earlier brownstone build
ings, rough-faced stone was chosen a 
the dominant material for the buildings 
and terrace walls. Cost of the dormitor
ies, including game rooms and lounges, 
was $21 per sq ft. 
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Within the main dormitory cluster, the site 
drops more than 12 feet between the flag
stone terrace at lounge B (top) and lounge 
A (above). The only three-story-high housing 
units, dormitories 5 and 6 (left) , together 
with their lounge, form the second cluster. 
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DORMITORY 
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The two dormitories presented on the following pages were 
planned to meet unusual program requirements. The build
ing which John Carl Warnecke designed for the San Fran
cisco Theological Seminary had to accommodate either single 
students or married couples, in units easily convertible from 
one use to the other. The buildings at Southwestern Louisiana 
Institute, by Ricciuti Associates, were required to meet 
difficult climatic conditions within a minimal budget. 

PLANNING: T wo Examples 

The plan of the San Francisco dormitory is based on a 
repeating unit which erve as a suite for four single students 
or as an apartment for a married couple. As a suite it 
includes four private rooms, with common lounge and bath. 
Individual privacy was an important consideration, since all 
tudents are at the graduate level. With the removal of two 

partitions and the space-dividing wardrobe units, and the 
conversion of a closet into a kitchenette, the basic unit be
comes an apartment. 

The building site i a constricted one, sloping sharply 
down to the north from the access road. These conditions de
manded a narrow slab form of building running along the 
contours. The dormitory consists of three living Boors, with 
five unils per floor, raised sufficiently far off the ground to 
permit adequate through ventilation on all floors. Access 
to the building is by bridges at the first floor level, which 
lead from the road to stair towers at either end of the 
dormitory. Cantilevered galleries along the north side of each 
floor provide access to the individual units; the south side 
of the building is devoted lo balconies, which are accessible 
from every room. Translucent plastic screens have been used 
to minimize the view into the rooms from the nearby road 
without cutting out natural light. 

Wildman & Morris were the engineers for the reinforced 
concrete structure. The columns at the lower level were 
designed to withstand earthquake loads; varying the column 
section kept them from appearing massive. 

The Southwestern Louisiana Institute dormitories have 
exterior corridors completely surrounding each building; the 
architects refer to them as "verandas." They have been 
utilized to the same effect as the verandas of Southern ante
bellum mansions: to keep out the summer sun; to protect 
the windows from rainstorms, which may be sudden and 
heavy in this area; and to provide convenient, economical 
circulation. 

The basic unit of these dormitories accommodates eight 
men. It consists of two double rooms on either side of the 
building and a central bathroom area. One advantage of the 
plan is the provision for emergency exit from every room to 
Lhe veranda on the opposite side of the building. Storage 
walls between the rooms are made up of prefabricated ply
wood units; they provide a wardrobe, a desk, bookshelves, 
and a tack-board for each student. Mechanical exhaust is 
provided for the bathroom areas. Louvers between bedrooms 
and baths allow for free circulation of air. 

The structure of the dormitories is reinforced concrete. 
Exterior walls are made up of aluminum jalousie window 
units with porcelain-enamel steel panels below the windows. 
Brick is used for the end walls and cast-stone grills shade 
the stair towers. Interior partitions are of unglazed structural 
tile. The cost of the buildings was $13.86 per square foot, 
or $2,702 per occupant. Future plans call for the construction 
of a lounge building between the two completed dormitories. 
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OXTOBY HALL, SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGI

CAL SEMINARY, SAN ANSELMO, CALIFORNIA 

• JOHN CARL WARNECKE, ARCHITECT 

The living room of an apartment unit (be
low) is secluded from the nearby road by 
translucent plastic screens on the balcony. 
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Continuous "verandas"' meet the demands of 
climate and economy (above). Desk-storage 
units serve as room partitions (below) . 
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INTERIOR DESIGN DATA 

LIBRARY FACILITIES 
Special facilities for various study activities are features 
of libraries of Barnard College and Bennington College. 

The language laboratory has 29 student positions in individual 
cubicles which house electronic equipment for listening and recording. 

160 

BARNARD COLLEGE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

O'CONNOR & KILHAM, ARCHITECTS 

PHILIP M. CHU, ASSOCIATE, PROJECT DE· 

SIGNER 

The need for a quiet study area directly 
accessible to the book stacks is happily 
solved at Barnard's library. A row of 
carrels along the two-story-high east wall 
of the library (across page) provides the 
individual study spaces. At the same 
time, the carrels, in contrast to the visual 
barrier of a partition, allow natural day
light to supplement the fluorescent light
ing of the stacks on this level and on the 
mezzanine. 

The carrels were designed by the 
architects to be portable as well as easy 
to maintain; they were required, in addi
tion, to be attractive enough to inspire 
private donations to the building fund. 
The carrels are sufficiently high to give 
the reader who must concentrate, a sense 
of isolation, and yet they do not impose 
the feeling of confinement that an en· 
closed cubicle would. Built of birch with 
a plastic-laminate desk top, the front 
part of the carrel, with book-shelf space 
above the desk, is faced with white plexi
glass. 

Another room of unusual interest and 
one which is likely to be included in the 
program requirements for more schools, 
is the language laboratory (left). The 
architect must achieve special acoustical 
conditions and design and plan workable 
facilities for the electronic equipment. 
Walls here are acoustic tile. The equip
ment is housed in individual cubicles 
designed and built by the college. Prime 
considerations in designing these were: 
privacy and acoustical control within 
each cubicle, clear view to the chalk
board and movie screen, and easy main
tenance. 

DATA: descriptions and sources of the 
major materials and furnishings shown. 

CABINETWORK, SCREENS, PARTITIONS 
Carrels: cherry wood frame, sides/cherry-pattern plas
tic laminate desk top/Parkwood Laminates, Inc., 33 
Water St., Wakefield, Mass.; cane end panels/white 
plexiglass facing panel/aluminum legs and book shelf/ 
architect-designed/custom-made. Book Shelving: metal 
stacka/birch ends/ Remington Rand Inc., 315 Fourth 
Ave., New York, N.Y. Language LJatening Cubicles: 
birch panels, frame/white plastic laminate desk top/ 
melal pan sides/glass fiber acoustical pads/custom-made. 
FURNITURE 
Chnirs: cherry-finish hirch/architect-designed/custom
made/ Milwaukee Chair Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
LIGHTING 
\Vall-Hung Fixtures: incandescent downlighta/Lewi1 
Smith & Co., 101 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Fluores
cents in Language Laboratory : Globe Lighting Prod
ucts, Inc., 1710 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 37, N.Y. 
WALLS, FLOORING 
Walls in Language Laboratory: acoustic tile/gray 
stipple on off-white/Fiberglas Sonofaced/ Owen1-Corn
ing Fiberglas Corp., 717 Fifth Ave. , New York 22, N.Y. 
Flooring: turquoise blue at carrels, tan gray in 
language laboratory/vinyl-asbestoa tile/Flexacbrome/ Tile
Tex Div., The Flintkote Co., 30 Rockefeller Plua, 
New York 20, N.Y. 
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BENNINGTON COLLEGE, BENNINGTON, VER· 

MONT PIETRO BELLUSCHI AND CARL 

KOCH & ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS • CON

TRACT INTERIORS, INC., CONSULTANTS 

Carrels for individual study spaces and 
a room with special equipment for lan
guage learning were also requirements 
for the library at Bennington. Rather 
than choosing wood for the dominant 
material, however, the interior designers 
here used metal for a lighter appearance. 

The portable carrels (background 
acrosspage) at the stacks, the movable 
study tables grouped in alcoves (bot
tom), and the tables which house record
ing and listening equipment (left} have 
plastic-laminate top surfaces and metal 
frames which are coated with a fused 
black vinyl finish for a rustproof, scratch
proof, and chip-proof surface. The lan
guage-learning tables-designed in col
laboration by the architects, college 
authorities, the interior designers, and 
the manufacturer - house equipment 
carefully selected for quality, durability, 
and flexibility. 

The built-in carrels (foreground across
page} and the typing booths are con
structed of walnut frames and are sur
faced with acoustic tile. Further sound 
control is achieved in the typing room 
with an acoustic tile ceiling; throughout 
the building, the air-conditioning sys
tem was designed to run with a slight 
hum, creating an "acoustic perfume" 
to camouflage any distracting noises. 

Walnut was used for the frames of the 
built-in carrel and typing booths, and 
also for the ceiling lighting shields 
(across page}. Materials such as the 
natural oil-finished walnut and cork 
flooring were chosen to recall the rich 
interiors of older campus buildings. 

DATA: descriptions and sources of the 
major materials and furnishings shown. 

CABINETWORK, SCREENS, PARTITIONS 
Book Shelving: steel with walnut ends/ Library Bureau 
of Remington Rand, 315 Fourth Ave., New York, N.Y. 
Built .. in Carrel•: walnut frames/ acoustical tile side 
walls/white plastic laminate tops/custom-made. Port. 
able Carrel•: walnut/steel frame/white plastic laminate 
top/ custom-madc/ C. I. Designs. 348 Newbury St ., 
Boston, Mass . 
FURNITURE, FABRICS 
Chairs: steel-frame arm chaira/ C. I. Deeicna ; Hey
wood-Wakefield Furniture Co.. Gardner, Mau.: oak. 
frame chain/ black leather teats/ Pacific Overseas, Inc., 
478 Jackson St . . San Francbco 11, Calif.; upholstered 
lounce chairs/ Knoll Asaociate1, Inc., 575 Mad ison Ave .• 
New York, N.Y.; Dux. Inc., 1633 Adrian Rd., Bur
lingame, Calif. Tables: steel frame/ white plastic 
laminate or walnut tops/custom made/C. I. Designs. 
LIGHTING 
Luminous Ceiling: white corrugated plastic/ Contrex 
Company, 217 Everett Ave., Chelsea, MBS.s. Ljght 
Shields: walnut/custom ·made. 
WALLS, FLOORING 
Walls: painted ofr·white. Flooring: cork; on c:rade. 
Corl on/ Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 
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PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE 

The Cries of 

Our Cities 

164 

BY CONGRESSMAN 
JOHN V. LINDSAY 
Architects are often irritated and frus
trated by the lack of direction and co-or
dination on the part of Federal agencies 
dealing with urban problems. In this 
article a Republican Representative from 
New York makes a plea for cabinet-level 
representation of the cities and proposes 
creating a Department of Urban Affairs. 
P /A invites discussion of this proposal 
from its readers. 

Let's take a tour with Mayor Jones of 
Urbanville through the Federal estab
lishment. Mayor Jones and his Board 
have decided that an area bordering on 
the outskirts of his city needs supervi
sion in its growth. He plans to undertake 
an urban renewal project which will in
volve the clearing and demolition of 
some run-down properties and the reha
bilitation of others. He has an air pollu
tion problem. Water and sewage facil
ities must be expanded. The State is 
planning a super-highway with express· 
ways into Urbanville connected with the 
interstate highway system. The pressure 
will be on to do away with one of the 
few remaining parks to make room for 
roads, trucks, and automobiles. The air
port facilities in a neighboring town are 
overtaxed, and Urbanville may need to 
construct airport facilities. There are 
rumors that a new defense plant will 
be constructed in the suburbs. Public 
housing will be needed in the redevel
oped area to accommodate the increased 
labor force. The Veterans Administration 
is considering a new hospital. New high 
schools are needed. Mayor Jones is also 
worried about Civil Defense and has re
cently approached a local citizen to 
co-ordinate activities in that area. 

Of course the Mayor also has an over· 
abundance of problems in the city 
proper. There is a housing shortage. Low
and middle-income apartments are not 
available. The best talent in the city
young married couples with children
are being driven to the far suburbs. 
Older people living on fixed incomes 
can't carry the rents. Costs are rising. 
Mayor Jones is feeling the heat. The 
Governor of the State says Urbanville is 
not entitled to more state aid; he can't 
balance the state budget as it is; be
sides, says the Governor, schools come 
first and if he doesn't do something 
about that he'll be out of office. If he 
raises taxes to pay for them he'll be out 
even faster. So Mayor Jones packs his 
bag and goes to Washington, which at 
least has the advantage of getting him 
out of town for a while. 

The Mayor is not quite sure where 
to begin in Washington. His Congress
man in Washington is a member of the 
opposition party and has called him a 
boob, so he decides to figure it out for 
himself. He buys a Government directory 
and hails a cab. 

His first stop is in the Housing and 
Horne Finance Agency's Urban Renewal 
Administration Office where he discusses 
his over-all plans. Having prepared a 
workable program in compliance with 
the Urban Renewal regulations, he may 
be under the impression that most of his 
business can be transacted within this 
one office. He soon finds to his dismay 
that he must contact separately the 
Housing and Horne Finance Agency; the 
Public Housing Administration; the 
Community Facilities Adrninistraton; the 
Sanitary Engineering Division of the De
partment of Health, Education and W el
fare; the Federal Aviation Administra
tion and the Bureau of Public Roads of 
the Department of Commerce; the Vet
erans Administration; the U. S. Corps 
of Engineers in the Defense Department ; 
and the Office of Civil Defense Mobiliza
tion in the Executive Offices of the White 
House. This is just a beginning. In his 
travels he picks up the names of half a 
dozen other agencies he should check 
into. He's never heard of most of them 
before. A week later he goes home with 
a heavy heart and an even heavier suit
case full of regulations, forms, telephone 
numbers, and maps. 

Mayor Jones is not alone with his 
troubles. His problems are multiplied 
across the United States. He discovers in 
his Mayors' Conferences that all mayors 
have the same troubles. 

The Federal Government has long been 
in the business of assisting cities in the 
solution of their problems, many of 
which are interstate in character. In 
addition, the Federal Government has 
always had an obligation to promote the 
general welfare by insuring a healthy 
living environment for its citizenry, al
most two-thirds of which lives in cities. 

To meet the needs of the cities for 
improved housing, community facilities, 
and such necessary public projects as 
sewage treatment and disposal, water 
supply, abatement of air pollution, re
newal of slums and deteriorated areas, 
and construction of airports and high
ways, the Federal Government has set up 
a vast array of activities and programs. 
But these programs are administered by 
at least five major Federal Departments 
and independent Agencies, and at least 
as many lesser ones. Each Department 
or Agency has several separate Bureaus, 
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Divisions, and Branches, which are in 
some manner concerned with urban liv
ing. Each Bureau, Administration, or 
other office has its own requirements 
and regulations which must be met, 
whether or not they conflict with the re· 
quirements of other units. 

Before long, more than two-thirds of 
the American people will be living in 
the 174 metropolitan areas of the nation.' 
The unprecedented growth in population 
during the post-war period alone would 
have created problems for the country. 
Between 1946 and 1958, we had a 
bumper crop of babies-51 million, ac
cording to the Bureau of the Census. 
Two other population trends are also 
quite evident-the "flight to the sub
urbs" from the central cities and the 
movement of substantial portions of the 
farm population into the urban centers. 

Until the current decennial census is 
completed we will not have exact data 
on the portion of the population residing 
presently in metropolitan areas. Reliable 
estimates place it in excess of sixty per
cent. Regardless of what figure is se
lected as an indicator, the fact remains 
that the majority of the population live 
and work in urban communities, and 
that this trend toward a predominantly 
urbanized society is here to stay-it is 
anticipated that between 1950 and 1975 
metropolitan populations will have in· 
creased by 60,000,000 people. 

The 1959 Conference of the American 
Municipal Association reflected the uni· 
formity of the problems which urban 
areas are currently facing. Most com
mon problems were civil defense, effi
cient mass transportation, air pollution, 
adequate housing, both public and pri
vate, and the whole gamut of urban re
newal and its concomitants-rehabilita
tion and conservation, the construction 
and expansion of sewage disposal and 
water facilities, the provision of such 
community requirements as hospitals, 
schools, libraries, recreational and other 
cultural facilities. 

Perhaps one of the most dramatic ex· 
amples of the problems of municipal 
governments can be found in the 1957 
study made by the Special Assistant to 
the President for Public Works Plan
ning. Major General John S. Bragdon 
found that the backlog of needed public 
facilities would require some $130 billion 
during the next decade. In addition, re
placement demand between 1955 and 
1965 could amount to $29 billion, and 

1 U.S . Bureau of the Census definea as ••metropolitan., 
those areas where at least one city has a population 
of 50,000 ot over; in case1 where an area has several 
C'i1ies of that aizc, the largest city £or which the area 
ia named i1 called the "central city . " 
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expansion could easily require a mini· 
mum of $45 billion. 

The solution of the problems of urban 
areas is among the most important of all 
domestic questions facing us today. Ob
viously, local responsibility-state and 
municipal-is paramount. At the same 
time, the Federal Government is the 
government of all the people, regardless 
of whether they live on the farm, in the 
city, or in the suburbs. The problems 
created by the change in our geograph· 
ical and social pattern are rightly the 
concern of the Federal Government. The 
problems deriving from the urbanization 
of the American populace provide com· 
pelling reasons for action at all levels of 
government. 

Urban centers are the nerve centers 
of our national economy; to allow them 
to deteriorate is to prepare for disaster. 
The city is the center which brings to· 
gether labor, finance, and raw materials 
with which to produce the goods which 
nurture the national organism and it 
must be treated as the geographic, so
cial, and political base for national eco
nomic planning in all its ramifications; 
therefore, we must accept the fact that 
Federal assistance in the solution of 
urban problems is essential and wise. 

In my view, the interests of city, state, 
and federal governments would be more 
economically and efficiently served by a 
single executive department charged 
with co-ordinating all Federal activities 
concerned with urban affairs. This co
ordination would not imply the usurpa· 
tion of any of the rights and privileges 
of other levels of government. Instead, 
it could serve more clearly to delineate 
the responsibilities and the services to 
be rendered by each level of government. 
In addition, such a department would 
bring the structure of the executive 
branch of the Federal Government up 
to date with our times. 

Until recently we were a harmonious 
mixture of urban and rural communities. 
When the Department of Agriculture 
was established by the Congress in 1862 
we were a predominantly rural people. 
When the Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare was established in 
1953, we were rapidly becoming a pre
dominantly urban people. Today, there 
is little question but that the trend is 
permanent and that the time is ripe for 
the establishment of a Department of 
Urban Affairs. I hold no brief for this 
particular name. The name itself is not 
important; the proper focus is vital. 

I have introduced in the House of 
Representatives a bill which presents a 
somewhat different approach from past 
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" ... he goes home 
with a heavy heart ... " 

proposals in this area. The Act would 
establish a Federal Department of Urban 
Affairs. The preamble of the bill is im
portant because it states the need for 
and the purpose of the legislation. It 
provides that Congress recognizes the 
rapidly increasing urbanizatic>n of the 
United States and the resulting problems 
in housing, urban renewal, slum clear
ance, prevention and elimination or ur
ban blight, air and water pollution, water 
supply, sewage facilities, transportation, 
and other areas. It reminds us that as 
urbanization increases, the needs of our 
urban population also will increase. It 
emphasizes the importance of education, 
research, and technical assistance to mu
nicipal governments. It stresses the im
portance of focusing attention for the 

" ... we had a 
bumper crop of babies . .. " 
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solution of urban problems in the high
est councils of government. Accordingly, 
the bill provides for the establishment of 
an Executive Department headed by a 
Secretary, appointed by the President, 
confirmed by the Senate. 

Within the Department, the Secretary 
shall appoint au advisory council known ~ 
as the Federal Urban Affairs Advisory IN 
Council. Members of the Council shall ~ 

be appointed by the President upon 
nomination by the Secretary from among 
persons with broad experience and in-
terest in urban affairs and related prob-
lems. This Council may include persons 
outside the Federal service. The Secre-
taries of Labor, Treasury, Commerce, 
Health, Education and Welfare, and the 
Administration of Veterans Affairs shall 
be members ex-officio. Members of the 
Council shall receive no compensation 
for their services other than reimburse
ment for necessary travel and subsis
tence expenses. The Council will provide 
a forum for the co-ordination of the in
terrelated functions of the Departments 
and the establishment of an integrated 
policy. In the same context it will pro· 
vide an opportunity to harness the com
bined thinking of federal, state, and 
local officials along with private enter
prise. 

The legislation transfers all functions 
of the Housing and Home Finance 
Agency and its constituent agencies to 
the Department of Urban Affairs. It 
further provides that the President shall 
submit to the Congress reorganization 
plans to effectuate the transfer of these 
functions and to assist appropriately in 
the accomplishment of the purposes of 
the Act. 

The proposal should not constitute any 
additional drain on the Treasury. It 
merely assembles under one roof all the 
federal functions and offices now in 
existence. It will permit for the first time 
a consistent and co-ordinated approach 
to this important and ever-increasing 
problem of urban needs. 

Alas, the introduction of a new bill, 
such as the one I have introduced, does 
not mean that we shall have immediate 
action-I have not been around the 
Congress long, but long enough to know 
some of the problems we face in matters 
of this sort. But the effect of such a bill 
will be cumulative, and I have no doubt 
that, in time, the essential action will be 
taken. 

Since what I have proposed is an addi-

" .. . population trends 
are also quite evident . . . " 

tion to the Cabinet, it is important to 
understand how the Cabinet functions. 
President Eisenhower has placed heavy 
emphasis on the use of the Cabinet. The 
Cabinet structure was reorganized in 
1953 and there now exists in the White 
House an office called the Cabinet Secre-
tariat. Matters rating Cabinet attention 
are carefully programmed in advance 
and background material is made avail
able to members of the Cabinet before 
discussion. "De-briefing" sessions are 
held with subordinates after Cabinet 
meetings to make certain that Cabinet 
policy is implemented throughout the 
vast machinery of government. I suspect 
that the Cabinet Secretariat will be con
tinued under future administrations. It 
is logical, and it is a time-saver. 

" ... metropolitan populations 
will have increased . .. " 
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But our urban areas have no spokes· 
man in the Cabinet. The farmers, now 
comprising less than 20 million people, 
are represented by an enormous Depart
ment of Agriculture. Business has a 
spokesman through the Secretary of 
Commerce. Our 20 million organized 
workers have a voice through the Secre
tary of Labor. The Western states are 
represented by the Secretary of the In
terior. There is historical justification for 
each. 

There is now more than justification 
for the inclusion of our cities at the 
Cabinet level. The exclusion of cities 
from the highest councils of government 
is one reason why policies affecting 
urban development conflict-when they 
exist at all. Urban redevelopers in one 
part of the government urge the redevel
opment of cities in order to keep them 
intact, while civil defense officials urge 
their dismemberment. Road programs 
and defense construction programs are 
conceived without concern for the impact 
on city dwellers. The statistics about sur
plus crops on farm lands are available 
through the Agriculture Department, but 
there is no department to gather facts 
about the cities and their surplus people. 
We spend more federal money to pro
vide and maintain storage accommoda
tions for wheat than we do for housing 
homeless citizens. We spend twenty to 
thirty times as much on farm housing 
research as we spend on urban housing 
research. We spend more money on re
search about potatoes than we do on 
urban economics. 

Don't misunderstand me here. Cabinet 
officers are not necessarily "advocates" 
for the groups engaged in the particular 
activities which they administer. They 
are not lobbyists before the President. 
But the plain fact is that they do reflect 
and echo in the high councils of govern
ment the thinking of these groups, 
whether or not they respond according to 
the likes of such groups. Right now the 
cries of the cities produce only the faint
est of echoes in the highest of chambers. 

Fairer legislative representation in 
Congress for cities is one step toward the 
solution of the urban problem. This is 
also true in the State legislatures. For 
example, in New York State, New York 
City's population is one-half the State 
population and yet its representation in 
the State Legislature is only forty-three 
percent. But representation is a long 
range problem, the solution of which 
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" ••• while civil defense officals urge their dismemberment .. . " 

provides new and perhaps greater prob
lems outside the scope of this discussion. 

It has been argued that the problems 
created by our exploding metropolises 
are not necessarily answered by placing 
federal responsibility for urban matters 
in a single organizational unit-that 
the problem is one of principle and 
philosophy, rather than of method. True, 
but the same was also true of the De
partment of Health, Education and Wel
fare. The fact of its creation has led to 
the gradual formulation of a philosophy 
establishing more clearly than in the 
past the separate responsibilities of fed
eral, state, and local government. It is 
also argued that the problem is basically 
one of research. Conceded, but any one 
who has been in the business of research 

knows perfectly well that research can 
be wasteful and ineffective unless it is 
organized from top to bottom. This is 
what the Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare has done in most of the 
matters under its supervision. In short, 
it has been able to keep pace with the 
times, not by pre-empting local respon
sibility, but by determining the over-all 
nation-wide scope of the problem. With
out intimate knowledge of a problem, 
one cannot solve it. 

Here then is the challenge that faces 
us, and here is a proposal. It is not new. 
Others have suggested it in the past. 
There will be others who will arrive at 
the same conclusion in the future. It is 
to be hoped that action comes before it 
is too late. 

l>EPT. OF' 
UR&'IN 
~F.4•RS 

0 

" ... the time is ripe for the establishment of a DUA ... " 
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ROOF-TOP PLANTING 

BY ROBERT L. ZION 
Problems related to roof-top planting-both structural and horticultural-are dis
cussed by a partner of Robert Zion-Harold Breen, Site Planners-Landscape Archi
tects, New York, N. Y. 

Roof-top planting has intrigued mankind ever since Nebuchadnezzar commissioned 
his Hanging Gardens in Babylon. But most roof-top plantings today fail because 
they are so obviously nothing more than plantings on a roof-top-an unnatural 
phenomenon, and a trifle upsetting. Since it is probable that such plantings will 
continue to be included in large urban projects, we should like to set forth here 
some basic structural and horticultural considerations which may assist the archi
tect and owner in avoiding such failures. 
Requirements of the tree: Assuming that there is sufficient daylight (prolonged 
periods of direct sunlight are essential only for flowering trees), the basic require
ments of the tree are three: (a) sufficient room for future growth; ( b) adequate 
water supply; ( c) good drainage. 
Size of the tree pit: The actual dimensions of the pit will naturally vary with the 
size and variety of the tree. A depth of 4' will adequately accommodate any tree 
and allow for proper drainage. Some trees can be planted in a depth of 3', but 
this should be considered the minimum, for provision must be made for drainage 
at the bottom of the pit. 

As for the lateral dimensions of the box, these will vary according to the size 
of the tree to be received and/ or the maximum future ·size desirable from the 
point of view of design. When a tree is to be planted on a roof top, one must 
decide the ultimate spread of the crown that is desirable. Since the extent of the 
root system is a function of the spread of the crown, and generally reaches lo 
the drip-line of the branches, it is a simple matter to determine adequate lateral 
dimensions of the tree pit. 

How a Tree Grows 

At this point, it would be helpful to digress briefly into a nontechnical explanation 
of the functioning of the tree, in order to assist the architect in understanding 
such aspects of roof-top planting as pit dimension, future care, etc. The tree takes 
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its nourishment from the soil by means 
of vapor absorbed through the roots. The 
moisture taken up through the roots is 
given off through the leaves. The larger 
the root system, the greater the quantity 
of water taken in; the greater the num
ber of leaves, the more moisture given 
off. 

As a tree grows in the field, nature 
provides a balance between the root sys
tem and the leaf system so that the 
moisture given off does not exceed the 
amount taken in. If the supply of water 
is curtailed, the tips of the branches 
die back, thus decreasing the number of 
leaves and restoring the balance. 

In artificial plantings, such as on a 
roof top, however, we must anticipate 
this desirable balance and compensate 
for a loss of root system (through trans
planting) or a limit of the root system 
(through an architectural limit to the 
size of the pit). This compensation is 
achieved by pruning (destroying leaves 
or aborting leaf production) in order 
to prevent an overtaxing of a limited 
root system. 

Watering Care 
A large tree, such a:s an elm, can emit 
through its leaves as much as 2000 gal
lons ( 15,000 lb) of water per day. The 
amount of water necessary to sustain a 
tree on a roof-top will vary with the va
riety and size of the tree as well as 
the state of its root system. 

Other variable factors also determine 
the necessary quantity of water and the 
frequency of watering. For example, in 
a raised tree box 1, considerable 
amounts of water will be evaporated 
because of the action of the sun on the 
side of the box. This is not the case 
where the planting is flush with the 
roof surface 2, 3, 5. 

Therefore, the proper quantity of wa
ter for each tree can be determined only 
by experimentation, and this should be 
left to an expert on the site who 'is in 
a position to observe the tree daily, 
watching such signs as coloring or feel
of-leaf, etc., which indicate its state of 
health. 

It is our finding that automatic de
vices which water all trees in a planting, 
without regard for differences in indi
vidual requirements, are unsatisfactory. 
Trees- like human beings-vary in the 
amount they can drink and still remain 
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happy. For this reason, underground 
saturating devices can also be dangerous, 
since they tend to make watering too 
simple and thus careless. For purposes 
of checking the moisture content of the 
soil-and this should be done regularly 
and frequently-it is preferable to water 
on the surface rather than below, so 
that an oversaturated condition will be 
visible immediately. When watering is 
done below the surface, frequent soil 
probes with an auger become necessary, 
often with injury to the root system. 

Drainage 
After the depth and width of the tree
pit or box have been tletermined, steps 
must be taken to provide for rapid and 
thorough drainage. 

The floor of the pit must be sloped 
carefully toward the drain. (It is es
sential that this slope be tested with 
water before the soil is installed to re
veal any defect in workmanship.) From 
3" to 6" of coa11se gravel is recom
mended for the bottom of the pit to 
facilitate drainage. Between the gravel 
and the soil, a layer of salt hay should 
be provided to prevent the soil from 
mixing with the gravel and thereby 
clogging the drain. 

The drain itself, contrary to the gen
eral impression, is best placed in a 
corner of the pit rather than in the 
center. Perforated pipes are so placed as 
to conduct water from each of the three 
other corners to the drainage opening. 
The installation of a vertical clay pipe 
directly over this opening, equal in di
mensions to the drain itself, will permit 
a constant visual check on the drainage 
of the pit. Such a check would naturally 
be impossible were the drain situated in 
the center, beneath the earthball of the 
tree. Corner location also facilitates any 
probing of the drainage pipes should 
clogging occur. 

It is a wise emergency precaution to 
perforate this vertical pipe and to sur
round it with 3" to 6" of coarse gravel. 
Should damage occur to the pipes at 
the bottom, through carelessness of 
plantsmen or defective materials, stand
ing water-always fatal to a tree-can 
thus be prevented. 

Further Precautions 
Some further technical considerations 
which arise in roof-top plantings are: 

means of guying; the weight factor as it 
affects structure; the raised vs . flush tree 
pit; and, finally, the selection of proper 
species of tree. 

Guying is essential to the survival of 
any newly-planted tree. The purpose of 
guy wires is to reduce to a minimum the 
swaying caused by the wind. It is this 
swaying motion that pulls the young 
rootlets from their foothold in the fresh 
soil beyond the original earthball, caus
ing them to dry out and die. 

Guying in unexcavated earth can be 
done simply with stakes or deadmen, but 
in a freshly filled roof-top pit the earth 
offers no resistance. Hence, it is wise to 
incorporate hook-eyes in the walls of the 
box, sufficiently below the surface so that 
wire can be attached to the tree at 1/3 its 
height at an angle of 45 degrees. N atur
ally, the wire must be attached to these 
hook-eyes before much soil has been in
troduced into the pit. 

The importance of the weight factor 
is self-evident. For determining the feasi
bility of roof-top planting, it is wise to 
allow for 3000 lb per cu yd of topsoil, 
and the weight of the tree can be com
puted at the rate of 75 to 100 lb per in. 
of caliber. 

The flush vs. the raised tree box ques
tion is often settled by such utilitarian 
factors as headroom necessary to the 
function of the floor below. Where there 
is free choice, it is our feeling that both 
types can he used together very effec
tively, but an overuse of the raised box 
destroys the illusion of a natural "on
the-level" planting. The choice between 
flush or raised box should also take into 
consideration the stature of the tree to 
be received. A mature forest tree looks 
more "comfortable" in a flush planting 
where the limits of its roots are not im
mediately apparent. The raised box 
seems more suitable for smaller material 
and exotics 4. 

As for selection of the proper trees for 
roof-top planting, there are considera
tions of temperature, sun and wind expo
sure, atmosphere pollution, susceptibility 
to disease, fibrous root system, etc. Over
looking any one of these factors will 
surely cause failure and replacement of 
a tree on a rooftop can be a difficult and 
costly ta:sk. For this reason, too, special 
care should be taken to see that the dig
ging and planting have been expertly 
done. 
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Composite Designs 

BY ARTHUR R. ANDERSON 
Early use of composite construction was 
in bridge work and only in the last few 
years has it been used to any extent in 
the architectural construction field. Prin
ciples of composite design for structural. 
steel beams and concrete slabs were re
viewed in July 1960 Pl A. Composite 
construction's most recent advances, 
however, have occurred in conjunction 
with precast and cast-in-place concrete. 
The author's own firm-Anderson, Birke
land & Anderson, Structural Consultants, 
Tacoma, Washington-has been espe
cially active in this development. Dis
cussed here-and illustrated with detail 
drawings and photos of existing ex
amples--are tests of composite connec
tions, and column-to-footing, wall-to· 
column, beam-to-beam, and beam-to-slab 
joint details. 

This report was originally presented 
as a paper before the Structural Division 
session on Composite Design in Building 
Construction at the A.S.C.E. Annual 
Convention in Washington, D.C. 

In recent years technological develop· 
ments in the production of high-strength 
precast and prestressed concrete struc
tural members have been remarkable, 
and to exploit the possibilities of this 
new material of construction, the struc
tural designer faces a challenge. Im
proved production techniques now make 
available precast concrete with a com
pressive strength of 7500 psi or more. 
The designer, as yet unguided by codes 
and textbooks, must resort to imagina
tion and ingenuity in order to capitalize 
on the potential of this material. 

Composite-concrete structures should 
combine the economy and efficiency of 
mlll$s-produced, high-strength elements 
with the advantages of continuous mono
lithic structures hitherto cast-in-place at 
the jobsite. Construction trends now 
clearly indicate increased use of prefab 
units in all materials of construction, 
and designers are under pressure to keep 
the cost of structures within reach of the 
client's budget. As material and labor 
costs creep upward, new concepts of 
construction must be developed. 

As in all manufacturing, economy in 
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concrete construction can be achieved 
through mass-production of standardized 
units. Thus the designer is called upon 
to create the standard units, and he must 
resort to repetition of these units. If 
the unit can be assembled efficiently 
into the completed structure, so as to 
become an integral part of the architec
ture, the maximum economy is possible. 

It is obvious, therefore, that the archi
tect and structural engineer must colla
borate at the outset of the preliminary 
design phase. With proper teamwork, 
the structural engineering and the archi
tectural design go hand in hand toward 
achieving a unity of design. In the early 
stages of a precast-concrete design, the 
engineer should clearly recognize all fac
tors affecting cost-production problems, 
transportation, erection, and final assem
bly in the field. He must be alert to 
those factors relating to economy. He 
should develop sympathetic feeling for 
good architecture, and should encourage 
the architect to develop his appreciation 
of the structure. 

To evaluate the factors affecting econ
omy in production, the designer must 
become acquainted with the practical as
pects of fabrication of precast concrete. 
Molding techniques, dimensional toler
ances, assembly of reinforcement, types 
and location of structural and architec
tural inserts, influence of shrinkage and 
creep, and quality of finish are impor
tant factors. 

Transportation and erection of pre
cast members involve a study of handling 
methods, allowable weights and dimen
sions, provisions for structural security 
during assembly, and suitable connec
tions between members. When one com
pares the design procedure for conven
tional cast-in-place concrete with that 
for precast composite concrete, it is ob
vious that the latter is more demanding. 
The structural engineer must not only 
analyze the structure as finally built, 
but must also consider what happens 
to the individual members during several 
stages of construction. His design may 
include several separate stress analyses 
and also may require a special proce
dure for manipulation of stresses in the 
composite structure. 

During the past decade, considerable 
progress has been made in the develop
ment of precast-concrete structural mem
bers, particularly with prestressed con
crete. With continued research and 
development, we can expect to see fur
ther progress in the creation of high
performance structural sections in pre
cast and prestressed concrete. When the 
engineer has achieved the desired sec
tions, their assembly into a completely 
integrated composite structure introduces 
further problems, involving the details 
of connections between members. Design 
of satisfactory structural connections be
tween prefab-concrete members and cast
in-place concrete calls for an under
standing of their behavior when sub
jected to tension, compression. bending, 
shear, or a combination of any of the 
four. 

Test6 of Connections 

Until design criteria for precast-com
posite concrete connections are estab
lished, it may be necessary for the struc
tural engineer to prepare prototypes of 
the connections and subject them to load 
tests. Many of the tests may be relatively 
simple; nevertheless, the results ob
tained in some cases can contribute 
substantial savings to the cost of a 
structure. 

One of the most obvious tension con
nections between precast concrete mem
bers is made by the welding of project
ing reinforcing bars. If the connections 
are designed in this manner, high-carbon 
hard-grade bars should be avoided. Al
though intermediate-grade reinforcing 
steel has a relatively high carbon con
tent ( 0.30 to 0.60 percent), it can be 
suitably welded if certain precautions 
are specified. Low-hydrogen electrodes, 
A WS class E7015 or E7016, should be 
used. Preheating and controlled cooling 
are important, particularly if the weld
ing is done in cold weather. Tests car
ried out on welded joints of intermedi
ate-grade reinforcing bars indicate that, 
when connections are properly made, the 
tensile yield strength of the bars can 
be developed without difficulty. Results 
of tensile tests, made on three types of 
welded connections of intermediate-grade 
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reinforcing bars in sizes No. 3 through 
No. 9, are shown (Table /). Connections 
Type II and Type III were made by 
welding a short lap of the bars. Because 
of eccentricity, the failure load was has
tened by rotation of the joint. When 
embedded in concrete with adequate lat
eral support, the e connections obviously 
have a better performance. The Type I 
connection utilizes a short angle bar, 
and although requiring more material, 
this concentric arrangement may be pre
ferred in certain situations. 

Another form of tension connection 
can be made by projecting the reinforc
ing bar of one member into a sleeve 
embedded in the adjacent member, 
which at the time of erection is filled 
with a thick, neat cement-paste grout. 
To develop a good bond between the 
sleeve and the contiguous concrete and 
grout, the use of spiral flexible metal 
hose is recommended. Pull-out tests on 
this type of connection show that the 
ultimate tensile strength of the bar can 
be developed in less than 14 bar diameters 
1, 2. 

A satisfactory shear connection can 
be obtained by casting fresh concrete 
against previously hardened concrete 
whose surface is roughened with undula
tions approximately 1,4." in depth. When 
the roughened surface of the hard con
crete is coated with a neat cement slurry, 
immediately before the casting of the 
fresh concrete, an excellent bond results. 
The ultimate shear strength of the joint 
varies with the amount of reinforcing 
steel projecting through the joint inter
face. A series of tests on such joints 
have been carried out 3, 4. From the 
test data, it is evident that shear keys 
in concrete are redundant when the 
interface surface is cast rough. 

Compression connections between pre
cast members can be made by filling the 
joint with concrete or grout. Shrinkage 
can be avoided by drypacking, or using 
an expanding admixture such as alumi
num powder or "Embeco" aggregate. 
Where high concentrations of bearing 
stress occur near the edges, the concrete 
should be confined by encasing the end 
of the member in steel to avoid the 
danger of spalling. The efficacy of such 
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confinement, where concentrated bearing 
stresses near the edge of the section ex
ceeded 40,000 psi, is illustrated 5. 

Joint Details: Column to Footing 
Joint details most often encountered in 
precast composite-concrete construction 
are: {a) column to footing, ( b) wall to 
column, (c) beam to column, and (d) 
beam to slab. In practice, the number 

of possibilities for joining members to
gether is almost without limit. Severa] 
types of joints or connections which 
have been determined satisfactory by 
test and experience are described below. 

Bar 
Size 

---
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Bar 
Size 

---
z 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

B&r 
Size 

---
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

A simple detail of a footing connec
tion for a one-story precast column or 
post is shown 6. The footing is cast 
with a rough top set about an inch below 
finish elevation, allowing a grout pad to 

Table I. Tensile tests on three types of welded con
nections using intermediate-grade reinforcing bars. 

TYPEI ~t 

Bar A. Weld Siz-in. Weld A P, Pu1, Bar_£, Bar ts Weld 
in.' in .' lbs. lbs. pal psi Shear Failure 

L t psi 
------------------------

0.11 ~ !.{. 0 . 28 6,400 9,900 58,200 90,000 35 ,400 bar ts 
0.20 I ~ 0 .44 10,700 16,100 54,000 80,500 36,600 bar ts 
0 .31 1)4 0.62 17 ,000 22,700 54,800 73 ,200 36,600 weld 
0 .44 !~ ~ 1.05 20 ,500 34,000 46,500 77 ,000 32,400 bar ts 
0 .60 2 • 'M 1 . 41 31,000 46,000 51,600 76 ,600 32,600 bar ts 
0.79 3 l-i 2.24 37,500 60,000 47 ,500 76 ,000 26,800 bar ts 
1.00 3~ 'AO 3.06 50,000 76,000 50,000 76,000 24,800 bar ts 

6 

Bar A. Weld Siz-in. Weld A P, Pu1, Bar.f, Bar ts Weld 
in.' in. 2 lbs. lbs. psi psi Shear Failure 

L t psi ------------------------
0 . 11 ~ ~ 0 .28 6,030 6,950 54,800 63 ,200 24 ,800 

- 0 .. 0 .20 % ~ 0 .38 1~gio 11,800 50,500 59,000 31,100 o~ .~ 
0 .31 1)4 J4 0 .62 19 ,500 ND 63,000 31,400 .g~] 0 .44 1% ~ 0 .92 ND 23,500 ND 53 ,500 25,600 
0 .60 2 'AO 1 .25 ND 28,500 ND 47 ,500 . 22,800 :;~ c 

="' 0 .79 2~ ·~ 1.89 ND 42,800 ND 54,200 22,600 o· .... u 
1.00 3% % 2.54 ND 58,100 ND 58,100 22,800 ... . a~ 

TYPE 1II 

L 

b~---<-----1'1 

Bar A, Weld Siz-in. Weld A P, Pu1, Bar .f, Bar ts Weld 
in. 1 in.' lbs. lbs. PSI psi Shear Failure 

L t psi 
---------------------------

0 . 11 !~ '"" 
0 .26 G,200 9,500 56,500 85 ,500 37 ,500 

- 0 >. 0 .20 JI ',{, 0.30 10,200 12,300 51,000 61,500 41,000 o~~ 

0.31 2)-i J4 0 .62 ](l ,300 19 ,200 53 ,500 62,000 31 .ooo g ~:~ 
0 .44 3}-8 ~ 0.88 20,800 29 ,000 47 ,200 66 ,000 2:3 ,600 ·..o "C-
0.60 4 '..{. 1.25 32N~ 37,000 5:i..itoo 61,600 29,600 "'~ " 
0 . 79 5% '',{, 1.85 53 ,700 68,000 29 ,000 e·E g 
1.00 6% % 2.39 ND 71,800 ND 71,800 30,000 ·-"' 

ND= Not determined . 

All ban are intermediate-grade bUlet •teel, ASTM AlS. 
rolled to ASTM A305. 

All weldinc electric are with low-hydrogen electrode1 
A WS claN E7015 or E7016. On multiple paHet, •urface 
i• thoroughly cleaned prior to weldinc next paH. 

On Type I joint•. cro11·•ection area of structural angle 
bar 1hould be at least 1.5 time• the reinforcin& bar 
crOH·'Section. 
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REINFORCING BAR 

1 Pull-ow test specimen. Concrete block 
cast with spiral flexible metal wbe in cen
ter. Concrete /' c = 6000 psi. Tube was filled 
with neat cement-paste grout of thick con
sistency, and deformed reinforcing bar was 
placed by forcing it into the grout. Esti
mated compression strength of grout at time 
of test: 6000 psi_ 
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4 Ultimate concrete shear strength of com
posite specimens with varying percentages 
of reinforcing steel projecting across the 
ioint face. pecimens are delineated in 3. 

'.:' .::- '1--_ __ PRECAST 
• ·;· COLUMN 

'. ... 
. ' f• . 

li-1---==-~~MN 
. GROUT PAD 
. / SLEEVES-FILL 

• • . _/ --- WITH GROUT 
.-,""•"'•:---. -(;j!;;.':il' • 'i;;;· II;- ~-,.=:::::::;;.,.. ~K<c~~ SETTING 

. ,. • • · . .-.· ~~:I- STEEL SHIM 

~~.·:.~ ..... ', _, .· , :~~ · .o ~ NG '-''-'-'-""W.:...:'---"~·~•-',-'·.:~.!~ FOOTI 

7 Precast column on foo ting in which grout
ing is done at time of erection. Base of co!J. 
umn need not be as accurate as in 6 , but 
more time may be required in setting for 
accurate align.nent. 
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FREE END SLIP - INCHES 

2 Pull-out test results. Bar sizes No. 5, 6, 
and 7 fully developed tensile strength and 
broke outside the concrete block. Block con
taining the No. 8 bar split vertically on all 
four sides when the steel tension reached 
73,000 psi, and the bar, with grout and 
flexible metal tube intact, was pulled out 
of the block . 

WITH STEEL CAP 

ULTIMATE LOAD . 
262,000 LBS 

WITHOUT STEEL CAP 

.ULTIMATE LOAD : 
50,000LBS 

5 Reinforced-concrete compression specimens 
with concentrated loads placed at the upper 
edges. Concrete compression strength at time 
of test: 7000 psi. 1P'hen confined by steel 
cap, the specimen sustained a concentrated 
compression stress of 43,700 psi at the top 
edges. Without the steel cap, the concrete 
failed at the upper corners at a stress of 
2080 psi. 

8 Precast column with a steel-plate base. 
Leveling nuts may be placed under the plate 
for convenience in erecting. 

CAST WITH ROUGH 
SURFACE. COAT WITH 
CEMENT PASTE PRIOR 
TO FINAL CASTING 

LOAD _t 

3 Left side of specimen was cast first with 
7500 psi concrete, leaving a roughened sur
face on the joint face. The steel crossing 
the rough face varied from two No. 2 hoops 
to four No. 5 hoops (p=0.002 to 0.0248). 
Second half of the specimen was cast against 
the hardened concrete of the first half using 
two concrete strengths, /' • = 3000 psi and 
f' • = 7500 psi. When loaded in pure shear, 
the specimen behaved like monolithic con
crete up to loads of 75 to 85 percent of 
ultimate, at which time slip of the ioint 
started. 

: . . . , ._ .. 
~ · ·· -'-J.---~~~~ 

TIES 

,,..-,_l;j+_::'.·i· ;E;~~~:~-:,;~~::t;. p:;:.:::; ~~:~ 
'.~ -• I .·: • -· I . 
~ ~·: I··: ·.; ~ : . I ,.· ." 

GROUT 
PAD 

FOOTING 

6 Precast column on footing with accurately 
placed grout pad. Grout pad is allowed to 
harden before setting column. Base of col
umn is cast square and flat . In situ collar 
(cast-in-place concrete) is placed after erect
ing and bracing column. 

' :/PJ>llJ:'I-· ----~~~~BARS 
; . ~ 

~ 
CONCRETE 
COVER 

_ _L~~~~;;;~~!=;::;;:::STEEL ANGLES 
r.- FOOTING 

ORV PACK 
11--'-l--LEVELING BOLTS 

l t;;;;-,.:o,,+_,,.J__ DOWELS 

9 Precast column with an angle-bar collar 
al the base. Column bars are welded to 
angle, and, after erection, footing dowels are 
welded to opposite side of angle. This con
nection is advantageous where high-moment
resisting joint is required. 
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PRECAST 
COLUMN 

COLUMN TIES 

PRECAST OR 
TILT UP 
WALL PANELS 

tr:-"T""C=!/;;,,~~~":-;-~-WALL REINFORCING 

J:!.!.<.!>.L:!.J!!li>l!!!!~~,;;:;;;:i3..__ VERTICAL BARS 

IN SITU 

10 ?recast column and precast wall-panel 
connection. Finished column and wall sur
faces exposed to exterior. Column hoops and 
wall bars are welded together, and space 
between the three precast elements is filled 
with in situ concrete. 

PRECAST 
COLUMN 

INSlTU 

BENT STEEL 
PLATE: L-> 

STEEL ANGLE 

13 ?recast floor-beam to column connection. 
Embedded-steel in column and beam is 
welded together after erection. Bar extend
ing from column over beam is encased by 
in situ concrete, and may be designed to 
develop frame action. 

16 ?recast beam connected to interior pre
cast column. This detail is applicable to 
multistory construction where beams are con
tinuous over the columns. Embedded steel in 
columns and beams is joined by welding. 
Negative reinforcing bars may be run through 
sleeve in column and covered with in situ 
concrete. 
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PRECAST 
COLUMN 

WALL 
REINFORCING 

~di~~~S!i~t::'.itl:~PRECAST OR e TILT UP 
WALL PANELS 

SLEEVE IN COL 

IN SITU 

11 Precast column with horizontal sleeves 
allows a short bar to be welded to reinforc
ing bars in wall panels. Space between pre
cast wall and columns is filled with grout 
after welding. 

BLOCKOUT 

TENDON ANCHOR 

DRYPACK AFTER 
.JACKING 

IN SITU 

f?C°""'"'"'""'-'""S"J-- PRECAST BEAM 
J-:::::::..- -'"':....---- TENDON 

---~ DRYPACK 

14 Precast beam connected to column by 
post-tensioning. Space at end of beam is 
filled with drypack prior to stressing the 
tendon. 

' 

IN SITU 
TOP BAR 
PRES TRESSED 
BEAM 
DRY PACK 

17 ?recast beam connected to interior pre-
cast column. Column is stepped to provide 
beam seat. Embedded steel in column and 
beam designed to confine concrete is joined 
by welding. Negative reinforcing bars may 
be run through sleeve in column and covered 
with in situ concrete. 

PRESTRESSED 
GIRDER 

19 Section through beam and slabs of 
scheme shown in 18 . Negative bars projected 
from ends of precast channel slabs are 
are welded together, and space over the 
beam is filled with in situ concrete. 

IN SITU 

REINFORCING 
BARS 

'-+--1-l--l~'--~~~~VES IN 

PRESTRESSED 
ROOF BEAM 

If.°'""' ..... ~====-- STEEL SHIM 

UL- -D====--- COLUMN BARS 
PRECAST COLUMN 

12 Precast roof beam to column connection. 
Interior column bars project upward into 
sleeves of beam, and space is filled with 
grout. Bent reinforcing bars placed over the 
beam are welded to exterior column bars. 
Space over the beam and column is filled 
with in situ concrete. 

PRECAST 
COLUMN 

15 Precast beam connected to column by 
erection bolt prior to welding. This connec
tion is advantageous for multistory construc
tion as it speeds erectwn. Space around the 
welded connection is reinforced with suit
able hoops and filled with drypack or cast 
concrete. Frame action may be developed 
by extending bar from column over beam 
and covering with in situ concrete. 

IN SITU 
TOPPING 

TOPPING 
REINFORCEMENT 

.<m="-- PRECAST CHANNEL 

18 Precast girder, beam, and channel slab 
composite with in situ concrete. Bottom 
flange of inverted T-girder serves as seat 
for beams. Embedded steel in girder and 
beam joined by welding. Precast slab over 
the girder may be omitted, allowing a sub
stantial in situ section to be cast as a com
posite top flange for girder and to provide 
space for placing negative reinforcing bars 
over beams and girders. 
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be placed accurately later. A row of 
dowels around the column is placed in 
the footing to provide anchorage for 
the collar. The base of the column is 
cast square and flat. After placing the 
column on the grout pad, the collar is 
cast around the column. This type of 
connection should be considered hinged 
at the base. 

If a simple and inexpensive moment· 
resisting connection is required, another 
type of joint can be used 7 . The footing 
is cast about an inch below finish ele
vation, with sleeves provided to receive 
the column bar . A steel shim is placed 
near the center of the column for tern· 
porary support. Immediately prior to 
setting the column, the sleeves are filled 
with thick grout paste and the column 
is then placed. After bracing the column, 
the space between it and the footing is 
filled with grout. 

An adaptation of the conventional 
base for a steel column on a concrete 
footing is another possibility 8 . The 
steel plate is welded to the column bars, 
and the anchor bolts in the footing are 
fa tened to the plate after erection and 
grouting. Leveling nuts may also be used 
here for convenience in erection. 

Where columns are required to de
velop high bending moments at the base, 
a detail that has been found convenient 
and efficient is shown 9 . An angle-bar 
collar is welded to the column bars. 
Small leveling bolts may be provided 
for convenience in setting the column. 
The footing dowels are carefully located 
so as to line up close to the outside of 
the angle bar when the column is 
erected. After the column is positioned 
by the leveling bolts, the dowel s are 
welded to the angle bar. Weld sizes may 
be determined from Table /, using the 
low-hydrogen welding procedure already 
described. To facilitate the final posi· 
tioning of the footing dowels, it is rec
ommended that a pipe sleeve be pro
vided around the upper end of the dowel 
embedded in the footing. The sleeve 
allows lateral movement in the dowel, 
while setting the column, and a good 
fit to the angle bar, prior to welding. 
The annular space around the dowel in 
the sleeve is filled with grout after 
welding. 

Joint Details: Wall to Column 

Where precast wall panels with textured 
finish are attached to precast columns, 
successful details are 10, 11. Column 
hoops project inward, and are welded 
to bars projecting from the ends of the 
wall panels 10. The space between the 
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walls is filled with concrete. In alternate 
design, the column is provided with 
sleeves to receive short bars which over
lap the horizontal bars projecting from 
the ends of the wall panels 11. After 
the bars are welded, the space is filled 
with grout or concrete. 

Joint Details: Beam to Column 

Contemporary buildings framed in pre
cast concrete often have an exposed 
structure, and a clean connection be
tween beam and column is essential. 
This precludes the possibility of a pro
jecting seat or corbel on the column. A 
simple but effective detail for a roof· 
beam-to-column connection is shown 12. 
The interior column bars are threaded 
into the beam, and the sleeves filled with 
grout. Bent bars are placed over the 
ends of the beam and welded to com· 
plete the joint. The roof slab may be 
cast-in-place or precast concrete. 

In multistory buildings, floor beams 
may be supported in shallow notches in 
the exterior columns 13. The beam seat 
is a steel angle securely anchored into 
the column. A steel plate embedded in 
the end of the beam is welded to the 
angle bar after the beam is erected. A 
reinforcing bar projecting inward over 
the beam develops negative bending in 
the joint. 

A variation of the floor-beam connec
tion to the column, in which the beam 
is joined to the column by post-tension· 
ing, is shown 14. This method has been 
particularly attractive for beam spans 
up to 70 or 80 ft. The tendons are 
threaded through the columns and beam 
after erection, and the narrow space at 
the end of the beam is drypack-grouted. 
When the drypack has developed suffi
cient strength, the assembly is post-ten
sioned. 

In the erection of multistory buildings, 
construction people have expressed a 
keen interest in a simple and rapid 
temporary bolted connection 15. Since 
it is only a temporary connection, a bolt 
need only be strong enough to carry the 
erection load until the final welded con· 
nection has been completed. One straight 
bar with a slotted hole projects from the 
end of the beam. It is placed between 
two parallel straight bars projecting 
from the column, each containing a 
round bolt hole. The slotted hole in the 
center bar allows a tolerance for hori· 
zontal positioning of the beam. After 
bolting, the erection crane and crew are 
free to pick up another member, and 
delays usually caused by the welding 
operation are avoided. After placing a 

light cage of reinforcing steel around 
the connection, the space between the 
beam and column is filled with concrete. 
A bar may be extended from the column 
over the beam to develop frame action 
through the joint. 

Where multistory construction in
cludes interior columns, the designer has 
a choice of designing the beams to be 
continuous over the columns, or making 
the columns continuous. The case of ~ 

continuous beam, with the columns pre· 
cast for each story, is shown 16. Steel 
embedded in the ends of the columns 
and in the upper and lower faces of the 
beam is joined by welding. Negative 
reinforcing steel placed over the beam 
can be run through a sleeve in the col
umn, and later covered by concrete cast· 
in-place after erection and welding of 
the precast members. When the precast 
column is continuous, however, it may 
be notched or stepped to provide a seat 
for the beams 17. A very narrow seat or 
bearing can be safely used provided the 
concrete is adequately confined in steel. 
The steel is joined by welding, and if 
fireproofing is required, the steel may be 
recessed to allow for a plaster cover. 
Negative reinforcing steel may be 
threaded through sleeves in the column 
and covered with concrete cast-in-place 
after the precast members have been 
erected and welded. 

Joint Details: Beam to Slab 

In framing large bays, the use of pre
cast girders, beams, and slabs has been 
economical, particularly when the pre· 
cast members are prestressed. Girders 
of inverted-T section may be employed, 
in which case the bottom flange serves 
as seat for the beams 18, 19. The con
nection between the beam and girder is 
accomplished by welding embedded-steel 
plates. The precast slabs carried by the 
beams run parallel to the girders. If a 
precast slab is omitted over the girder, 
a space is provided for a substantial 
cast-in-place top flange to the girder, 
where negative reinforcing steel may be 
placed for both the girders and the 
beams. It has been found advantageous 
to shore the beams and girders during 
construction, so that the dead-load as 
well as the live-load bending stresses 
are carried by the composite section. 
Also, a better distribution of the mo
ments (positve and negative) can be 
developed. 

Illustrated on the following pages are 
buildings-engineered by the author's 
firm-in which some of the foregoing 
composite details were used. 
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STATE CAPITOL PARKING GARAGE 
Olympia, Wash. • Gordon Brown, Architect 
• Halvorsen Construction Company, Contractor. 

This three.Level parking garage, 120' wide 
and 240' long, has only seven interior columns. 
The basic frame consists of two exterior pre
cast double L-shaped columns, one interior 
double T-shaped column, and four inverted 
T-shaped prestressed girders. The flange of the 
girder serves as a seat to carry prestressed 
beams, which in turn carry precast channel 

SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL STADIUM • Sum
ner, Wash. • Lea, Pearson & Richards, Archi
tects Concrete Construction Company, 
Contractor. 

This stadium is 180' long, and features a 45' 
cantilevered concrete roof. The basic frame con
sists of three precast parts-a sloping rear col
umn, a serrated beam to carry the seats, and a 
cantilevered roof beam-assembled and joined 
together by post-tensioning. The seat units, cast 
L-shape (above), were reinforced by pretension
ing with four %", seven-wire strands and a cur
tain of welded-wire fabric that projected from 
all edges. Precast wall panels, 4" thick and 8' 
high, were fitted between the columns. When 
all columns and wall panels were erected and 
grouted, they were post-tensioned into a mono
lithic structure by tendons running continuous 
from end to end. The L-shaped seat members 
were placed on the serrated beams and the joints 
grouted. 

The roof slabs are pretensioned channel sec
tions 4' wide, 11h" thick, and 6" deep at the 
legs. They are supported on a flange cast on 
the lower edge of the roof beam. Sleeves in the 
roof beams were provided to insert short rein
forcing bars, which were welded to steel project
ing from the legs of the channel slabs. After 
welding, the space between roof slabs and beams 
was filled with cast-in-place concrete. Through 
the use of high-strength concrete and prestress
ing, the dimensions and weights of the mem
bers were reduced to the minimum practical 
value for a structure of this type. 

floor slabs. The structural scheme utilizes de
tails previously shown 18, 19. The girders and 
beams were shored during erection to carry the 
dead load. Negative reinforcing steel was pro
vided for all girder, beam, and slab connections 
and embedded in cast-in-place concrete. When 
the concrete reached its specified strength, the 
composite structure functioned continuous and 
monolithic for dead load as well as live load. 

tructure was built for $3.451 sq ft, including 
electrical and mechanical work. 



ALA MOANA HOPPING CENTER • Hono
lulu, Hawaii • John Graham & Company, Archi
tect • Hawaiian Construction & Dredging 
Company, Contractor. 

A two-level parking structure, over several 
hundred thousand sq ft of filled land, utilized 
precast and prestressed concrete composite de-

signed with a cast-in-place deck slab. Prestressed
concrete piles driven through the fill material 
were designed for point bearing on the coral 
ledge. The piles were designed to stand cs 
columns, the upper end of the column being 
cast-in-place in an adjustable steel form. Re
inforcing steel for the upper section of the 

AQUINAS ACADEMY • Tacoma, Wash. • Lea, 
Pearson & Richards, Architects • Earley Con
struction Company, Contractor. 

This three-story high school was built in five 
months at a cost of 12.80/sq ft. It is a rigid
frame construction, which is subjected to a hori
zontal load on one side from a 25' earth em
bankment. The retaining-wall panels were pre
cast with haunches and reinforced horizontally 
for continuity at the columns. The columns on 
this side were designed as counterforts and 
were fixed to deep footings by welding of rein
forcement. 

In the three-story portion of the building, 
the interior columns !l'ere stepped from 8" x 12" 
at the first story, to 8" x 1 O" at the second 
story, and 8" x 8" at the third. The beam to 
column connections were in accordance with 
detail previously shown 17. The exterior con
nections were according to details 12, 13. De
tail of the roof-beam connection is seen (below). 
One end of the building contains a gymnasium 
in the first two stories. The third floor is spanned 
by a 70' prestressed beam connected to the col
umns by the scheme detailed earlier 14. 
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column was dropped into sleeves cast into the 
pile heads, and grouted to the pile in accord
ance with procedure previously shown 1. Pile 
lengths for each location were predetermined by 
an ingenious method devised by Charles W. 
Watson, manager of the project. Watson devel
oped a light, truck-mounted driver for a steel 
probing bar, and correlated hammer blows on 
the bar with pile resistance. This procedure re
sulted in almost perfect determination of pile 
lengths within the tolerance allowed. Photo 
(left) shows a row of piles with the adjustable 
steel forms in place, and photo (right) shows 
the prestressed girder positioned on one side of 
the column capital. When the girders were 
placed on both sides, and the projecting steel 
from the three members connected, the space 
was filled with concrete to complete the connec
tion. Prestressed beams are carried on the lower 
flange of the girder, similar to details shown 18, 
19. Negative steel over the beam and girder 
supports was placed in the 4V2" cast-in-place 
deck. 

NATIONAL BANK OF WASH INGTON IN
DUSTR IAL BRANCH • Tacoma, Wash. • Rob
ert B. Price, Architect • Concrete Engineering 
Company, Contractor. 

This bank consists of a series of rigid-frame 
bents made from precast columns and a pre
stressed roof beam. Connection detail at the 
corners is in accordance with detafl shown ear
lier 12. Precast wall panels on the Jar side are 
connected to columns in accordance with detail 
11; column-to-footing connection is also shown 
7. 

FLORIDA BUILDING • Federal Way, Wash. 
• Lyle Swedberg, Architect • Bona Fide Build
ers, Contractor. 

This two-story commercial building features 
90' prestressed-concrete beams, with the second 
floor cantilevered 10' at one end. Photo shows 
a second-floor beam being erected on a precast 
column whose bars are threaded into sleeves in 
the beam. ?recast channel slabs span 20' be
tween the beams, and the negative bars project
ing from their ends are welded, prior to filling 
in the space over the beams with concrete. 

WOODROW WILSON HIGH SCHOOL • Ta
coma, Wash. • Lea, Pearson & Richards, Archi
tects • Nelson Construction Company, Con
tractor. 

Roof of this swimming pool spans 105'. The 
prestressed-concrete I-beams are 48" deep, with 
18" flanges and a 4" web. The beams are carried 
on precast columns connected by detail previ
ously shown 12. The precast wall panels are 
joined to the columns in accordance with detail 
also illustrated 11. 



Acoustics and Reverberation 

BY DA YID P. COSTA 
It is often desirable to know the re
verberation time of a room, in advance 
of construction, so that desirable acous
tical qualities can be provided. A Me
chanical Engineer associated with the 
Naval Material Laboratory, Brooklyn, 
New York, discusses effects of reverbera
tion time and by means of a nomogram 
shows how this interval can be speedily 
determined. 

Everyone has experienced disagreeable 
effects due to faulty acoustical design: 
excessive reverberation (or echoing) in 
a large church or gymnasium, for ex
ample, or insufficient sound intensity in 
the rear seats of a large auditorium. 
The problem of reverberation, or lack 
of it, involves the acoustical behavior of 
an enclosure as it directly affects the 
audibility and intelligibility of sounds 
produced in the enclosure. Fortunately, 
such defects, which in extreme cases 
can completely destroy the usefulness of 
a room, can almost invariably be elimi
nated by various corrective expedients. 
It is important, therefore, that a de
signer of such rooms be able to predict 
their acoustical performance and ar
range for the desired results in advance 
of construction. 

An important factor in the acoustical 
quality of any enclosure is its reverber
ation time. This is defined as the length 
of time required for the sound intensity 
to decay to one-millionth of its initial 
value. 

Effects of Reverberation Time 

If the percentage of sound energy that 
is absorbed by the boundaries of a room 
at each sound reflection is large enough, 
the sound in the room will decay rap· 
idly, and succeeding sounds (or syllables, 
in the case of speech) will experience 
no interference. Thus, an over-reverber
ant condition can be corrected by appli
cation of sound-absorbing materials to 
the boundaries. 

In view of this, it might be expected 
that the best intelligibility would be 
obtained with the shortest reverberation 
time. It should be remembered. however, 
that the greater the sound absorption, 
the smaller the steady-state sound in
tensity in the room. This indicates that 
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in some cases, the reverberant reinforce
ment of sounds in a room can have a 
beneficial effect on intelligibility. It has 
been determined' that there is an opti· 
mum point where intelligibility of 
speech (as well as the esthetic quality 
of music) reaches a maximum as the 
reverberation time is decrea ed from 
large values; but if reverberation time 
is decreased below this point, intelligi
bility decreases becau e of lowered 
sound intensity in the room. Optimum 
reverberation times for rooms of various 
volumes and uses'.', as well as sound
absorbing characteristics of various ma
terials', can be found in the appropriate 
references. 

Determining Reverberation Time 

The reverberation time of a room can be 
determined with reasonable accuracy by 
use of the standard equation• 

0.049V 
T = ------- ; where 

- S log. (1 - a) 

T = reverberation time, sec; 
V = volume of enclosure, cu ft; 

total surface area of boundaries, 
sq ft; 

a = sound energy absorption coefficient. 
According to the initial assumptions 

made in its derivation, the standard 
equation is strictly applicable only to 
enclosures in which all boundaries have 
the same sound-absorption coefficient. 
Because this condition is seldom en
countered in practice, it is necessary 
to use the "appropriately averaged" 
sound-absorption coefficient. There are 
various means of determining this. A 
convenient method of computing this 
average is given by the Arithmetic Re
verberation Equation• 

0.049 v 
where 

[ 
2: (S, ail 

- Slog, 1-
S 

s, = a particular area of surface whose 
random incidence sound-absorption 
coefficient is a1, sq ft; 

a1 = random incidence sound-absorp
tion coefficient of a particular sur
face of area S1. 

Here the ( a1) 's are the absorption co
efficients of the different parts of the 
room, and the (S1) 's are the corre
sponding areas, so that. in taking the 

average, each absorption coefficient is 
weighted by the area possessing that 
value. That is, 

Su au + Su au + Su au ... S,. a1. 
a=----------------

S, + S2 + S1 ... S. 
By using this average sound energy ab-
sorption coefficient, the reverberation 
Lime of most enclosures can be calcu· 
lated with very acceptable accuracy. 

Use of Nomogram 

A nomogram (across page) provides a 
means for determining the reverberation 
time of a room if its volume V, total 
surface area S, and average sound 
energy absorption coefficient a are 
known. 

For example, find the reverberation 
time of a room at 512 cps (conventional 
standard frequency), whose volume is 
120,000 cu ft. The acoustical-tile ceiling 
has an area of 4000 sq ft and an absorp
tion coefficient of .66, while the cork
tile floor of the same area has a value 
of .07. The wall area of 8400 sq ft 
(including wooden door, window glass, 
and plaster) has an average absorption 
coefficient of .03. 

Solution 

1 Sum up the areas of the ceiling, 
floor, and walls, to find total surface 
area S. 

S = 4000 +4000+8400=16,400 sq ft 

2 Employ equation above to find the 
average sound energy absorption coeffi
cient (a). 

(4000x.66 + (4000x.07) + (8400x.03) 
a=----------------

16,400 
= .193 

3 Connect total surface area S with 
average absorption coefficient a, so as 
to intersect m. 
4 Connect m with room volume V, to 
find that reverberation time equals 1.66 
sec. 

1 Leo L. Beranek, Acoustics. McGraw-HUI, New York. 
N. Y., 1954. 
:IF. R. Watson, Acoustics of Buildings, 3rd Edition. 
John \Viley & Sons. New York, N. Y. 
3 Bulleti!l Xlll, Acoustical Materials Association, New 
York, N. Y., 1951. 
• Hoberl W. Young, J. Acoust. Soc . Amer., Vol. 31, 
:-lo. 7, 912-921. J uly, 1959 
5 Robert W. Young, / . Acoust. Soc. Amer., Vol. 31, 
:'\o. 12. 1681. December, 1959. 
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NOMOGRAM TO DETERMINE 
REVERBERATION TIME OF A ROOM 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER! G CRITIQUE 

Vibratory Studies 1n "Reverbatorium" 

BY WILLIAM J. McGUI ESS 
New structure-designed to accommo
date acoustical studies made in connec
tion with basic components and systems 
of environmental control- is discussed 
by a practicing mechanical engineer. 

Some central-station air-conditioning in
stallations in large buildings are so quiet 
that it has been neces ary to introduce 
a certain amount of "acoustical per
fume," or covering noise, to relieve the 
silence in which even routine sounds be· 
come distracting. At the other end of the 
scale, some room air conditioners are so 
loud that hotel guests turn them off dur
ing sleeping hours, choosing silence to 
noisy cooling. Central-station heat pumps 
in large industrial buildings usually have 
batteries of compressors operating in 
various combinations all year-round. In 
the case of one recent and otherwise 
highly successful installation, the persist
ent high-level sound was the cause of 
considerable tension in nearby workers. 
The company president, very proud of 
the performance, appearance, and econ· 
omy of his heat pump, said: "We want 
the equipment to be visible, but we may 
enclose it in glass to reduce the sound 
level in adjacent spaces." An architect 
planning an extensive and rambling new 
residence had this to say to his engineer: 
"Because the lack of three-phase power 
makes a central plant impractical, air-to. 
air units of the through-the-wall type 
will be used. This client has had bad 
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experience with noisy air-cooled units 
and it is your job to find quiet ones." 

The architect, engineer, company 
president, and hotel guest all have some 
control over air-conditioning sound and 
vibration, but all lack the elaborate 
equipment necessary to study basic com· 
ponents and systems. Turning off the unit 
(in the case of the hotel guest) is hardly 
a satisfactory type of control. 

A contribution to the solution of these 
problems is the new "Reverbatorium" 
in operation at the York, Pennsylvania, 
p lant of the York Division of Borg· 
Warner Corporation {plan). The interior 
working areas, reverberation chambers 
A and 8 , are two high-density poured
concrete chambers, cast together and 
supported on steel springs for complete 
isolation from the larger surrounding 
concrete building. To measure sounds of 
different intensities and frequencies, the 
rooms differ in size and have no parallel 
surfaces in walls or ceilings. The com
plete separation between the test cham
bers and the surrounding, massive build
ing which consists of poured concrete on 
steel frames, is illustrated (photo). 
Within the structure is a 30,000 lb 
seismic mass for extremely accurate 
measurement of vibration. Office, analy
sis room, sound lock, and instrument 
are additional components of the new 
research center. 

Quite proud of its present record in 
sound and vibration control, the com
pany expects that the laboratory will 

produce data to be used for the greater 
improvement of its products. In addition, 
it is its hope that much will be done 
there to further the efforts of associa
tions, societies, and other organizations 
now working toward greater knowledge 
and control of sound and vibration in 
the industry. 

Warren E. Blazier, Jr., Director of the 
new laboratory-whose background in
cludes similar research for Boeing Air
craft, the University of Wichita, and the 
Coleman Company-expects that the lab
oratory staff will make numerous studies 
in balance and strain, as well as mo
tion and sound. Improvement and longer 
life of equipment are looked for as con· 
comitant benefits along with those of 
better acoustical and vibratory control. 
Specific objectives are: 
1 Elimination or control of primary 
sound through selection, design, and ap
plication of components. 
2 Elimination or reduction of secondary 
sound resulting from vibration. 
3 Containing the remaining sound as 
much as possible by use of the correct 
type of enclosure, baffles, and insulation. 
4 Defining the factors that affect the 
level of customer acceptance of sound 
and vibration in various environments. 

The architect and engineer will have 
a direct "assist" from the manufacturer 
in dealing with the environmental prob
lems of the hotel manager, the country 
client, and the busy but quiet-loving 
industrialist. 
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Simple design in and outside! Only three moving parts in this 
precision-made Russwi n exit bolt. Engineered for smooth, instant 
action. A touch - and you go! Dependable, heavy-duty construe-
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The Russwin Rim Exit Bolt 

tion throughout. A fine choice for exit doors. For further infor
mation write to Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hard
ware Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut. 

fro1n russvvin ... nevv conce:Rts 
in doorvvare design ... nevv beauty 
for doors in your buildings Russw1N 
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PECIFICATIONS CLINlC 

Defining The "Specifications '\¥ riter" 

BY HAROLD J. ROSEN 
An architectural office's fount of infor
mation-with respect to construction, 
materials, and equipment-is defined in 
this column by the Chief Specifications 
Writer of Kelly & Gruzen, architects
engineers. 

In the small office, specifications are 
written by the architect who is doing his 
own work, or by the same individual who 
is making the working drawings. In the 
larger offices, the specifications are writ
ten or prepared by an expert who de
\'Otes his full time to this function , or 
by a department consisting of several 
people who are proficient in writ in g 
specifications which will accompany the 
drawings when sent out for bids. 

We know for whom specifica tions are 
written. They are written for the esti
mator in the contractor's office who pre
pare the estimate based upon the speci
fications. They are wiitten for the 
purchasing agent in the contractor's of
fice who will procure the materials and 
equipment described in the specifications. 
They are written for the clerk-of- the
works or inspector who must be given a 
document which will aid him in super
vising and directing the work. They are 
written for the owner who would like to 
know what he is buying and what he is 
entitl ed to receive. They are written for 
the subcontractors so that each can 
readily discern the scope of his contract. 
They are written for the manufacturers 
of building materials and equipment, so 
that the grade and type are clearly de
fined with respect to the many variations 
they may manufacture. 

There are many texts on the subj ect of 
how specifications should be written. i.e., 
the organization of the material, the spec
ifications language, the brevity of specifi
cations clauses, the avoidance of duplica-
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tion and repetition, the pitfalls, the pros 
and cons of "scope" and "or-equal," and 
the variou sources of information such 
as Federal Specifications, A.S.T.M., 
Sweet's Catalog, and Manufacturers' 
literature. 

The key problem i : by whom are the 
specifications written? In many instances 
fate, accident, or circumstance has inter
vened to place the responsibility of writ
ing specifications upon one who is not 
otherwise qualified to write them. The 
appell ation "Specifications Writer" is 
applied to those individuals whose sole 
duty it is to write specifications. How
ever, the writing of specifications is only 
the end product of the total knowledge 
and experience which an individual pos
sesses, and which is embodied in the 
completed pecifications. 

The "Specifications Writer," for want 
of a better descripti on, must be all of 
the following: He must be a materials 
engineer and have a knowledge of the 
phy ical and chemical properties of ma
terials. He must be a lawyer and be 
conversan t with the legal requirement 
inherent in the General Conditions and 
the contract forms. He must be a field 
engineer who has had a great deal of 
experience in construction and trade 
practices. He must be a grammarian 
with the ability to use clear, correct, and 
concise English. He must be an esti
mator, so that he can evaluate the costs 
of materials and construction he pro
poses to specify, and make the correct 
selection. Lastly, he must be an architect 
or an engineer and be familiar with 
working drawings and details. 

The duties of the individual assigned 
to write specifications in an architect's 
office are varied. He is called upon to 
check detail s to determine whether the 
detail will work and whether it can be 
built. He is asked to recommend build-

ing materials for certain applications or 
building locations. He is assigned the 
problem of interpreting plans and speci
fications whenever a question arise as 
to their meaning, or when discrepancies 
appear. He is consulted whenever sam
ples are submitted, to determine whether 
they meet specifications requirements. 
He is a fount of information with re pect 
to construction, materials, and equip
ment. 

He must keep abreast of the advances 
in building technology by maintaining 
lines of communication with authorities 
in all the different lines of work, so as 
to become in effect a source of informa
tion on all phases of building constru c
tion. To this end he should become a 
member of the Construction pecifica
tion Institute and maintain the nece -
sary contacts to obtain authoritative 
information. Without these contacts he 
will find himself stranded and alone, as 
the scope of modern specifications-in 
the larger offices- is beyond the experi
ence and knowledge of any one person. 

Does the title "Specifications Writer" 
connote and define the heterogeneous en
dowment which an individual must 
pos e s to qualify for such a position? 
Building science has advanced consider
ably and the talents that the specifica
tions writer of yore possessed are not 
sufficient to qualify him as such in to
day's technology. Should the title be 
"Specifi cations Engineer" or some other 
similar title? 

By the same token, what sepcification 
courses are being taught in our architec
tural and engineering schools today to 
prepare the student for positions in this 
field? Does the curriculum embrace all 
o f the major elements that a writer of 
specifi cations is expected to encounter in 
the performance of his duties a5 enume
rated herein? 
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You pay no more for unequalled SLOAN quality ... 

Superior Design 

elim~t~eed 
for reg~tion 
/~ 

Many flush valve "firsts" have come from Sloan' engi

neering re earch, one of the earliest of which i the 

"no regulalion" of the ROYAL Flush Valve. Here is 

the flush valve so perfectly engineered in it functional 

de ign that, once actuated, it performs faultlessly all by 

it elf-even if the water pre ure fluctuate . 

Nothing to regulate means nothing that can be tam

pered with; nothing to get out of order- it means serv

ice you can take for granted. And thi i but one of the 

many features responsible for the continued popularity 

of the ROY AL. 

''No regulation" is a standard feature of the ROY L 

another bonus of quality you expect from Sloan. And 

since you can have Sloan quality at no extra cost

why not make rnre you get it. 

SLOAN FLUSH VALVES 

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY• 4300 WEST LAKE STREET• CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 
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IT'S THE LAW 

BY JUDGE BERNARD TOMSON & 
ORMAN COPLAN 

This is the third of a four-part article 
criticizing the new AIA construction
contract farms. 

The requirement of the "General Condi
tion " that the contractor furnish a prog
re s schedule is inadequate to insure a 
timely performance on the contractor's 
part unless each subcontractor has been 
not only advised of such a schedule, but 
has initially approved and accepted it in 
connection with his respective part of 
the work. 

A suggested clause to be included in 
the "General Conditions" to provide for 
co-ordination between contractor and 
subcontractor is as follows: 

"The Contractor, prior to commencing the 
work, shall establish a schedule of progress 
for the work as a whole, and for the various 
parts, in such form as the Architect shall 
direct; and the Contractor shall comply with 
and adhere to such schedule. The parts of 
the work performed by each Subcontractor, 
and the time schedule applicable to each 
part, shall be acknowledged and accepted 
by each such ubcontractor before submis
sion of the schedule. The Contractor shall 
also furnish a materials delivery schedule 
and shall inform the Architect immediately 
of any delay or deviation from such schedule. 
The Contractor shall keep his Subcontrac
tors and other Contractors informed monthly 
a to actual progress made. Subcontractors 
shall be notified in writing not less than six 
weeks in advance of the commencement of 
their work and shall confirm, in writing to 
the Contractor, the expected schedule. No 
adjustment or extension of the schedule or 
the time in which the contract is to be per· 
formed will be made or granted, except as 
provided in Article 18, below." 

The architect's status and powers as 
set forth in the 1958 edition of the 
"General Conditions" differs only in mi
nor respects from the earlier edition. No 
attempt has been made to strengthen or 
broaden his position as an arbiter of 
disputes between owner and contractor. 
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Construction Contracts Part 3 

The inconsistencies and ambiguities con
tinue in the latest edition, as will be 
indicated by a summary review of those 
provisions which require decisions or 
determinations on the part of the archi
tect. 

Article 15 of the "General Conditions" 
entitled "Changes in the Work" provides 
that if there is no agreement between 
the contractor and the owner as to com
pensation in connection with extra work 
"the Architect shall certify to the 
amount, including reasonable allowance 
for overhead and profit due to the Con
tractor." This paragraph does not ex
pressly state, nor is it otherwise expressly 
stated in the "General Conditions," 
whether this determination. on the part 
of the architect is final and conclusive, 
or whether it is subject to arbitration 
by a third party. 

Article 18 of the "General Conditions" 
entitled "Delays and Extension of Time" 
provides that if the contractor is delayed 
in the progress of the work "by any 
cause which the Architect shall decide to 
justify the delay, then the time of com
pletion shall be extended for such reason
able time as the Architect may decide. 
Again, this paragraph does not expressly 
state whether or not this determination 
on the part of the architect is final and 
conclusive. 

Article 19 of the "General Conditions" 
entitled "Correction of Work Before 
Final Payment" provides that "The Con
tractor shall promptly remove from the 
premises all work condemned by the 
Architect as failing to conform to the 
contract." This article is also silent on 
the finality of the architect's determina
tion. However, Article 20 entitled "Cor
rection of Work After Final Payment" 
requires the contractor to remedy any 
defects due to faulty materials or work
manship which shall appear within a 
period of one year from the date of final 
payment, and provides that all questions 

ansmg under this article "shall be de
cided by the Architect subject to arbi
tration." 

Article 31 of the "General Conditions" 
entitled "Damages" provides that either 
party to the construction contract, if he 
sustains damages because of any wrong
ful act of the other party, shall make a 
claim in writing, and such claim "shall 
be adjusted by agreement or arbitration." 
The relationship of this article to those 
other articles of the "General Condi
tions" which provide either for the final 
or initial determination by the architect 
of matters which involve performance 
under the contract, is not made clear. 

Article 38 entitled "Architect's Status" 
provides that "As the Architect is, in the 
first instance, the interpreter of the con
ditions of the contract and the judge of 
its performance, he shall side neither 
with the owner nor with the Contractor." 
Article 39 entitled "Architect's Deci
sions" provides that "in matters relating 
to artistic effect" the architect's decisions 
"shall be final" and that except as 
"otherwise expressly provided in the con
tract documents, all the Architect's de
cisions are subject to arbitration." Arti
cle 40 entitled "Arbitration" provides 
that all disputes, claims or questions 
"subject to arbitration under this con
tract, shall be submitted to arbitration." 
These provisions would seem to indicate 
that all the architect's determinations, 
except those relating to "artistic effect" 
(which is undefined, and thus subject to 
conflicting views) are subject to arbitra
tion. Uncertainty, however, is cast upon 
this conclusion by the exception above 
quoted, and by the failure of the "Gen
eral Conditions" to specify expressly 
those disputes, claims, or questions which 
are subject to arbitration. 

In next month's column, we will sug
gest revisions to the "General Condi
tions" which would clarify the architect's 
status under the construction contract. 
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Aluminum frame 

Neoprene gasket 
and filler piece 

Opaque spandrel 
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Aluminum frame 
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Window light 

Neoprene gasket 
and filler piece 

Elevation Detail 
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Architects: Pedersen & Tilney (New York City) 
Gasket Supplier : Inland Manufacturing D1vis1on , 
General Motors Corp. 

Aluminum wall framing fabricator and erector: Flour 
City Ornamental Iron Company , Minneapolis, Minn. 

Curtain walls of attractive IBM offices in Baltimore 
are sea led with " lnlock" neoprene structural gaskets. 

In Ne w IBM Building .. . 

NEOPRENE GASKETS 

SPEED GLAZING, 

GIVE TWO-WAY ECONOMY 

In de igning IBM's modern new office building in Baltimore, Md., 
architect specified preformed neoprene gaskets for the glazing 
system. Reasons: neoprene gaskets not only afford long service 
life , with virtually no maintenance. but also permit greater on-site 
economie than conventional glazing materials. 

INSTALLATION IS FAST. Preformed neoprene gaskets do not re
quire cutting and joining on the job. fit quickly into aluminum 
frame. In addition, these gasket · eliminate chances for error or 
careless workmanship. The filler strip firmly lock the glass in 
place. insure a clean, neat glazing job ... no need for messy caulking. 

SERVICE LIFE IS LONG because neoprene maintain a lasting seal 
under exposure to weather. ozone and airborne chemical . It doesn't 
soften in hot weather or stiffen with cold. eoprene accommodates 
horizontal and vertical expansion of gla s or panels, as well a wind 
deflection and dimensional variation of glass or panel , maintains 
a weathertight seal. It has excellent resistance to compression et. 

eoprene has proven it durability and dependability in out
door service for over 25 years. For more information , send for 

EOPRENE GASKETS FOR CURTAIN WALLS. Write: E. L du Pont 
de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Elastomer Chemicals Department PA-9, 
Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

NEOPRENE 
SYNTHETIC RUBBER 

~ 
lltlc;. U. S. ll'At.Orr. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING .•. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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Experiences Shared 
Dear Editor: Mr. Neutra's kind remarks 
about me in his Letter to the Editor on 
page 182 of your JULY 1960 issue have 
been called to my attention. 

To clarify his statement, I have not 
engaged in new work with him since 
November 1958, and shall not do so in 
the future. We are, however, completing 
work undertaken together before that 
date. 

This is an occasion for me to express 
my own appreciation of ten years of ex
periences shared with him. 

ROBERT E. ALEXANDER 
Los Angeles. Calif. 

Glass Walls for Washing ton? 

Dear Editor: ShouJd an architect's free
dom of design ever be curbed? Has he 
no rights as an individual? Certainly he 
has rights-but he also has obligations. 
Not only has he obligations toward his 
client but if he is a man of integrity 
and character he also has obligations 
toward the community in which the 
buildings he designs are to be built. 

In the case of Architect Kouhek vs. 
the marble wall of resistance of the 
Washington Fine Arts Commission (JUNE 

1960 P / A EWS REPORT), a few perti
nent questions might be asked. The Com
mission objected to "all that glass" in 
the design of an office building to he 
built near the White House. Were they 
not right? CouJd not this building be 
repeated in Minneapolis or Kansas City? 
Would it not be better to relate the 
design to the city in which it is to be 
located, rather than to a glass-faced 
building that happens to he adjacent to 
it? Must all office buildings of today he 
faced with ribbons of glass and shining 
metal? Is this not just as unimaginative 
as the neo-classic, tile-roofed government 
buildings of the 1920's? 

For example, not one of the solutions 
for the design competition for the U. S. 
Embassy on Grosvenor Square in Lon
don were of glass and metal, yet every 
solution presented was both contempo
rary and in harmony with its traditional 
surroundings. Surely Architect Kouhek 
is versatile enough to find a contem
porary solution that is in keeping with 
the character of our nation's capitol. 

J . WELLS HASTINGS 
Oakland, Calif. 

Dignity for the Pedestrian 

Dear Editor: In perusing the MAY 1960 
Pl A I underwent a shock of recognition 
when my eyes fell on Mr. M. Katzman's 
proposed overhead pedestrian mall since 
I had also thought of this idea some 
time back. In fact, I felt so strongly 
about it then that I immediately con
signed the idea to a notebook. 

However, I feel gratified rather than 
dismayed at the fact that someone else 
announced this idea for it confirms my 
own views on the means that should be 
used, or at least tried, to ease the com
plex congestion problem in ew York. 
By extension, of course, the same ap
proach would seem worthy of trial in 
other cities where a similar problem 
exists. 

Objectively judged, the mall idea has 
the three-fold ad vantage that it restores 
the dignity of the pedestrian by allowing 
him to move freely and safely in the 
ci ty's outdoors, it successfully combines 
the merit of satisfying the esthetic and 
psychological needs of the urban dweller 
while business activity is fostered rather 
than hampered, and, finally, it frees the 
man on wheels from the vagaries of his 
pedestrian counterpart. Further, vehicu
lar traffic is speeded up and the delays 
at street corners normally incurred by 
crossing pedestrians is eliminated. And 
of course last but not least, the menacing 
problem of jaywalking is definitely 
eliminated. Over and above these advan
tages, the mall concept is susceptible of 
many other developments and innova
tions. 

land-Space and 
landscape Architects 

HENRY VAUGLE 
Woodside, N. Y. 

Dear Editor: Congratulations on the ex
cellent, perceptive article: "Design of 
Exterior Spaces" by Jan C. Rowan 
(JULY 1960 P /A) . The article gives an 
unbiased statement of the scope of the 
profession of landscape architecture, 
perhaps best summed up in the phrase 
"an art dealing with space and being 
concerned with the relationship between 
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FOR TODAY'S NEW ARCHITECTURE( 
FRESH STYLE AND VARIETY IN THE 

"MOST PRACTICAL" WALL COVERINGS 

.. fr' 

The -Richard Cohn Memorial Building, Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich. 

Harley, Elnngton and Day, Inc., Architects & Englneers:c - - ....... -------~~.:.......:..:=::!!~··· 

Walk through this new Wayne University building •.. or through any number of other 
new structures • •. and you ' ll discover one of the most exciting of all developments in 
interior decor: the fresh, modern wall beauty and the variety of pleasing effects made 
possible today by the Frederic Blank group of wall coverings: 

Standard-Duty Fabron® 
decorative, general-purpose 
vinyl wall covering 

VINYL'S tbt.4tT~ 
Heavy-Duty Permon® 
decorative, high-strength 
floor-to-ceiling vinyl 
wall covering 

SuP-er-Duty Permon® 
decorative, super-tough vinyl wall 
covering for wainscoting 

Today's largest selection in colors, prints, textures ... the most practical choice for 
long-range economy, crack concealment, year after year freedom from painting, repair
ing, redecorating. Virgin Vinyl Only - Highest Abrasion Resistance - Highest Fire Pro
tection Rating - Locked-In, Fade-Free Colors - Plastifused Multi-Ply• Construction -
Special Texturing for easy, fast cleaning. Valuable Information! Write for new specification 
and descriptive brochure. 

*A Toscony Process 
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elements erected on the ground and the 
ground itself .... " 

Certainly the many land-space prob
lems confronting today's metropolitan 
areas need the rather specialized talents 
of the landscape architect. Much credit 
is due P /A and the author for the recog
nition of some of these problems and for 
pointing the way to possible solutions. 

The companion article by Richard P. 
Dober of Sasaki, Walker & Associates 
is also valuable for its analysis and defi
nition of operations in a landscape ar
chitectural office. 

Best wishes to your outstanding maga
zine. 

LYNN M. F. HARRISS 
Field Secretary 

American Society of 
Landscape Architects 

Washington. D.C. 

Dear Editor: Congratulations on your 
good story on the Sasaki-Walker office. 
This, with your previous colloquy be
tween Rose, Halprin, and Linn, makes 
you a real friend to our profession. This 
is a big step toward long-needed mutual 
understanding. 

Clarifying Stains 

GARRETT ECKBO 
South Pasadena. Calif. 

Dear Editor: We read the article, "Ex
terior Wood Stains" by John N. Ander
son in your May issue with great interest 
and found that on the whole it covers 
the subject very well. There are, how
ever, a couple of points with which we 
as pioneers in stain manufacture feel we 
should take issue. 

The article says that it is no longer 
necessary for a manufacturer to use 
creosote to prevent decay, and it states 
that creosote has a tendency to bleed. 
This is correct in most cases, but it is 
not true of our creosote stains. 1In these 
stains, the creosote is carefully refined 
to remove the heavy components that 
cause the bleeding. After a couple of 
years of weathering, a white paint or 
any other paint or stain can be applied 
over our creosote stains without fear of 
bleeding. 

The effectiveness of phenyl mercury 
oleate as a wood-preservative is open to 
question, although it is known to be an 
effective mildewcide. Unless mildew is 
a serious problem, it is generally con
sidered advisable .to avoid the use of 
mercury compounds, which are quite 
toxic •and are actually outlawed in cer
tain states. 

We feel that the author would have 
done well to devote more space to the 
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use of transparent stains, which our 
experience shows are preferred by most 
architects and discriminating home own
ers. We make both types, but we find 
that there is a general preference for 
the transparent type that colors wood 
without hiding the grain. We also ques
tion whether it is good practice to rec
ommend one coat, even of a heavy
bodied stain. 

With these minor exceptions, we feel 
that Mr. Anderson has written a good 
article and we especially commend him 
for the excellent instructions in the para
graph headed, "Application Recommen
dations." 

Minority Report 

SAMUEL CABOT, Jn. 
Samuel Cabot Incorporated 

Boston. Mass. 

Last month the Views column was de
voted to a sampling of the many favor
able comments we received on the new 
format introduced in May. A small mi
nority of the responses expressed dis
approval; two criticisms of P / A's new 
design are presented below. 

Dear Editor: I have the distinct impres
sion that the quality of reproduction, 
particularly in the halftones (MAY 1960 
P / A) has somehow been lowered. I have 
always personally felt that a photo
graph, or a reproduction, in which an 
attempt is being made to show the real 
spirit, the substance, of a particular 
solution, cannot 1be so small that tex
tures or materials cannot be read in 
them. Having enough photographs, taken 
from various angles, in an article to give 
a good idea of a building and its sur
roundings is always desirable. However, 
pages such as 148, 154, 164, 165 and 166 
look more like snapshots in a year book 
than .they do like pages from an article 
that is attempting to project the reader 
into the actual space and site of a given 
solution. 

Magazines like P/A have always been 
valuable because they can be so selec
tive as to the excellence of a particular 
project to be reported and, in doing so, 
can also possibly inspire others to be 
more selective, more sensitive, more 
aware of what it takes in terms of ac
tual materials, textures, relationships of 
materials, as well as of the long view of 
a building that can only show over-all 
shapes and masses. 

I cannot say that you have been very 
"selective" in your SELECTED DETAILS, 
pp. 194, 195. The mere availability of a 

detail to publish is one thing. The actual 
selection of details that may contribute 
knowledge of superior detailing is an
other. Forced gimmicks and warmed-over 
details contribute so little. A good many 
of the selected details of past P / A's 
have, by contrast, contributed a great 
deal to our knowledge. 

Reporting, such as your Stainless 
Steel article, is to be welcomed. 

I have always felt that P /A has had 
the most realistic and sensitive coverage 
of architectural projects of the most 
interest to architects. I hope that you 
are not subordinating your coverage for 
your advertising, as other magazines 
seem to be doing. 

RAYMOND J. WISNIEWSKI 
Windsor, Connecticut 

Dear Editor: To begin, I do not like the 
type face, color of the pages, or presen
tation of the News Repor.t. In previous 
years, I always looked forward to brows
ing through this section to see what new 
projects were being proposed. It seems 
to me that you used to grant more space 
to the renderings of the projects. 

My main criticism of this issue (JUNE 

1960) is that in your entire edition you 
did not present one complete building 
design. It was just one article, detail, 
etc., after another. Now I know that 
there is a lot of interest in the field 
of plastics today, but I think some va
riety is essential to a successful maga
zine. Architectural firms receive more 
than enough advertising to keep abreast 
of developments in almost any field. 

I receive about four different architec
tural publications and simply cannot 
find the time to sit down and read 
through all this printed matter. 

I would also like to see more work 
by young unknown architects and a 
greater variety of projects and buildings. 

I hope this criticism has been con
structive and look forward to forthcom
ing editions. 

BERNARD DE ROO 
Hawthorne, N. J. 

Plastics in Architecture 

Dear Editor: As a member of the staff 
of the Institute's research project which 
is studying plastics in building and is 
currently developing the plastic school 
pictured on page 171 of your June issue, 
I would like to commend you for your 
fine coverage of the extensive subject of 
plastics in architecture. 

JOSEPH J. SCRTFFER 
M.I.T. 

Cambridj!'e. Mess. 
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Sanymetal again offers the unusual ... solid research 

and engineering combined with function, strength and beauty. 
Only Sanymetal furnishes the theftproof, fully integrated 

bracket and the recessed flush hinge on all toilet compartment doors. 

This feature alone offers savings in installation time 
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BOOK REVIEW 

The Man Behind the Facade 

192 

BY CH.A T MANSON 
Professor of A rchitecture & History of 
Art, University of Southern California, 
reviews Louis Sullivan as He Lived. 
Willard Connely. H orizon }Jress inc., 
220 f/7. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y., 
1960. 322 pp., i!Lu . ·6.50 

Anyone who is wore than a casual 
r eader in the literature of American 
architecture will al once compare thi 
book with the 25-year-oJd book on the 
same subj ect D) Hugh Morrison. We 
have been accustomed to thinking o[ 
Professor J\ l orri on's L ouis Sullivan, 
Prophet of Modem Architecture (W. W. 
Norton, New York, 1935) a the "clas
sic" work for long eno ugh to welcome 
omelhing new, but at the same time to 

ask the crit ical question: What does the 
new offer? In hi preface, Connely ad· 
dresses himself directly to this question. 
He points out that Morrison had to rel) 
for peripheral data largely on a some
what reticent George Elmslie, and there
fore felt himself so handicapped on 
occasion by the nature of his ource 
that he '·wi bed to entitle hi s book, more 
accurately, The Architecture of Louis 
Sullivan." The present aut lt or points Lo 
hi good fortune in having al hi dib
posal the per onal recollections of Mi 
Andrienne ullivan, Loui s Su ll ivan·b 
ni ece, a nd lier ri ch s tore of [amil y rec
ords and le tters. The reader wil l there
fore ex pect a heav ier em pha~ i s on biog
raphy in the new monograph and a 
co nsidera ble outpouring o f fa ct which 
have not hith erto come Lu lighl. As fur 
anal ysis of Sulli van's archileclure, the 
reader will not at fir-L know what Lo 
expect, but he will be un guard, for 
Connely is neither an architectural cri tic 
nor an art hi sto rian, but rather a jour
nali st and an administrator of wide 
inl ere L . 

The ea rl y cltapl er. of Connel) '8 hook 
ju ·tify the first expectation. Dealin g 
with origins and fami ly ma il e rs up to 
the Chicago reunion of the family in 
J873 (aft r. Loui s"s famous sojourn in 
Philadelphia and contact with Frank 
Fumes ) , these chapters read like the 
ea rl y ones in lorrison, but refurbished 
with letters and £resit, intimate detail. 
The tyle is less restrained; it is that 
o[ a raconteur, retelling a fami liar tory 
but with the confiden ce of an up-to-dale 
delivery and some choi ce new items n p 
his Jeeve. This Lone, in fact, persists 
through out the book, and carries the 
reader along in buoyant an ti cipation 
that every Lum of the page will tell him 
omethin g about ullivan that h didn't 

Continued on page 196 
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Continued from page 192 

know before. Only occasionally will he 
remark to himself that, as story, the two 
books are sometimes perilously close to 
identity. Each, for example, carries the 
same memorable anecdote about the im
pressive, frock-coated Boston gentleman 
who overawed the boy Louis Sullivan 
and made an indelible stamp upon his 
ambition simply by being that august 
person, an architect. Each joyfully de
scribes Frank Furness's fan-like red 
beard, bulldog countenance, and loud 
plaid suits (how much we are indebted 
to this recollection for our visual con
ception of Furness!). Each speaks of the 
stifling heat of the Philadelphia summer 
of 1873, of Louis's wanderings in Fair
mount Park, of the failure of Jay Cooke 
& Co., of the buildings that caught 
Louis's notice. But here is where Con
nely's relative up-to-dateness begins to 
count-for Morrison mentioned only a 
Furne s dwelling in South Broad Street 
while Connely speaks of the David Jayne 
Building of 1849, that extraordinary 
proto-skyscraper of granite which was 
unknown by the critics in 1935 but 
which, by the time the Federal Govern-

ment had pulled it down in 1959, be
came a cause celebre among the knowing 
ones. Everyone now agrees that it had 
more influence upon Sullivan than all 
of Furness put together. · 

Of course, the resemblance between 
the two books as story is inevitable, for 
both authors dip constantly into Sulli
van's own autobiography and various 
memoirs, as is only natural. The differ
ence is that Connely uses, as he states 
at the outset of his book, family records 
that were unavailable to Morrison, and 
he writes with greater verve. When we 
come to the meeting of Sullivan and 
Adler, with John Edelmann as go-be
tween, Connely's greater ease as a writer 
is demonstrated, for he is able to make 
the well-known episode come to spar
kling life with deft, dramatic touches, 
almost as if he said, with a flourish of 
vanity, "There, haven't I done it a little 
better?" 

The difference between the two books 
really makes itself felt after the estab
lishment, in 1881, of the firm of Adler 
and Sullivan and the initiation of Sulli
van's significant career. Thereafter, Mor
rison kept to a straightforward account 

and painstaking analysis of Sullivan's 
building , one by one, until a very clear 
(although ra ther dry) picture of the 
whole architectural career emerges. Con
nely, however, continues to interlard and 
interrupt the career with that outpour
ing of biographical detail which the 
reader had, in the first instance, fore
seen. 

Morrison was primarily interested in 
Sullivan the designer, Connely is en
thralled with Sullivan the man. This dif
ference in approach is underscored by 
the set of illustrations each author 
chooses. Aside from the necessary and 
expected views of buildings, Morrison in
cluded four personal photographs: two of 
Sullivan, two of Adler. Connely gives us 
the whole cast of characters, including a 
rare and revealing photograph of Sulli
van's wife, Margaret Hattabough. Ac
tually, it has always seemed that Sulli
van's brief, issueless marriage was more 
than a minor episode in his life, that it 
was a clue to many of the man's charac
teristics and actions. It is tantalizing, in 
Morrison's book, to find only one non
committal reference to it. From Connely 
we learn a good deal about Margaret 



Sullivan; what we see is like a mirror 
in which i reflected yet another aspect 
of the vi age of her complex, moody, un
satisfactory husband and the hidden 
weaknesses in him which led eventually 
to his tragic retirement. We learn about 
their withdrawn, rose-embowered life at 
the cottage at Ocean Springs, Mississippi, 
and how it came about that Sullivan 
built it and its near-twin for the James 
Charnley of Chicago. It is all very 
much worthwhile, and not merely for 
intangible values, but for practical ones, 
because after reading Connely, those 
shingle-sided cottages in the Mississippi 
forest (hitherto known to us in hazy old 
photographs taken long after the build
ings had fallen into Charles Addams-like 
disrepair ) come, like Margaret Sullivan, 
into focus, and their place in Sullivan's 
life becomes clearer. 

As for a progressive, analytical ac
count of the course of Sullivan's archi
tecture, we learn of its circumstance , 
in fascinating detail, more than we learn 
of its actual construction. The develop
ment of the Auditorium commission, for 
example (the launching-pad from which 
Sullivan's fame was to soar), is told as 

an absorbing episode in the commercial 
and social life of Chicago in the 80s. 
It is not that Connely fails to de cribe 
the building, but that his viewpoint is 
that of the layman. He duly discusses 
the growth of the parti out of an origi
nal Queen Anne fussiness into a ma
jestic severity; this is that crucial mo
ment in Sullivan's career when the 
impact of Richardson is first felt. But to 
understand what happened to the Audi
torium scheme under the force of this 
impact, more than words are necessary. 
Morrison supplied us with the prelimin
ary drawings: Connely does not. In 
fact, it must be more than accident in 
the formulation of his book that Connely 
includes not a single plan for any build
ing, not a single section, not a single 
working drawing other than that of 
Sullivan's ornament. 

These remarks are not intended as 
destructive criticism. They are intended 
on ly as emphasis of the central fact that 
Connely's book is a distinctly different 
manifestation of intere t in Louis Sulli
van than Morrison's, a fact that is evi
dent even from their subtitles. Each has 
its own separate value to the reader. He 

who is seeking a concise, professional 
presentation of ullivan's work will still· 
read Morri on; he who wants an absorb
ing novel based on real life will now 
read Connely. 

End of the Search? 

Richard eutra: 1950-60. Buildings and 
Projects. Edited by Willy Boesiger. Fred
erick A. Praeger, Inc., 64 University 
Place, New York 3, N. Y., 1959. 240 pp., 
illus. $15 

One of the distinguishing marks of the 
creative artist in any age and in any 
field has always been his unremitting 
search for greater insight, larger con
oepts, and newer forms of expression. 
He has always been dissatisfied with his 
actual achievement, ever striving toward 
a goal that was never to be reached be
cause it was constantly being revised. To 
look no further than our own day, 
Picasso and Le Corbusier are clearly 
marked with the characteristics of this 
all-too-rare species of human being. 

Of course, such continuing change of 

Continued on page 200 
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Continued from page 197 

goals and standards has its nece sary re
flection in the nature of the man' work, 
a fac t that we recognize by speaking of 
his "periods"-formalist, plastic, blue, 
white, or pink. There will be times of 
relatively rapid change, separated by 
plateaus of inve ligation and develop
ment. I t is t hese plateaus that we call 
periods. 

On leafing through the handsomely 
produced volume surveying Richard 
Neutra's work of the past ten years, this 
reviewer, at least, had the nagging feel-

ing that me master's present plateau is 
in danger of acquiring the dimensions of 
a plain. There is a certain serene same· 
ness of scale, of rhythm, of expression, 
in his output of the last decade that 
bespeaks not the inspired restlessness of 
geni us, but rather, to put it most re
spectfully, a supreme inner contentment. 

Thi i not to say that Neutra's archi
tecture is not every bit as beautifully 
reasoned and exquisitely proportioned 
a ever. On the contrary, there is an 
assurance, a confident touch to every
thing he does, that reveals a fully 
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matured talent at the top of its powers. 
But the fact that his work at the begin
ning of the decade is not clearly dis· 
tinguishable from that toward the end 
would seem to indicate that he has been 
engaged in the restful, if somewhat 
itchy, occupation of sitting on his laurels 
instead of trying on new ones. 

Although Neutra writes and speaks 
eloquently of his belief in the human 
basis for architecture-an attitude with 
which he will find no disagreement here 
-his work, particularly his residences, 
appear to betray an unawareness on his 
part of the infinite variety that the 
species comprises. All his houses seem 
to have been designed for people who 
eek the same sort of ambience, and 

whose lives, at different levels of afilu
ence. follow the same patterns. Of course 
it may well be that the clients who seek 
him out in the first place already repre
sent a preselected stratum and are there
fore not to be considered as broadly 
representative of humanity as a whole. 
People who want a Neutra house are 
pretty pecial to begin with, so that this 
la t comment may be pure carping. 

The book contains many splendid pho
tographs, mostly by the very skilled 
Julius Shulman, and a text in three 
languages-English, French, and Ger
man. Since some of eutra's most pithy 
comments of the last ten years are in
cluded, this volume should be a welcome 
and valuable addition to the eutra 
shelf. 

Design Hand book 

EUGENE RASKIN 
New York, N. Y. 

Practical Prestressed Concrete. H. Kent 
Preston. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y., 1960. 
340 pp. 11.50 

For the practicing engineer who needs a 
guide for designing and detailing the 
most common types of prestresed-con· 
crete members, this book provides a 
great deal of handy and up-to-date in
formation, along with simple and sys
tematic design procedures. Several 
lengthy numerical design examples are 
included: a pretensioned bridge with a 
poured-in-place deck, a double-T roof, 
a post-tensioned girder, examples of pre
stressed piles, and a simple procedure 
for designing continuous structures. All 
specifications are based upon the 1958 
Tentative Recommendations for Pre· 
stressed Concrete, a report published by 
the Joint ACI-ASCE Committee on Pre· 
stressed Reinforced Concrete (and in
cluded in this book, with notes by the 

Continued on page 204 
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author). In addition to the design ex
amples, which take up the bulk of the 
text, there is extensive data on typical 
members and the most common types 
of American prestressing equipment and 
techniques. All photos, drawings and 
table are very clear, but the text suffers 
from the mixing of mathematics and 
discussion. This is very confusing and 
could easily have been avoided by in
denting and using two kinds of type 
faces. 

or experimental , there can be no sub
stitute for a thorough grounding in the 
theory and testing of this exciting ma
terial. In such cases, this book will not 
be of much help, since there is included 
only a brief discussion of basic prin
ciples, and almost no mention of any but 
the most common types of members. 
Likewise, for a clear discussion of what 
prestressing is all about, divorced from 
the detail ed arithmetic necessary to de
sign prestressed members, one should 
look dsewhere-'to a textbook rather 
than to a handbook such as this one. For structures that are at all unusual 
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If Shopping Centers Must Be 

Shopping Towns, U.S.A.: The Planning 
of Shopping Centers. Victor Gruen and 
Larry Smith. R einhold Publishing Corp., 
430 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y., 1960. 
288 pp ., illus . . 13.50 

This richly illustrated volume is so well 
organized that one feels the urge to get 
up and build a shopping center all by 
oneself after having studied it. The who, 
where, when, and how of suburban con
glomerations of department stores and 
specialized retail/service faciliti es are 
analyzed with a profusion of data, 
charts, and photographs. The text is 
readabie and clear-a notable rarity 
among such specialized handbooks. 
Thinking as a consumer (rather than 
a potential builder or itenant) , one feels 
that if shopping centers must be, Jet 
th em be built by Victor Gruen Associ
ates and Larry Smith instead of by any 
wild-cat contractor who happens upon a 
piece of cheap farmland. 

The reason for such an unabashed 
eulogy lies in the care of architectural 
grouping, shown in a fascinating se
quence of various centers, and in the 
use made of art (sculpture and murals), 
landscaping, and light e ffects that have 
all but vanished from commercial archi
tecture elsewhere. The wide gay malls 
and arcades of Gruen's designs offer to 
the suburban proletariat their only con
tact with architecture, and, ironical as 
it might seem, provide the only esthetic 
education their children may ever get. If 
this insistence on architectural and es
thetic values is handled as brilliantly
in conjunction with the obvious profit 
motif- as in the shopping centers docu
mented in this volume, it represents a 
positive a set that might almost balance 
a oenter's destructive function . 

This destructive function of the shop
ping center is not evident in the book 
on Shopping Towns and is only indi
rectly related to it. But it should be men
tioned 1to give a critical perspective to 
the visual and verbal persuasiveness of 
Gruen and Smith. By killing off all local 
retail trade, shopping centers are pre
venting the development of any civic 
cor·es in the new satellite towns of 
America. The traditional square (which 

Continued on page 207 
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gives identity ,to a community) functions 
through store , restaurants, profe sional 
office , etc., all of which depend on each 
other for the attraction of crowds. The 
shopping center channels off this congre
gational instinct. It i the farthest point 
in space and time from the market foun
tain around which centered the life of 
urban man. Resultant from this super
communal aspect of shopping centers is 
a deadly uniformity of living standards. 
Ours is a ma s-fabricated civilization, 
but even the slight and desperately 
needed differentiations between, say, life 
in a New England town and in the Deep 

outh, are leveled off by merchandizing 
engineered in the vast companies back
ing the shopping center stores. Then 
there is the decay of the city core, which 
has finally cau ed alarm in some places. 
The enormous investment in public serv
ices, represented by a city, i bankrupted 
by falling revenue from retail and 
ervices. 

hopping centers live exclu ively by 
the automobile and con equently by 
highway construction. Their logic is 
based on the two-car family. As long a 
the present enormous pro perity lasts, 
hopping centers will be built; and we 

hope that they will be built by Victor 
Gruen and Larry mith. If this pro -
perity should end one day, or gasoline 
rationing (a mere 15 years pa t ) should 
again become neces ary, we shall look at 
their book a a monument to the un
quenchable optimi m of technological 
man! 

In conclusion, an architectural his
torian must register two prote ts. The 
Greek toa was by no means a building 
specially designed for the display and 
sale of merchandise, as as erted in the 
introduction to this book. On the con
trary, it was a prirtico with a columned 
front which was raised above the agora 
or market place to eparale social and 
educational gatherings from the activities 
of the agora (which were predominantly 
commercial). The very word stoa derives 
from the philosophical school of the 

toics whose founder, Zeno, taught in 
the old Athenian stoa- "a painted cor
ridor on the north end of the market 
place in Athens." Only under Roman 
influence in Hellenistic times was the 
toa used for trading. 

The other objection concerns the title 
of the book: hopping Towns, U.S.A. 
Plea e, dear author , don't support the 
increa ing emantic muddle! A town has 
many definition but iL most ha ic one 
i "a unified compound of habitation 
supplied with complete cultural, social, 

and economic facilitie ." hopping Cen
ters is a good and erviceable term. 
Let's tick Lo it as long as they la t! 

SIBYL MOHOLY.NACY 
New York, N. Y. 

Plastics: An Esthetic Approach 

Plastics for Architects, Artists and In
terior De igners. Armand G. Winfield. 
Introduction by Harold Horowit z. Soci
ety of Plastics Engineers, Inc., Stamford, 
Conn., 1960. 50 pp., illus. 2.25 (paper
bound) 

This monograph reprints two papers 
from recent technical conferences of the 

ociety of Plastics Engineers. ubtitled 
"an illustrated survey of some of the 
best u es of pla tics in the building and 
decorative fields," the book presents an 
e thetic approach to thermosetting and 
thermoplastic materials. Intent of the 
article i lo timulate a better under
standin g between the creative and the 
technological-between the architect, ar
ti t, and interior de igner, and the pla -
tics technologist. 

Appendices include glossary of plas
tics term ; list of architects and de
signers working with plastics material ; 
addre se of ocieties in the plastic field; 
and elective magazines and publishers 
dealing with plastics in arts, craft , and 
architecture. 

E. P. 

Region Without a Style 

The outh Builds: ew Architecture in 
the Old outh. Edward and Elizabeth 
Waugh. Henry L. Kamphoefner, Advisor. 
Unive rsity of North Carolina Press, 
Chapel Hill, . C., 1960. 171 pp., illus. 
12.50 

The outh Builds i both fa cinating and 
depres ing The fascinating a pect is in 
the numerous, handsome edifice depic
ted. Ba ically a picture book, the work 
treats the reader Lo ome excellent pho
logra ph of contemporary architecture. 

Equally excellent i an all-too-short 
introduction titled, "The South and Its 
Architecture." Here the authors level 
ome much-de erved critici m at con

temporary architectural thinking, espe
cially at the lack of urban planning in 
the new dormitory uburbs. Further, 
they tate that "the ameness which i 
apparent from Washington to 1ew Or
lean , from Richmond to Memphis, is a 
taggering comment on the e thetic de

gradation of a great people." They point 
out, perhaps Loo briefly, that the outh 
in ages pa t was characterized by a 

Continued on page 210 
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Robertson Versatile Wall 

GIVES YOU CUSTOM DESIGN FREEDOM 

WITH STANDARD 

CURTAIN-WALL COMPONENTS 

Regional Office Building, Allstate Insurance Co., Skokie, Illinois. Dunlap & Esgar, Architects ; J . L. Simmons 
Company, General Contractor. 

St. Vincent's Hospital, School of Nursing, Toledo, Ohio. Drake and O'Meara, Arch itects; A . Bentley & 
Sons Co., General Contractor. 

RUGGED 
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GRID 
ELEMENTS 
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TRIM 

PROTECTED 
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SYSTEM 
ALSO 

VERTICAL MULLION 

UNIFORM AND 
ADEQUATE 
RABBET 

RUGGED 
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GRID 
ELEMENTS 

VENTILATES 
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Robertson Versatile Wall offers the designer unique 
latitude for individual expression without subjecting 
him to the pitfalls of high cost and lack of weather
ability sometimes encountered in customized curtain
wall construction. Components are standard-see the 
mullion cross-sections at the left. Sealants are the best 
available and they are protected. Sections won't leak 
through under hurricane conditions. Units will expand 
and contract to care for building movement and steel 
framing tolerances without loss of tight seal. But the 
three basic elements which change appearance can 
vary so much that your design can be as individual as 
your own signature. 

1. the grid 
Individuality in a curtain wall design is realized first 
by the proportions and detailing of the mullions and 
sills which form the grid system. With Versatile Wall, 
the designer can choose from a large selection of sizes, 
profiles, materials and colors. The snap-on caps can 
vary greatly in depth to give emphasis where desired. 
The choice of many beautiful colors in porcelain en
amel on aluminum invites originality. Aluminum and 
stainless in their characteristic finishes also available. 

Th e Centra l T rust Bank Bui lding , Roc hester, N.Y. Carl R. Travers, Architect ; 
John B. Pike & Son, Inc., General Contractor. 

2. panels 
Here, again, the designer can choose from a large 
array of colors and materials. Robertson Spandrel 
Panels, insulated or uninsulated, can be furnished in 
a wide variety of colors in porcelain on aluminum, 
steel or aluminized steel. Panels of glass, tile or pol
ished stone can also be used with Robertson Versatile 
Wall. For special conditions, porcelain laminated panels 
can be furnished. 

3. sash 
A complete line of sash in fixed, reversible, top hinged, 
side hinged and projected styles are made in fourteen 
types to handle every window requirement. Six hun
dred standard sizes are made for use with Robertson 
Versatile Wall. 

S t. T herese School, Fort W ay ne, I nd. James Mccarron , Architect ; G. Lauer 
Constructio n Co., General Co ntra ctor. 

n n n 

i--, 
I I ,,,1 
I' I I 

n H 
The caps shown should not exceed 6" in depth and 3%" in width . 
Deeper mullions can be obtained by using combination caps. Con
sult a Robertson representative for specific details. 

V-100 insulated glass-faced ceramic tile 

A few of the many types and sizes of Robertson Sash available. 

H. H. Robertson Co. 
50 years of experience in Puttyless Glazing Construction 

2403 Farmers Bank Build ing • Pit tsbu rg h 22, Pa. 
I n England -Robertson Thain Ltd., Ellesmere Port, Cheshire 

In Canad a-Robertson-Irwin Ltd ., Hamilton , Ontario ; Edmonton , Alberta 

Write for your copy of file folder containing complete 
details and specificati ons on Versatile Wall. 

ADDRESS ___________ CITY _____ _ 
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serie of truly regional styles. One need 
only mention the Tidewater mansions of 
Virginia, or the house of ew Orleans, 

atchez, Charleston, or Williamsburg to 
recall the architectural manifestations of 
distinct regional and cultural develop
ments. 

The heritage of the past is still mani
fest in much of today's Southern archi
tecture, not in a desirable sense in that 
it has helped create a new architecture 
of the South, but rather in that it has 
supplied mass-produced items that are 

"superimposed and applied upon houses 
and buildings as a kind of costume that 
one might wear to a fancy dress ball." 
Fortunately, as this book shows, the 

outh is more and more abandoning this 
type of architecture. 

It is precisely here that one feels the 
depressing aspects of The South Builds. 
The South today is a region without its 
own architecture. It has abandoned the 
past which is no longer applicable, but 
it has not yet found the path to the fu. 
ture. As the illustrations in this book 
show, there is a great deal of excellent 

E 

[ ffe.~NCED DOORS in_Stainless Ste.el 

TRAFFIC through 
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PACE ASSOCIATES 
ARCHITECT-ENGINEER 

120 Ellison Balanced Doors in Stainless 

Steel were installed to provide lasting 

quality in appearance and performance 

for the entrances to Restaurants and 

Service Stations at all five oases on the 

Northern Illinois Toll Highway. The oases 

were constructed for and owned by 

Standard Oil Company (Indiana). 

Ellison Engineers are at your 

service to help solve any 

unusual entrance problems -

call Jamestown. N. Y., 61-594 

and striking architectural work in the 
outh today, but it is not Southern. The 

buildings have no common link that iden
tifies them as a regional architecture. 
The houses would be just as much at 
home in California (or any other area 
with a suitable climate) as they are in 
Florida or Virginia. The institutional and 
office buildings, too, could belong to 
any region. They express their functional 
purpo e and the power of their corpo· 
rate owners but not the cultural heritage 
of the area. 

Perhaps it is too much to hope for a 
regional a·rchitecture in the Twentieth 
Century. Science has shrunk the globe, 
and mass culture and technology have 
replaced individual thinking and the ar
tisan. Under uch conditions, perhaps the 
current architecture of the South should 
be evaluated on a different basis: on the 
national and in~rnational rather than 
on the local level. Within the larger 
framework, contemporary Southern ar
chitecture more than holds its own. 

DR. FREDER ICK HEHMAN 
College of William & Mary 

Norfolk, Va. 

Economic Base R e-examined 

The Techniques of Urban Economic 
Analysi . Edited by Ralph W. Pfouts. 
Chandler-Davis Publishing Co., P.O. Box 
36, West Trenton, NJ., 1960. 410 pp. 
5 ( 4.25 paperbound} 

For some forty years, land economist 
and planner have been utilizing a con
cept of the urban economic base that 
compri es two types of activity: basic 
industries (which produce goods and 
services for ex•port outside the commu
nity) and service industries (which sup
ply items for consumption within the 
community). The former, so the theory 
runs, enable the community to operate 
and grow, while the latter are merely 
parasitic functions that add no real value 
to a city's economy. 

This highly implified version of the 
economic base theory has been tested 
and re-examined many times in the past 
four decades, resulting in its modification 
almost to the point of disappearance. 
For the apparently simple idea that 
some activities are primary and others 
secondary has been found, in the light of 
the searching examination to which it 
ha been exposed, to correspond very im
perfectly to the real world. 

Ralph Pfouts ha collected an impres
ive series of ar ticles, mostly drawn from 

Land Economics and the A IP Journal, 
which range from examination of the 

Continued on page 214 
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Architect and Engineer: Leo A. Daly • Electrical Contractor: Sachs Electric Corp. 

How Day-Brite lighting "sells" 

reading in the new 

Pius XII Memorial Library 

From the architect's first draft to the final choice of curtains, St. Louis 

University's modern new library was planned with one goal in mind: 

to encourage students to use it. 

Self-service, open-type book shelves were used to invite "browsing" 

among the stacks. "Wide-open" interior design helped create a pleas

ant atmosphere. In addition, comfortable bright-colored furniture 

was contrasted against light-colored walls and a noiseless cork floor. 

Lighting, of course, was a major consideration. It had to facilitate 

reading and, at the same time, add to the over-all cheerfulness. 

Day-Brite lighting was specified for high-level, high-quality illumi

nation and clean, modern fixture design. 

Good vision calls for good lighting. And you display good vision 

when you call in your Day-Brite representative early. Day-Brite 

Lighting, Inc., 6260 N. Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., and Santa Clara, 

Calif. In Canada: Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd., Toronto 6, Ont . 

NATION ' S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 



Kinnear Motor Operated 
Rolling Doors. •• 

a fea ture of Theo . Hamm Brewing Company's 

Automated Loading Dock 
Here again, Kinnear Rolling Doors play 
a key role in modern efficiency at its best! 

The 23 power-operated Kinnear Roll
ing Doors you see above are controlled 
independently from a master switch. 

Conveyors ending just inside each 
door deliver pallets holding cases of beer 
to the loading dock. The door can then 
be opened by remote control. A fork 
truck picks up the pallets, travels onto 
dock levelers (at right, top photo) and 
loads the pallets on the waiting truck. 

(Empty cases on pallets are returned 
to other conveyors through doorways in
stalled higher above the dock level.) 

By opening straight upward and coil
ing compactly over the doorway Kinnear 
Rolling Doors permit conveyors to come 
within inches of the door. Doors can be 
placed as close together as desired, with 
control switches at each door if preferred. 

(Auxiliary chains, for door operation 
in case of power failure, are stored in the 
hood of each door.) 

A rugged, all-metal curtain protects 
each opening when the Kinnear Rolling 
Door is closed - a positive barrier to 
trespassers, vandals, wind, and weather, 
plus added protection against fire. 

Your needs may be vastly different; 
but wherever you need doors, you need 
the advantages of Kinnear Rolling Doors. 

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Company 
FACTORIES: 

1900-20 Fie lds Avenue 
Columbus 16, Ohio 

1742 Yosemite Avenue 
San Francisco 24, Calif. 

Offices and Agents in All Principal Cities 

21-t Book Revicffs 

Continued from page 210 

history and implications of economic 
base theory to a survey of its faults and 
a presentation of the increasingly more 
acceptable alternative of input-output 
analysis. It is worthwhile reading, hut 
more appropriate for the aficionado of 
econometrics than for the lay reader. 

Books Received 

DA YID A. GROSSMAN 
Advance Planning Associatca 

Cambridge, ~·lass. 

Frank Lloyd Wright: Writings and 
Buildings. Edited by Edgar Kaufmann 
& Ben Raeburn. Horizon Press Inc., 220 
W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y., 1960. 
395 pp., over 150 illus. $3.95 (Meridian 
Books, Inc., 12 E. 22 St., New York 10, 
N. Y., 1960. 346 pp., over 150 illus. $1.95 
paper bound) 

Building Research, International. 
Proceedings of a program conducted as 
part of the ·1959 Fall Conferences of the 
Building Research Institute, Division of 
Engineering & Industrial Research. Na
tional Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council, 2101 Constitution 
Ave., Washington 25, D.C., 1960. 44 pp., 
illus. $1.50 (paperbound) 

Lettering on Buildings. Nicolete Gray. 
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park 
Ave., New York 22, N. Y., 1960. 191 pp., 
270 illus. $7.50 

The Cost of a Schoolhouse. Educa
tional Facilities Laboratories, 477 Madi
son Ave., New York 22, N. Y., 1960. 144 
pp., illus. (paperbound) 

Food Service in Industry and Insti
tutions. J. W. Stokes. Wm. C. Brown 
Co., 135 S. Locust, Dubuque, Iowa, 1960. 
261 pp., illus. $8 

Federal Credit and Private Housing: 
The Mass Financing Dilemma. Chas. 
M. Haar. ACTION Series in Housing 
and Community Development. McGraw
Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42 St., New York 
36, N. Y., 1960. 408 pp., tables, graphs. 
$12.50 

Alphabet Thesaurus: A Treasury of 
Letter Designs. Studio of Photo-Letter
ing, Inc., Introduction by Edward Rond
thaler. Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 
Park Ave., ew York 22, N. Y., 1960. 
736 pp., illus. $10 

Al var Aalto. Frederick Gutheim; An
tonio Gaudi. George R. Collins; Le 
Corbusier. Frani;oise Choay; Ludwig 
Mies van der Rohe. Arthur Drexler; 

Continued on page 218 
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READY-POWER GAS Air Conditioning" 
is constant, as opposed to the ON-OFF operation of 
other systems. LOADMATCH CONTROLS auto
matically adjust output and fuel consump
tion to actual cooling requirements. And 
thrifty gas keeps fuel costs low. 
Get all the facts on the unusual economy 

This 60- ton, gas-operated 
R eady-Power unit gives Sokol Zizka in Dallas 

high e jficiency air condi tioning 
at lowest operating costs. 

SEl'Tl-.\IBEI\ 1960 P/ A 

and efficiency of Ready-Power Gas Air Conditioning. 
Call your local Gas Company, or write to the Ready

Power Company, Detroit 14, Mich. 
American Gas Association 

FOR AIR CONDITIONING 
GAS IS GOOD BUSINESS! 
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MUCH! 

Major surgery in Mt.. Sinai Hospital, New 
York, being performed wilh illumination from 
windows a nd one emergency light. 

Protect against power blackouts ... 
#1~16 z 

/ 

KOHLER 
ELECTRIC PLANTS 

Widespread hazards, inconveni
ence, discomfort and loss oc
curred in places without stand
by power during the 13-hour 
power failure in New York's 
Manhattan last summer. Hos
pital surgery was performed 

MODEL 100R81 
100 KW, 120/ 208 

volt AC. 
Stand-by. 

Remote start. 

without proper lighting; pa
tients were served by candle
light. Buildings of many kinds 
had no use of lights, air condi
tioning, elevators, freezers. 

Kohler electric plants are re
liable, easy to install for emer
gency power made vitally im
portant by today's increasing 
dependence on electrical equip
ment. To help you write speci
fications for varied applications, 
Kohler Co. will send on request 
a manual with complete data on 
sizes from 1000 watts to 100 
KW, gasoline or diesel. 

Write Dept. G-63. 
KOHLER CO. 

Established 1873 

KOHLER, WIS. 

KOHLER OF KOHLER 
Enameled Iron and Vitreous China Plumbing Fixtures • All·brass Fittings 

Electric Plants • Air-cooled Engines • Precision Controls 
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Pier Luigi Nervi. Ada Louise Huxta
ble; Frank Lloyd Wright. Vincent 
Scully, Jr. Masters of World Architecture 
Series. Edited by William Alex. George 
Braziller, Inc., 215 Fourth Ave., New 
York 3, N. Y., 1960. 128 pp. each, illus. 
$3.95 each 

Book of 1600 Ornamental Iron De
signs Showing Details of Materials 
Used to Fabricate with Weights and 
Price Information on each Design. 
R. J. Cunningham Designs, 3381 South 
3200 West, Salt Lake City 4, Utah, 1960. 
411 pp., 4 vols., illus. $29.75 

New York Metropolitan Region 
Study: Volume 6, Freight and the 
Metropolis. Benjamin Chinitz. Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge 38, Mass., 
1960. 211 pp., illus. $4.50 

Elementary Engineering Mechanics. 
Eugene George Key. John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, 
N. Y., 1960. 457 pp., illus., diagrams. 
$5.50 

Inside Today's Home (Revised Edi
tion). Ray & Sarah Faulkner. Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 383 Madison 
Ave., New York 17, N. Y., 1960. 584 pp., 
illus. $11 

Structural Engineering. Nathan S. 
Glassman & Harry H. Graef, III. De
partment A, International Business Serv
ices, 1026 20 St., N.W., Washington 6, 
D.C., 1960. 96 pp., diagrams. $7.50 

The Visual Arts Today. Daedalus, 
Winter 1960 issue. Edited by Gyorgy 
Kepes. American Academy of Arts & 
Sciences. Wesleyan University Press, 356 
Washington St., Middletown, Conn., 1960. 
268 pp., illus. $2.50 (paperbound) 

Climatological and Solar Data for 
India: To Design Buildings for Ther
mal Comfort. T. N. Seshadri, K. R. 
Rao, M. R. Sharma, G. N. Sarma, Shara
fat Ali. Office of Assistant Director of 
Information, Central Building Research 
Institute, Roorkee, U.P., India, 1960. 
164 pp., tables, maps. Rs. 10 

The Art of Interior Design: A Text 
in the Aesthetics of Interior Design. 
Victoria Kloss Ball. Macmillan Co., 60 
Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y., 1960. 
343 pp., illus. $8.50 

Art and Architecture in Belgium: 
1600-1800. H. Gerson and E. H. ter 
Kuile. Pelican History of Art Series. Pen
guin Books Inc., 3300 Clipper Mill Road, 
Baltimore 11, Md., 1960. 236 pp., 160 
plates. 12.50 
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Inland Ribfom 
for poured construction 

In concrete-over-steel construction, Inland Ribform supports wet concrete with 
minimum deflection. Rigid sheets are quickly and inexpensively attached to 
supports - in place, they provide a safe work platform for crews. 

Write for catalogs 240, 241, and 245 - or see Sweet's sections 2c/Inl, lla/In, 
and 2a/In for full information on Inland steel roof deck and permanent center
ing. Inland Steel Products Company has a force of trained sales engineers 
capable of giving you the benefit of diversified experience on specific problems. 
Write or call your nearest Inland office to have one of these men contact you. 

ENGINEERED PRODUCTS DIVISION 

INLAND STEEL 
PRODUCTS COMPANY 

Dept. I, 4069 West Burnham Street 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin ..... 

DENVER, DETROIT, HOUSTON, KANSAS CITY, LOS ANGELES , MILWAUKEE, MINNEAPOLIS, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, ST. LOUIS 



New Partners, Associates ment of ALBERT KAHN A OCIATED ARCH!· 
TECTS & ENGINEERS, I c., Detroit. 

FRANK J . WAEHLER, mad e an Associate 
ame Changes in the firm of VOORHEES, WALKER, SMITH, LAWRENCE E. HURD, appointed Mechani

cal Engineer, and MICHAEL STUART joins 
the taff at the Guam office of THOMA 
J. DAVIS, INC., affiliate of ENGi EERING 
ERVICE CORPORATIO , Lo Angele , Calif. 

KE NETH KA SLER and BURTON F. WEI . SMITH & HAi r E , ew York. 

BECKER, principal in firm of K ASSLER & 

WEISBECKER, Architects-Site P la nner s, 18 

assau t., Princeton, .J . Formerly, 
office of KEN ETH KASSLER. 

COLI LAIRD & JOHN GILLESPIE, Archi

tect , .E.M. Hou e, 12 Abercromby St ., 
Port-of-Spain, Trinid ad , W.I. Formerly, 
office of COLI LAIRD. 

EM! OFF & ASSOC IATES, Architects, 1300 
. Broadway, Oklahom a City 3, Okla. 

Formerly office of GEORGE SEMI OFF. 

THOMAS, D RISCOLL & HUTTON, INC ., 

Architects-Engineer , 20 E. Bay t., Sa
vannah , Ga. F ormerly, THOMAS I-I TTON 
& A OC!ATES. 

New Firms 

BILL AKERMAN, pecifier, 12741 Hatteras 
t., North Hollywood , Calif. 

ARTHUR D. B ENJAMIN and PETER FLACK, 
principals in fir m of BENJAMIN & FLACK, 

Con ulting Engineers, 37 W. 39th St., 
ew York 18, r.Y. 

VAN CHRI TO A SOCIATE , Interior De-
ign Con ultanl , 330 tuart St., at 

Berkeley, Boston 16, Ma . 

WILLIAM D. MER RILL, KE ETH w. 
ROEHRIG, KENJ I ONODERA and WESLEY 
C. KI DER, principals in firm of MER· 
RILL, ROEHRIG, ONODERA & Kl DER, Archi

tects, Damon Bldg., H onolulu, Hawaii. 

ROBERT Jo EPH P1Lc, Architect, 244 F ifth 
Ave., ew York 1, .Y. 

CARL W. PIRSCHER and WILLIAM R. JAR· 
RATT, principals in firm of PIRSCHER & 

JARRATT, Ar chitects, 23255 Woodward 
Ave., Ferndale, Mich . Formerly, CARL w. 
PIRSCHER & AS OCIA TES. 

WAYMA C. WING, Consulting Engineer, 
411 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N.Y. 

ew Addresses 

CHARLE E. BROUDY, Architect, 2016 
Walnut treet, Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

WILLIAM L. CLARK, JR., Consul ting Engi
neer, 2223 River Rd., Maumee, Ohio. 

FRANK LA SKY, Architect, 167 . Second 
t., Memphis 3, Tenn. 

ROBERT TAGGART INC., Marine Research, 
400 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Va. 

CONSULTA TS FOR PRODUCT DESIGN, 1850 
Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif. 

22-l 

Elections, A ppointments 

MURRAY SEDGLEY, appointed head of con
truction, LOWELL TITU , head of the 

civil departmen t in d esign, a nd PAUL 
EH ERT, named as head of the Chicago 

department of design a t STANLEY ENGi· 
EERING COMPANY, Ill. , Iowa, and Liberia. 

J. S. PETTITT, JR., appointed assistant 
chie f draftsman of Archi tectural Depar t· 

RAYMOND J. DETMERS a nd R ICHARD R. 
K1 ' GSCOTT, join the staff of A. M. Kl · 
NEY, INC., Consultin g En gineer , Cincin
nati, Ohio, as Project E ngineers. 

Vno V. CERAMI, appoin ted Senior Con· 

Continued on page 228 

for LCN Floor Type Door Closer, Shown on Opposite Page 
The LCN Series 2-4-6 Closer's Main Points: 

1. Full rack-and-pinion, two-speed control of the door 
2. Mechanism concealed; lever arm disappears under door 
3. Door hung on regular butts, its weight carried inde

pendently of closer 
4. Closer easily adjusted or serviced without taking 

door down 
5. Inst alled with or without threshold; may be flush 

with threshold or with floor 
6. Used with wood or metal doors and frames 

Complete Catalog on Request-No Obligation 
or See Sweet's 1960, Sec. 18e/ La 

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS 
Ca nada: lift lock Hardware Indust ries, ltd., Pete rborough, Ontario 
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When durability is a design requirement 

for new answers ... look to WOOD 

Homes of wood have been traditionally correct for good reason
wood construction wears well physically and emotionally, stands 
up with a minimum of maintenance. J oseph Esherick, architect. 

Wood's wide range of stock components and portability make 
possible economical construction by ordinary carpenters of 
even the most advanced designs. Robert Ratcliff, architect. 

SEPTEMDEK 1'60 P/A 

Wind, water, wear and willful neglect stand ready to 
challenge the mettle of your best design efforts. But 
in wood you find a natural ally. Wood stands undis· 
pu ted in its time-proven position as the one construe· 
tion and finishing material that will withstand the. 
buffeting of the elements-untarnished, uncorroded
actually mellowing with age. No other material offers 
such diversity of individual shapes and sizes in stock 
or such a favorable ratio of weight to strength. And 
what other material is so workable, so amenable to 
expressive design? For more information on designing 
with wood, write: 

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
Wood Information Center, 1319 18th St., N . W., Washington 6, D. C. 

for freedom of design, 
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'rhe 
Mark 

of 
Quality 

Spr1n!lfield /l!tnois 
Fire .IJepartment 
Spec!/les 
RAYNOR 
ALUMINUM DOORS 
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ARCHITECT- Phillip Trutter and Associates 

CONTRACTOR - Franklin Cress 

SFD N~ I 

DOORS INSTALLED BY- Barker Lubin Co., Springfield, Illinois 

Maintenance free beauty ... quality controlled 
construction ... adaptation t o low headroom, 
are but a few of the outstanding Raynor features 
t hat met and surpassed the overhead t ype door 
specifications for t he Springfield Fire Department 
shown above. Every Raynor Door is designed and 
engineered t o meet and surpass the exacting 
specification requirements of todays modern ar
chitectural design, your assurance that "when 
you specify R aynor, you specify the finest." 

Contact your nearest Raynor Distributor and 
request the NEW RAYNOR ENGINEERING 
MANUAL, it will provide you with every neces
sary detail for the complete line of Raynor Over
head Type Doors & electronic operators. 

RAYNOR MFG. CO. 
Dixon, Illinois Hammonton, New Jersey 
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Continued from page 224 
sultant in firm of MICHAEL J. KODARA , 

Acoustical Consultants, ew York, .Y. 

BE W. YouNG, made head of the Dal

la , Texas, office of T. Y. LI1 & A SOCI
A TES, Consulting Structural Engineers, 

Van uys, Calif. 

THEODORE E. CASSELMAN , JR., and WIL
BUR S. ROBERTS, JR., e lected vice-presi
dents at STO E & WEBSTER ENG! EER!NG 

CORPORATION, Boston and ew York. 

Name Change Correction 

VALDEMAR H. PAULSEN, Architect, 921 
Bergen Ave., Jer ey City 6, .J. For
merly, ZIEGLER, CHILD & PAULSE . FRED· 
ERICK W. ME E and RICHARD B. Ri

v ARDO, named as Partners. 

Design Service For med 

PHILIP J. DECAROLI , occupying facilities 
at ukon Inc., 917 Third Ave., ew York 
22, .Y., will operate an exhibition and 
industrial design service specializing in 
trade how exhibits, exhibition architec
ture, and will al o include the design of 
commercial and in titutional interior , 
and related three-dimensional di play . 

P /A Congratulates ... 

J o EPH B. ELLIOTT, named president and 
general manager of the York Division 
of BORG-WARNER CORPORATION, succeeding 
HENRY M . HAASE, vice-president, who is 
being transferred to the company' Chi

cago headquarters. 

J. R. BRADLEY, named a design consul
tant for GE ERAL ELECTRIC Textolite 

laminated plastics. 

GRAHAM J. MORGAN, elected President 
of the u !TED STATE GYPSUM COMPA Y, 
ucceeding OLIVER M. KNODE who i re

tiring. 

J osEPH B. ELLIOTT, made President and 
General Manager of the New York Divi
sion of BORG-WARNER CORPORATION. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS 

Please report both new and old ad
dresses directly to P / A five week 
before you move. The Post Office will 
not forward your magazine to the new 
address unless you pay extra postage. 
Avoid this needless expense by noti
fying us five weeks in advance. 

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

Circulation Department 

430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

SEPTEMilER 1%0 P/A 


